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Abstract
Many bacteria produce outer membrane-localized proteins that adhere them to varying biotic and
abiotic substrates. Such interactions are crucial for the life-cycle of many microorganisms,
promoting retention in high-nutrient locations and the formation of communities, called biofilms.
From a human perspective, microbial adhesion and biofilm formation are often detrimental,
causing chronic antibiotic-resistant infections, the corrosion and clogging of machinery, and the
spoiling of resources. It is in the best interest of human health and industry to understand the
molecular connections that allow these natural phenomena to take place, and how they can be
augmented or sabotaged.
As such, the purpose of this thesis was to interrogate the structure/function of several adhesion
proteins produced by Gram-negative bacteria. Two of the three adhesion protein examples chosen
are part of the Repeats-In-Toxin family, which relies on the type I secretion system for proper
localization and cell-membrane retention. The examples include: 1) The 1.5-MDa ice-binding
protein from the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis. The protein’s remarkable size
can be attributed to one region that holds ~120 tandem repeat domains. Structure determination of
a four-repeat segment confirmed these domains to be immunoglobulin-like β-sandwiches that
bind calcium ions for both proper folding and rigidity, facilitating the region’s proposed role of
extension. 2) The adhesion protein from the oil-eating bacterium Marinobacter
hydrocarbonoclasticus, which houses a proposed PA14 domain close to its C-terminal tip. This
domain was shown to bind sugar through a combination of X-ray crystallography and a custommade competition assay. Potential applications for this domain as a dextran-affinity tag were also
explored. And 3) an example from a different protein family was characterized due to the
incorporation of a DUF3494 – a well-known ice-binding domain – into its distal tip. The icebinding activity of this DUF3494 was confirmed and characterized, adding to the ongoing
intrigue of this widespread and functionally-variable domain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
1.1.1 Bacteria: lone wolves or pack animalcules?
Bacteria are a domain of single-celled organisms that make up ~15% of the Earth’s biomass [1].
While the microfossil record is not definitive, isotopic analysis of carbon in sediment along with
phylogenetic analysis of large datasets of current bacteria agree that these microscopic organisms
likely emerged 3.5 to 4 billion years ago [2,3]. Since that time, bacteria have colonized almost
every environment available on Earth and, as such, are incorporated into many of the natural
cycles that repurpose nutrients into useful forms. Just a few of these roles include nitrogen
fixation in the nitrogen cycle [4,5], the weathering of minerals to produce inorganic nutrients [6],
the decomposition of dead organisms to recycle carbon [7,8], and even the nucleation of ice in the
atmosphere to induce precipitation as part of the hydrological cycle [9]. Bacteria also play a
major role in many biological systems, interacting as parasites, symbiotes and/or prey in virtually
all food chains across the globe.
Despite their obvious importance, the microscopic size of bacteria enabled them to escape human
attention for centuries. The early studies of bacteria in the Western world began in the mid to late
17th century, when the use of microscopes from the likes of Antonie van Leeuwenhoek [10]
showed tiny organisms (originally termed animalcules) to be pervasive in the environment. The
19th century saw the experiments of Louis Pasteur, Ferdinand Cohn, and Robert Koch, which
proved that bacteria were responsible for both food spoilage and disease [11,12]. It was these
early experiments that began microbiology’s infancy, its fascination with bacteria-human
pathogenesis, and the study of pure cultures of bacteria.
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The culturing of bacteria in vitro as a single, pure species allowed researchers to definitively link
a certain bacterium to a particular disease, revolutionizing the medical sciences. However, the
focus on studying a single species of bacteria suspended in a synthetic media has coloured the
perception of bacteria to this day, painting them as cells living an independent life in bulk liquid.
It is now known that bacteria in their natural, complex environments rely heavily on interactions
with any number of like and unlike microorganisms, as well as both biotic and abiotic surfaces.
These revelations have shifted our perception of bacteria from proverbial lone wolves to pack
animalcules.
1.1.2 From big, to small, to big again
Modern microbiology now has the technology to focus on topics concerning microbial
communities, and how the participants in these communities can collude or compete with each
other to impact their environment [13]. Through advances in DNA sequencing, whole
communities of bacteria can be screened and profiled to identify the thousands of species that can
reside in any given sample of soil, water, or plant/animal tissue [14–16]. It is these kinds of
techniques that have allowed research on the human microbiome to flourish, linking our bacterial
content to disease states as wide and varied as intestinal inflammation and cancer [17]. This is a
far cry from the pure culture techniques of the past that were attempting to link a single bacterial
species to a single disease.
However, the interactions that occur between bacterial species are complex webs. Bacteria can
interact with certain species through intense nutrient warfare mechanisms, such as the type VI
secretion system of Gram-negative bacteria that punctures and poisons competitors [18,19].
Alternatively, bacteria can partake in symbiotic clustering that mitigates damage from
inhospitable environments [20]. The complexity is multiplied when interactions with other
microorganisms like protozoa and microalgae are considered [21,22]. Indeed, the intricacies of
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these interactions cannot be predicted through DNA sequencing, alone, and occur in volumes too
high to characterize within a natural environment.
Paradoxically, to better understand the newly-appreciated aspects of the bacterial environment,
researchers must once again break the big and unruly reality down into smaller chunks for study
in vitro. Through this “dissect-and-build” approach, the intricacies of the molecular connections
and inter-species relationships of microorganisms can be understood, separately, so that they may
be built back into our growing understanding of the whole. The following thesis demonstrates this
methodology by characterizing the protein domains that allow certain bacteria to reach out and
make connections with aspects of their environment. These small pieces of the much larger whole
can then be put back into context, to see how small events like the non-covalent interactions
between macromolecules can ripple outwards to impact whole communities.

1.2 Bacterial adhesion to surfaces
Bacteria are able to closely interact with surfaces. While the truth of this statement has been
acknowledged since van Leeuwenhoek was able to observe bacteria that he had scraped off his
teeth, it took until the 20th century for researchers to appreciate that dental plaque was not an
exception, but the norm [20,23]. Today, it is known that many bacteria spend the majority of their
lifecycle attached to surfaces, and that these interactions are part of what have allowed bacteria to
colonize the majority of biomes on Earth [24]. The diversity of habitats means that bacteria are
able to adhere to a diversity of surfaces, each posing their own challenges for the bacterium
attempting to colonize it. Looking beyond the original example of teeth, other human surfaces
such as the epithelial cells found in respiratory, urinary, and digestive tracts are all colonized by
hordes of bacteria [25–28], despite the best attempts of the immune system and medical sciences.
Apart from humans, everything from more exposed biotic surfaces like the fruits and roots of
plants [29,30], to abiotic surfaces made out of such seemingly uninviting materials as plastics,
glass, and metals [31–34] are also home to bacteria.
3

The main benefit bacteria gain from interacting with surfaces appears to be nutrients [34]. This is
more obvious for biotic surfaces, where bacteria can extract nutrients from the tissues directly
[35]. However, some species are able to extract inorganic nutrients from mineral deposits, thereby
applying the same principles to abiotic surfaces [36]. In addition, organic compounds build up at
the interface between surfaces and liquid to form heightened local concentrations of necessary
carbon sources [37]. Sticking to surfaces allows bacteria to maintain a favourable position amidst
this localized bloom of nutrients.
But adherent bacteria gain additional benefits outside of simple nutrient acquisition. Surfaceassociated bacteria are often observed to cluster together to form thick matts, which impart
intense resistance to antibiotic treatment [24]. Advances in confocal microscopy have revealed
complex communities of bacteria growing on these surfaces, ordered into intricate structures and
arrangements [38,39]. Furthermore, surface adhesion has been seen to stimulate alternative gene
expression within these clusters, leading to sessile phenotypes inherently different from their
planktonic counterparts [40]. This new mode of bacterial life was dubbed biofilms [41].

1.3 The biofilm lifestyle
As the study of biofilms increases, so too does the uncertainty regarding their definition. Early
studies referred to biofilms as a clustering of bacteria at a liquid-solid interface, where the
bacterial community encases itself in a thick, protective slime. However, as examples of bacterial
aggregates grew, it became apparent that certain biofilms do not require a liquid-solid interface,
instead forming at liquid-liquid interfaces [42], or liquid-air interfaces (i.e. floating biofilms)
[43,44]. Furthermore, the qualities of the protective coating that surrounds many biofilms, known
as extracellular polymeric substance (EPS), changes drastically between different species,
different strains, and different environmental conditions [45]. For this thesis, biofilms will be
defined as any microbial aggregation where bacteria live in a network of macromolecular
substances, thereby gaining benefits from this sessile lifestyle.
4

1.3.1 Initiation of biofilm formation
In general, a biofilm lifestyle moves through a series of conserved steps: initiation, maturation,
and dissolution (Figure 1.1). During initiation, bacteria must select and adhere to an interface that
complements their particular survival strategy. Encountering their surface of choice can occur
through passive means, such as Brownian motion and sedimentation, or through the active
movement of motile cells [46]. During conditions of high flow, only motile cells are capable of
adhering to surfaces, making motility a necessity in many environments for biofilm initiation
[47]. Often, cells “select” their surface by actively following some form of stimulus, a process
known as positive taxis. Examples include aerotaxis (in response to oxygen) [44], phototaxis (in
response to light) [48], and chemotaxis (in response to an increasing chemical gradient) [49].
Regardless of the means by which a cell approaches a surface, it must overcome a repulsive
energy barrier before an initial, reversible attachment can occur. Reduction of these repulsive
forces can make initial adhesion easier, and bacteria have acquired many techniques to do so.
Cells can change the charge/hydrophobicity of their cell membrane to complement that of the
surface, as, for example, how Escherichia coli increases its negative surface charge upon
receiving signals from other nearby bacteria (quorum sensing) [34,50]. Some cells rely on a
surface-priming coating of organic matter to ready surfaces for adhesion; such coatings may be
incidental or directly produced by bacteria [51,52]. Alternatively, cells can extend
macromolecular appendages towards surfaces to make earlier contacts that bypass repulsion
between the cell and surface [53]. Once initial adhesion occurs, an irreversible attachment is
forged through the production of key EPS compounds that form extensive, close-contact
interactions [37,54–56].
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Figure 1.1 The biofilm lifestyle. Initiation: individual bacteria (red ovals) start in a planktonic state,
until they contact a surface/interface. Bacteria originally make a reversible interaction, usually at
either pole, before making an irreversible connection. Maturation: bacteria cluster together into
microcolonies, which use secreted polymers to form a binding matrix around them (green). Over
time, the microcolonies grow into mature biofilms that are made up of vertical plumes of cells,
separated by solvent channels for proper nutrient distribution. Detachment: eventually, biofilms will
detach and dissolve back into planktonic bacteria, in order to colonize new areas and begin the
process anew.
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1.3.2 Maturation of biofilms
Following attachment, bacteria accumulate into small clusters, or microcolonies, on the surface.
This accumulation is due, in part, to newly arriving cells sticking to the pioneers that have already
attached to the surface [57]. Alternatively, reversibly-attached cells can still move towards each
other through processes like twitching motility [58,59]. However, a large portion of a growing
biofilm’s expanded biomass comes from the division of already attached cells [40]. As the
microcolonies grow, they amalgamate into a united cellular aggregate that can coat large swathes
of the bacteria’s surface of choice.
During this maturation, the further production and secretion of EPS takes place, encasing and
connecting the bacteria into a protective gel called the biofilm matrix. The macromolecular
components of EPS work like a scaffold, organizing the microbial aggregate into a complex
community. The structure of these communities differs depending on what bacteria are present
and participating. Some biofilms remain flat and compact, while others develop distinct
heterogenous structures, complete with channels for solvent/nutrient transfer and blooms that
expand the biofilm surface area perpendicular to the interface [40,60,61]. The environmental
conditions within the matrix are not uniform, meaning that cells in different sections of the
biofilm will see varying levels of nutrients, oxygen etc. [62,63]. Such disparities can lead to
diverse phenotypes within a single biofilm. While this is more evident in multi-species biofilms,
where species will partition to the portion of the biofilm that best suits their needs [64], it is also
true of mono-species biofilms. Simple plating studies of Pseudomonas aeruginosa harvested from
biofilms yielded several colony morphologies, while their planktonic counterparts maintained a
uniform phenotype [65]. In this way, biofilms begin to resemble multi-cellular organisms, as
different cells take on different characteristics, dependent on their place in the community.
1.3.3 Biofilm detachment
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In order to colonize new areas, cells from biofilms must detach and disperse, returning to the
planktonic lifestyle. This event appears to be linked to starvation, with bacteria leaving a biofilm
when nutrient levels have sufficiently decreased and their sessile position is no longer
advantageous [66]. Detaching from a biofilm can be a passive process achieved through shear
force or predation [67], or an active one, in which the bacteria must physically cut themselves
loose using a series of degradative enzymes that sever either EPS components, or the surface
receptors that keep the biofilm attached. Examples of such enzymes include alginate lyase in P.
aeruginosa biofilms [68], dispersin B that degrades N-acetyl glucosamine oligomers in
Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans [69], the LapG protease in Pseudomonas species [70],
and the hemagglutinin protease that helps disperse Vibrio cholerae from epithelial cells through
the proteolysis of key receptors [71].
Detachment can occur as a continuous trickle of single cells to small clumps over the course of
biofilm formation (erosion), or a sudden detachment of large portions of the biofilm (sloughing)
[72]. Alternatively, biofilms may produce hollow cavities that accumulate planktonic cells, which
are then released when the cavity is breached (seeding). The release of planktonic seeds from
biofilms has been studied heavily in both A. actinomycetemcomitans and P. aeruginosa [73,74].

1.4 Benefits to the biofilm lifestyle
Considering the energy-intensive steps necessary to construct a mature biofilm, the prevalence of
this lifestyle must indicate there are significant benefits to be gained. Indeed, biofilms can be
viewed as a state of plenty and protection.
The nutrient-related benefits of bacterial surface-attachment previously discussed are amplified in
biofilms. The porous biofilm matrix acts like a sponge, adsorbing nutrients such as carbon
sources and essential metal ions through both exchange with the surrounding liquid and the
surface [64,75]. Nutrients are then retained through contacts with the EPS components and/or the
cell membrane-bound receptors. Even complex molecules can be quickly broken down into
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manageable pieces by the buildup of secreted enzymes in the biofilm matrix, which have been
dubbed a “communal, external digestion system” [64]. Such a system also expedites the
cannibalization of dead cells within the biofilm, providing a steady source of recycled nutrients
for neighbouring cells [76,77].
Biofilms provide protection from inhospitable environments. The thick, hydrophilic nature of
EPS provides natural tolerance to dehydration by trapping water molecules, exemplified by
cellulose in E. coli biofilms [78]. On the other hand, the extent to which biofilms protect against
predators is unclear, as studies have shown that bacteriophage and surface-grazing protozoa are
still able to reduce biofilm mass [79,80]. Indeed, it stands to reason that co-evolving bacterial
predators would develop mechanisms for undoing such a common protection strategy. That said,
recent studies have shown that mature E. coli biofilms are somewhat resistant to phage predation,
relying on a fibrous biofilm-associated exoprotein called curli to coat the bacterial surface and
hinder the diffusion of phage particles through the biofilm [81]. Biofilms can also avoid predation
by immune cells. Macrophages and other phagocytotic cells are unable to remove biofilms, either
due to the immense size of biofilms or by direct inhibition [20,82,83]. This further exacerbates
the most intriguing (and disturbing) protective ability of biofilms, which is their resistance against
antibiotic treatment. As antibiotics currently represent medicine’s main line of defense against
bacterial infection, a substantial amount of biofilm research is focused on removal/prevention
strategies to complement or supplant antibiotics.
The predominant mechanism of antibiotic resistance is actually not a “resistance” per say, but
rather a “tolerance” provided by a phenotypic change common in biofilms, namely the increase in
‘persister cells’. Persister cells are cells in a state of metabolic dormancy, which allows them to
persist through inhospitable conditions [84,85]. These cells exist in small percentages in
planktonic cultures, but are enriched in the inner layers of biofilms, likely due to a nutrient stress
response imposed by this secluded location [86,87]. This state may seem undesirable, but the
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persister cells are protected from bactericidal treatments that target metabolically-active cells in
the more nutrient-exposed portion of the biofilms. Persister cells can thereby hibernate through
antibiotic treatments, and reactivate to replenish the biofilm once the treatment has ceased [87].
Furthermore, the same attributes of the biofilm matrix that impede the uniform distribution of
nutrients and induce the persister cell phenotype can affect the diffusion of antibiotics and reduce
their local concentration in the deeper regions of the biofilm. This can be a passive prevention of
diffusion due to the density of EPS, or it can result from EPS actively degrading or detaining
antibiotics. The biofilms from Bacillus subtilis are an interesting example, as they produce a
hydrophobic protein, called BslA hydrophobin, that coats the outside of the biofilm, resisting
entry by water-soluble biocide solutes [88,89].
An additional method of antibiotic resistance is through genes that specifically code for proteins
that negate the effects of antibiotics. Such genes can be spread through horizontal gene transfer
(HGT), a process that passes genes between members of a population (horizontally), as opposed
to between generations (vertically). Biofilms are considered to be an optimal environment for
HGT, providing a high number of cells that are accumulated and physically connected within a
small area [90,91]. Conjugation, a method of HGT where bacteria use an extended protein
structure to transfer plasmids, has been found to be 700-fold more efficient in biofilms [92,93].
This heightened HGT could spread the tools necessary to survive antibiotic treatments throughout
the collective. In this way, even non-pathogenic biofilms that form in waterways can act as an
environmental reservoirs for antibiotic-resistance genes [94].

1.5 Impact of biofilms
As research into the many species of bacteria that form biofilms increases, it becomes more
apparent that the specifics of biofilm lifestyle are not universally conserved between different
species [95]. The intricacies of what goes on within a biofilm are heavily dependent on the
predominant bacterial species present, the surface they are attached to, and the environment that
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surrounds them. Likewise, these same factors determine what a particular biofilm’s impact on
human health and industry will be.
1.5.1 Biofilms involved in chronic infections
Two species of bacteria that serve as exemplars for how biofilms can lead to negative
relationships with human health are the opportunistic pathogens P. aeruginosa and
Staphylococcus aureus [96–98]. These species take advantage of immune-compromised hosts to
launch successful infections. It should then come as little surprise that both P. aeruginosa and S.
aureus are among the most common hospital-related (nosocomial) infectious species [99]. Both
pathogens can adhere to a combination of biotic and abiotic surfaces, allowing biofilm formation
on both medical equipment (ex. urinary catheters, and ventilator tubes) [100–102] and a variety of
human tissues. This duality allows them to spread between patients via supposedly sterile
instruments. There is overlap regarding tissues colonized, but both pathogens have their own
preferences. Chronic infections of the ear in children [103], and the prostate gland in men [104]
are common calling cards of P. aeruginosa infection. Diverse ailments such as burn wounds
[105], chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder [106], and diabetes-related chronic wounds [106]
can also be terribly exacerbated by these infections. But it is in the lungs of cystic fibrosis (CF)
patients that this pathogen becomes infamous, as P. aeruginosa – especially “mucoid” strains that
form particularly dense biofilms – significantly increase the chance of patients succumbing to
CF-related maladies [107,108]. The persistence of the infection, regardless of intensive antibiotic
treatment, leads to prolonged inflammation that damages the tissue, leading to lung failure [109].
S. aureus adheres to and clusters on many of the same tissues with varying levels of success
[103,110], but also causes chronic infections of heart valves (endocarditis) [111] and bone
(osteomyelitis). Indeed, S. aureus is the most prevalent cause of the latter infection, occurring
often at sites of bone trauma [112]. Its presence can cause additional bone damage due to both
secreted toxins and the overzealous attempts of the immune system to clear the infection.
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These two species are by no means the only bacteria that use biofilms as a part of their pathogenic
lifestyle. Vibrio cholerae is an intestinal pathogen that forms biofilms in aquatic environments
outside of the body (ex. chitinous crustacean shells, surface of zooplankton, air-liquid interface
[113–115]). When ingested, these biofilms can survive the intense lytic properties of the stomach,
allowing V. cholerae to reach its ideal niche on the other side [116]. The usually commensal gut
microbe E. coli, when outfitted with the right virulence factors [117–119], accounts for ~ 80% of
all urinary tract infections, predominantly due to biofilm formation in urethral catheters
[120,121]. Many other species from genera like Streptococcus, Shewanella, Aeromonas, and
other species of Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus, and Vibrio take part in similar antics [122–124].
There also exists a huge collection of bacterial species that are highly specialized to dental plaque
biofilms [125–127]. All these species serve as model systems for how biofilms interact with
human tissues, medical devices, and the faltering medicines used to try and subdue them.
1.5.2 Biofilms as a detriment to industry and infrastructure
Biofilms involved in chronic infections have garnered a lion’s share of the interest due to their
obvious impacts on human health, but the effects of bacterial clumping and persistence go well
beyond the human body. Industry and infrastructure can also be hindered by bacterial adhesion
and clustering to their surfaces, yet these biofilms are generally less well-studied than the
infectious variety.
The most obvious impact of biofilms in this context is in biofouling: the buildup of bacteria on
equipment that impedes its function. The ability of biofilms to form on a diverse set of substrates
– including cast iron and polyethylene pipes, stainless steel, and the varying polymeric films of
reverse osmosis (RO) membranes – leaves few surfaces safe from potential colonization, and the
resulting economic impact. Porous membranes and pipes are readily colonized and clogged by
biofilms; an assessment in California showed an additional $700, 000 (USD) per year due to
biofouling for a single RO plant [128]. Similarly, desalination plants, worldwide, are estimated to
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spend up to $15 billion (USD) per year on biofouling prevention and treatment of membranes
[129]. The aging water and sewer infrastructure of the world provides bacteria with seemingly
endless square kilometers of surface area to colonize, with biofilms growing as thick as 1 mm
even under turbulent-flow conditions [130,131]. Heat exchangers, which facilitate the transfer of
heat in a variety of industrial processes, can be coated and subsequently insulated by biofilms,
reducing their effectiveness [131,132]. While bacteria seem hopelessly miniscule relative to the
size of a ship, the build-up of a biofilm no more than 25 µm thick can increase drag by ~10 %,
impacting delivery times and energy requirements for this otherwise efficient mode of transport
[133,134]. These biofouling-related concerns can be further exacerbated by microbiallyinfluenced corrosion, where the presence of surface-attached, often sulfide-reducing, bacteria
contributes to the electrochemical breakdown of metals to their less-useful oxidized versions
[135,136]. Microbially-influenced corrosion has been implicated in several costly oil pipeline
failures [137,138] and is estimated to cost the United States of America’s industry sector billions
of dollars per year in fuel pipeline maintenance, alone [136,139].
Biofilms on abiotic surfaces can also hamper the efforts of industry to produce safe, high-quality
products in large enough quantities to be economically viable. Bacteria that build up on the
surfaces of food processing and storage equipment can cross contaminate different products,
decreasing the value and yield of food by expediting its spoilage [140,141]. Even if these biofilms
are cleared in the earlier portions of food processing by procedures like pasteurization, they can
secrete heat-stable enzymes that endure to catalyze the formation of unwanted byproducts,
spoiling the final product [142,143]. Furthermore, these biofilms can also harbor pathogenic
bacteria that contaminate products and lead to widespread outbreaks, such as in the 2008 outbreak
of Listeria monocytogenes in Canada [144–146].
Biofilms cause problems for the food industry before the food products are even reaped by
infecting crops and livestock. Several plant diseases that can decimate commercial fruits are
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caused by biofilm-forming bacterial pathogens, such as the Acidvorax avenae sp. citrulli
implicated in the fruit blotch of melons [147] and Xylella fastidiosa as the causal agent of Pierce’s
disease in grapevines [148]. Likewise, domestic ruminants are often plagued with antibioticresistant mastitis from species like Streptococcus agalactiae and the aforementioned S. aureus
[149]. Even the expanding industry of aquaculture – the domestic cultivation of marine organisms
– is impacted by biofilms. Species such as Aeromonas salmonicida and Aeromonas hydrophila
impact fish populations (ex. salmon, trout, pike, halibut) by inducing internal hemorrhaging,
commonly known as “tail rot” [150–152]. A. hydrophila has also been known to infect humans as
an opportunistic pathogen [153,154], making its ability to infect fish, as well as grow biofilms on
vegetables and stainless steel surfaces, all the more troubling [155–158].
1.5.3 Beneficial biofilms
The negative effects of biofilms are immense and widespread, but so too are their beneficial
attributes. While much attention has been paid to the pathogenesis of biofilms, these structures
can also be beneficial for many organisms. Starting small, bacterial biofilms are able to
incorporate other microorganisms into their protective matrix for symbiotic relationships.
Diatoms often take part in the colonization of surfaces [159], and are incorporated into larger
biofilms in marine environments [160,161]. Such interactions are beneficial for the bacteria,
mostly as a result of the diatoms’ autotrophic processes that release a variety of dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) molecules as byproducts [162–164]; these molecules can serve as a carbon source
for bacteria, providing them with a ready supply of energy. On the other side, diatoms are able to
gain bioavailable stores of nitrogen from bacteria, as well as essential vitamins like vitamin B1,
B7, and B12, which most diatoms cannot synthesize on their own [164,165]. In addition, diatoms
incorporated into surface-adhered biofilms also get to enjoy the same optimal positioning in their
environment as bacteria. A recent example of this comes from the Antarctic, where the icebinding bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis and the phototrophic diatom Chaetoceros
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neogracile cluster together on the underside of sea ice, which keeps the diatoms from sinking into
the darker depths of their aquatic environment [166].
Back on land, plant roots are extensively colonized by biofilm-forming species in search of
nutrients [167]. Some of these species are pathogenic, but others promote the growth and survival
of plants. Bacteria can function as biofertilizers that increase the availability of nutrients [168],
remediators that degrade harmful pollutants [169], or phytostimulators that secrete plant hormone
analogs to directly induce growth [170,171]. Alternatively, bacteria can colonize roots in order to
prevent their pathogenic equivalent from doing the same. These “biopesticide” biofilms can
protect plants by releasing specific antibacterial/antifungal molecules [172] or by simply being
able to out-compete pathogens for nutrients [30]. B. subtilis, Pseudomonas fluorescens and
Pseudomonas putida are all actively recruited by plants to colonize their roots, often in direct
response to pathogenic attack from other species of bacteria and fungi [173–175]. Indeed, these
species (amongst many others) are being investigated for their potential use in green alternatives
to chemical fertilizers and pesticides [172].
The same principles of nutrient sharing and pathogen blockage found for diatoms and plants can
be applied to the amicable biofilms present in animals. The bacteria of the intestines improve
digestion for many organisms by converting non-digestible food components down to simple
building blocks [176,177], and synthesizing essential vitamins (similar to the interaction with
diatoms) [178]. In addition, beneficial biofilms have been shown to keep pathogens in check.
Clostridium difficile infections are common following broad-spectrum antibiotic administration to
patients, because the beneficial biofilms within the gut have been devastated [179,180]. These
beneficial biofilms have led to research into the potential gold mine/snake-oil dispensary of
probiotics, bacterial cultures that can be taken up by the human body to treat diseases.
Biofilms are a benefit to the essential nutrient cycling and degradative tasks for which bacteria
are responsible. The breakdown of organic pollutants – especially man-made pollutants like
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petroleum products – into smaller carbon sources that can be used by a wider range of organisms
is an essential job of microbial bioremediators [181]. Often, these bacteria can improve the
bioavailability of the oil by forming “oleolytic” biofilms at the oil-water interface, which
encapsulate droplets of oil to insure a close connection between the substrate and the degrader
[182]. Many species also release a series of amphipathic surfactants to reduce the surface tension
at the interface [183–185]. Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus is one of the best-studied
organisms capable of forming oleolytic biofilms [186]. These marine bacteria use their
predominantly proteinaceous biofilms to cling to oil and degrade long-chain aliphatic molecules
[187,188]. Alternatively, certain Pseudomonas species form biofilms on polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) droplets [189], which M. hydrocarbonoclasticus is not able to degrade.
Indeed, oil-associated microbial consortia contain many species of oil-degrading bacteria that are
able to metabolize different components of oil, allowing the collective to degrade the majority of
oil within one structure [190,191].

1.6 Methods to control biofilms
As shown above, biofilms have the capacity to yield both benefit and harm. Regardless of which
a particular biofilm is capable of, it is important to the fields of human health, food processing,
agriculture, and bioremediation that we acquire methods for controlling biofilms, so that we can
help or hinder their formation at will.
Alteration of surfaces to hamper bacterial adhesion is an area of interest. Many aspects of a
surface’s chemistry have been shown to be crucial for bacteria’s ability to colonize it.
Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity are two traits with varied relationships with adhesion,
depending on the species at play [34,192]. A variety of coatings that change the electrochemical
nature of the surface have been suggested to prevent biofilm formation, including silica based
gels that makes super-hydrophobic coatings [193] and the hydrophilic poly-L-Lysine-based
titanium coatings [194]. Other coatings change the topography of the surface. Conventional
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wisdom indicates that rougher, less-even surfaces are better colonized [195,196]. That said,
studies with nano-smooth glass and titanium have shown increases in bacterial adhesion for
several pathogenic species, casting doubt on smoothing practices as a universal anti-adhesive
method [192,197]. As an alternative, the introduction of polymer brushes – a forest of small
vertical pillars – can make it difficult for bacteria to make a productive connection with the
surface [198]. Interesting work with dynamic coatings that can be induced to move, such as
voltage-sensitive silicone elastomers [199], have also been developed to essentially “shake”
biofilms off of surfaces.
However, the most common method for controlling biofilm formation is still through chemical
modification strategies. While many biofilms are invulnerable to even high doses of antibiotics –
an issue likely to increase as more resistant strains emerge – other non-specific chemicals have
proven partially effective at destroying biofilms. Chelating compounds that remove essential ions
can inhibit certain bacterial pathogen biofilms in vitro [200], and combinations of detergents and
biocides are able to reduce (if not outright eliminate) certain mixed-species biofilms [201].
However, while these chemicals work well enough on abiotic surfaces, their use in biological
systems is limited due to their non-specific potency.
Since the older broad-spectrum techniques are ineffective against internal biofilms, new
methodologies must be developed that aim to specifically target biofilms. EPS molecules are a
promising target in this respect, as they are often specific to biofilms and crucial for the cell-tosurface and cell-to-cell contacts that keep the biofilm matrix together. Indeed, many experiments
have been done testing the effects of degradative enzymes on biofilms. Non-specific proteases
like trypsin and proteinase K can reduce S. aureus biofilms, as can the endonuclease DNase I
[202]. Still, these treatments are both inconsistent between strains and lacking in the specificity
needed to target solely biofilms. More luck has been seen for carbohydrate-degrading enzymes,
which can target the polysaccharides specific to bacteria. Certain fungal cellulases were effective
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in degrading the EPS of P. aeruginosa biofilms [203]. Similarly, enzymes used to trim
exopolysaccharides in P. aeruginosa have shown promise in their ability to prevent biofilm
formation and even break existing biofilms apart [204,205]. While more specific, these enzymes
will still face the same issues of protein stability and non-optimal environmental conditions that
can plague enzyme-based treatments.
Another possible strategy is the use of small molecules or antibodies to specifically inhibit the
EPS-mediated interactions [206]. The obvious benefit of this strategy is its ability to target key
interactions, while mitigating the risk of off-target interactions. In addition, these methodologies
can be mixed with other broad-spectrum agents for a joint strategy of 1) disruption by specific
inhibitors, followed by 2) widespread killing via non-specific antibiotics or biocides. On the
opposite end, the idea of being able to form and control a man-made biofilm is appealing. The
ability to assemble a team of bacterial strains, each proficient in a needed bioremediation
technique, would allow for the effective countering of a variety of damaging pollution events,
akin to the microbial consortia that occur naturally. Similarly, populating a specific surface with
beneficial – or even just neutral – bacteria to prevent the accumulation of unwanted bacteria
could be of use to both industry and human health. However, both these techniques require
knowledge of the particular molecular components that are vital for biofilm formation, what they
target, and what molecules can be used to inhibit them. To see what can be done, more in-depth
analyses of the macromolecules that facilitate the initiation and maturation of biofilms will be
necessary.

1.7 Digging deeper into biofilm-related macromolecules
As previously stated, there are many different types of polymeric substances that come together
to form a biofilm. These EPS molecules are capable of forming interactions between cells and
specific substrates – such as the surface the biofilm forms on – (adhesion), as well as between
cells within the biofilm (cohesion) [45]. As such, the importance of these interactions is felt from
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initiation through to detachment, or birth to death, of the biofilm. Studies regarding EPS
interactions have to be cognizant of the following: 1) several molecules may serve a similar role,
affording the biofilm a level of redundancy [206]; 2) certain molecules may serve several roles
[166,207]; 3) biofilms will change their EPS complement depending on environmental cues and
what other species are present [45]; 4) the importance of an EPS molecule may change as the
biofilm goes through the maturation process [208]. Indeed, the studies of EPS molecules are all
small pieces of a much larger puzzle, but each piece is vital to the understanding of the whole.
1.7.1 Exopolysaccharides
The importance of exopolysaccharides in the formation and maintenance of biofilms has been
studied at length in some of the most pressing bacterial systems. In many ways, polysaccharides
can be seen as the perfect biological scaffolds: long, branched fibers that can spread throughout
biofilms, ripe with hydrophilic functional groups with which to foster both adhesion and
cohesion. Yet, the specific molecular interactions through which many exopolysaccharides act
remain a mystery.
Research on exopolysaccharides in P. aeruginosa is well-advanced, with three biofilm-associated
glycans identified: Psl, Pel, and alginate. Psl is a rigid polysaccharide made up predominantly of
mannose, with smaller amounts of glucose and rhamnose monomers, strung together into a
helical pattern on the cell surface [209,210]. From this position, Psl is able to facilitate adhesion
of planktonic P. aeruginosa to surfaces, as well as promote strong cohesive interactions in the
upper mushroom-like caps of mature biofilms [211]. Pel is a cellulose-like polysaccharide that
coheres cells together, and is vital for the construction of biofilm scaffolds [212]. This polymer is
also essential for the formation of pellicles at the air-liquid interface [213]. Interestingly, both Psl
and Pel have been shown to be important for the integration of P. aeruginosa into multi-species
biofilms, though the reliance on Psl vs. Pel differed depending on the strains studied [214–216].
However, the exopolysaccharide most infamously connected to the bacteria’s pathology is
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alginate, a linear string of negatively-charged mannuronic and gluronic acids that is omnipresent
in antibiotic-resistant CF-related biofilms [217,218]. The over-expression of alginate during
chronic infections leads to the formation of the mucoid phenotypes, which produce biofilms that
are exceptionally resistant to antibiotics, and immune cell action [60,219]. It appears that alginate
provides a structural complexity and density to P. aeruginosa biofilms; the finger-like structures
of these biofilms are reliant on alginate production [220].
There are few biofilm-related exopolysaccharides that are as well understood as those of P.
aeruginosa. Staphylococcus epidermis and S. aureus produce a combination of different
polymers, such as the polysaccharide intercellular adhesion (PIA) made of N-acetylglucosamine
monomers linked together with β-1,6 bonds. PIA knockout prevents the clustering of S. epidermis
to polystyrene, though the cells maintain their ability to adhere to the substrate [221]. Colanic
acid is a polysaccharide made of many different monosaccharides (glucose, galactose, fucose, and
N-acetytlglucosamine, to name a few) that is prevalent in Enterobacteriaceae species. In E. coli,
it serves an architectural role, structuring mature biofilms [222]. Several plant pathogens and the
oral bacterium Streptococcus mutans are known to produce neutral fructans, called levans.
Interestingly, this polysaccharide appears to have no essential structural role, but may be retained
in the pores of biofilms as a form of nutrient storage [223,224].
Aside from strictly secreted polysaccharides, surface-attached glycans can also provide crucial
interactions in biofilm formation. Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are lipid-anchored glycan chains
that cover up to 75% of the outer membrane of many Gram-negative species of bacteria, and can
extend as far as 10 nm away from the cell surface [225]. As such, they have been implicated in
many adhesion interactions between bacteria and surfaces, including Helicobacter pylori
adhesion to specific areas of the human stomach [226] and E. coli attachment to inert surfaces
[33].
1.7.2 Extracellular DNA
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DNA found in the extracellular space (eDNA) is also a major component of P. aeruginosa
biofilms, where it forms cell-cell contacts. Early analysis showed that a substantial amount of the
“slime” or biofilm matrix components from many different strains of P. aeruginosa was made up
of DNA [227]. The relevance of this molecule to biofilm formation was made apparent when
DNase treatment was seen to dissolve young biofilms [208]. Though mature biofilms of the same
strain were resistant to this treatment, other strains proved to be susceptible, even as mature
biofilms, to nuclease attack [228]. It appears that different strains, or even the same strain under
different circumstances, will change its reliance on eDNA as a structural component.
The practice of incorporating eDNA into EPS goes beyond P. aeruginosa, showing up in the
biofilm matrix of S. epidermis and S. aureus, among others [229]. When analyzed through PCR
fingerprinting and Southern blotting, the eDNA in P. aeruginosa was found to resemble genomic
DNA, implying that these molecules are not being synthesized and secreted as EPS, but are rather
being gathered from lysed cells within the biofilms [230]. The same holds true for other species,
where cells autolyze to provide eDNA by either performing an altruistic suicide similar to
apoptosis in eukaryotes, or differentiating into attackers and targets to undergo “fratricide” [231].
1.7.3 Biofilm-associated proteins
Proteins play a major part in almost all cellular processes, and biofilms are no exception. The
biofilm matrix is home to many secreted proteins that work to cultivate the appropriate chemical
environment for the biofilm, establish the desired architecture of the community, and foster
contacts that keep the cells connected to each other and their substrate. The aforementioned
“extracellular digestive system” is made up of many such secreted degradative enzymes.
Likewise, proteins like RbmA from V. cholerae can mediate cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions
[232,233].
However, there are many proteins that – rather than being entirely secreted from cells – remain
attached to the extracellular membrane in order to foster biofilm-related contacts from initial
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adhesion through to cohesive maturation. These proteins are produced so that they may extend
outwards from the cell and interact with the environment, acting like a proteinaceous arm that
directly reaches out to grab a hold of some specific substrate [234]. Denoted as adhesion proteins,
or adhesins, these appendages are long and extended, with the majority conforming to a
simplified architecture that can be broken down into three distinct functional regions (Figure 1.2).
One end of the protein is dedicated to the function of cell-membrane retention, keeping the
protein attached to the outside of the bacterial cell. Maintaining the metaphor of a protein arm,
this segment would be analogous to a shoulder. The other end of the protein incorporates domains
capable of interacting with particular ligands, be they components of a surface, membraneassociated molecules on other microorganisms, or components of the biofilm matrix. This
segment is the hand of the arm, and as such has many different shapes depending on what the
ligand of interest is. Connecting the two tips of the protein is the arm proper, an extended
segment that provides the reach necessary to keep the ligand-binding domains away from the
cluttered bacterial cell surface.
Despite this simplified characterization, adhesion proteins possess a massive diversity in terms of
both structure and specificity that allows them to serve a multitude of roles in different bacterial
species. Many are known to be critical in the adhesion of bacteria to surfaces [235–241],
facilitating the microbe-surface interactions that have allowed bacteria to flourish. Others are
involved in the interconnections formed between microbial communities [166,242–244], reaching
out and bringing bacterial species, as well as other microorganisms, together. In combination,
these interactions are critical to the formation/maturation of biofilms. Yet, very few of these
proteins have been fully characterized, leaving a crucial mechanism that helps to build the
complex microbial environment discussed thus far a mystery. The remainder of this introduction
will explore the known examples of adhesion proteins, the level of characterization they currently
enjoy, and the questions that are left unanswered.
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Figure 1.2 Domain architecture of select bacterial adhesins. As proteinaceous arms, adhesins
can be broken down into three functional regions. At one end, the cell surface-retention region
(cyan) acts like a shoulder to attach the appendage to the bacterium. At the opposite end, the
ligand-binding region (red) contains domains capable of binding to different ligands. Similar to
how a hand takes on different shapes to grab different items, this region will house different
domains depending on what the bacterium needs to interact with. Connecting the two ends is the
extender region (blue), which is the arm proper that extends the hand into the environment. The
size of this region varies between different adhesins. Domain breakdown: cyan triangle = βsandwich plug, striped rectangle = β barrel, dark blue ovals = β sandwich, solid red rectangle =
potential amyloid-forming region, cylinders = β solenoid, diamond = von Willebrand Factor Alike domain, hexagon = PA14 domain, octagonal star = Mp peptide-binding domain. N and C
termini are shown for non-fimbrial adhesins. Arm image adapted from www.gtsimulators.com.
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1.8 Fimbrial adhesion systems
Fimbrial proteins are hetero-oligomers that connect small repeating domains (pilins) through noncovalent interactions into extended, thin structures (pili) that can span up to micrometers away
from the cell. These structures have been studied most predominantly in Gram-negative bacteria –
though examples are present in Gram-positive species – and have been characterized as impacting
cell adhesion to surfaces, biofilm formation, and even motility [245].
Many Gram-negative species produce chaperone-usher pathway assembled pili, which are long
strands of oligomerized immunoglobulin-like domains that assemble into a vaguely helical stalk
ending with an adhesive tip capable of binding sugars. E. coli provides the best studied-member
of the family, denoted as type I pili (Figure 1.2), and will therefore be used as an example here
[235,246]. The type I pili are presented on the outside of the cell using an integral membrane
protein (FimD), which serves as the anchor that retains the pili on the outside of the cell, as well
as its secretion pore and site of pilin assembly [247–250]. The extended stalk of the type I pili is
made up of FimA monomers, each an incomplete immunoglobulin-like domain that contains six
beta-strands of a 7-stranded beta sandwich, as well as an additional N-terminal strand that is
superfluous to its own tertiary fold [251,252]. However, this extra strand can complement the
missing strand of another pilin subunit, thereby linking the two beta-sandwiches together in a tipto-tail manner [253]. In this way, the type I pili can be assembled via “donor strand exchange”,
where chaperone proteins (FimC) attached to FimA monomers are displaced by additional FimA
subunits to form micrometer-long fibers [246,254]. To end the oligomerization process, the
adhesive tip of the pili is added. The tip is made up of three proteins (FimF, FimG, and FimH),
that use the same donor strand exchange mechanism to cap off the stalk, and present the lectinlike domain of FimH to mannose moieties on human glycoproteins [251,255–257]. This
interaction is a crucial adhesion step in the colonization/invasion of the human bladder by E. coli
[258], and has been seen to initiate biofilm formation on abiotic surfaces [259,260].
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Another well-studied fimbrial adhesin in E. coli is curli, the beta-rich amyloid oligomer known to
influence cell adhesion to abiotic surfaces [259,261,262], as well as human cells via extracellular
matrix (ECM) protein interactions [263–266]. Furthermore, these proteins have a prominent role
in forging connections between microbial communities [242,259], explaining why they were
found to make up ~ 85% of an E. coli biofilm matrix, by mass [267]. Curli fibers are made up of
predominantly CsgA monomers, along with small amounts of the CsgB amyloid nucleator [278–
280]. Assembly takes place at the cell surface, where the CsgB nucleates secreted CsgA to
transition from an unfolded to a beta-helical structure that can be added onto by other monomers
[268,269]. Unlike in type I pili, these long fibrils double as both the extender and ligand-binding
regions, as no additional adhesion tip proteins are added. The oligomers are retained at the
surface through a supposed combination of periplasmic pores and chaperone proteins (CsgE-G)
[95,270–273].
Lastly, type IV pili are a class of fimbrial proteins that not only adhere to surfaces, but are also
retracted by the cell, disassembling them back into subunits and producing a strong pulling force
in the process [274,275]. Retraction allows these oligomers to participate in processes beyond
adhesion, including DNA uptake during transformation [276], and a form of surface-based
movement known as twitching motility [277]. This second process has been implicated in the
collection of P. aeruginosa cells from a mono-layer into multi-layered microcolonies [59]. The
retraction capability is facilitated by an extensive complex of integral, membrane-associated, and
cytosolic proteins that also serve to keep the pili attached to the cell membrane [278–280]. The
type IV pilin subunits themselves contain a globular head domain of species-specific shape with
an extended N-terminal alpha-helix [281,282]. This alpha-helix is predominantly hydrophobic,
and is the primary contact responsible for oligomerization into the extended stalk of the pili
[283,284]. Type IV pili are able to form non-specific interactions with inert surfaces [285,286], as
well as specific contacts to receptors on mammalian epithelial cells. Similar to curli, there does
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not appear to be a unique adhesive tip added to the end of P. aeruginosa type IV pili. However, it
is known that a receptor-binding portion (D-region) of the pilin subunits is buried all along the
stalk due to the oligomerization, with the exception of the monomer at the very distal tip, which is
free to interact with the receptor [287]. Meanwhile, the type IV pili from Neisseria gonorrhoeae
and Neisseria meningitis appear to use a distinct capping protein, called PilC, to bind to human
epithelial cells [288,289].

1.9 Gram-positive non-fimbrial adhesion systems
Non-fimbrial adhesins do not rely on the oligomerization of small domains to make a fiber, but
instead incorporate the three functional regions of an adhesion protein within one polypeptide
strand. As such, these proteins can become exceptionally large, which depends mainly on the size
of the extender region, but also on the number of domains present in the ligand-binding region,
and what signalling sequences or cell-anchorage domains are necessary to present the protein on
the outside of the cell. This last point is highly dependent on the species of bacteria, specifically if
the bacterium in question has a single membrane (Gram-positive) or a dual membrane with a
periplasmic space in between (Gram-negative) [290].
Gram-positive bacteria would appear to have an easier time getting adhesins to their outer
surface, as the protein needs to pass through a single membrane, rather than two. Furthermore, the
peptidoglycan layer or “cell wall”, a thick mesh of surface glycans that encapsulates the outside
of Gram-positive bacteria, provides many functional groups by which surface proteins may be
attached [291]. This fastening mechanism is used by the biofilm-associated protein, Bap (Figure
1.2), from S. aureus, as well as its homologs in other Staphylococcus species [292,293]. These
adhesins are secreted using a short, cleavable signal peptide at the N terminus, recognized by the
Sec secretion system: the universal secretion system common to all bacteria and beyond [294].
However, the retention of the protein on the surface is achieved via the C terminus by a simple
LPXTG motif [295,296]. This motif is recognized by sortaseA, a transmembrane peptidase that
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cleaves between the Thr and Gly residues of the motif and fuses the carboxyl group of the Thr
residue to a component of the cell wall, thereby anchoring the protein to the outer membrane by
its C-terminal end [297]. Similar proteins outside of Staphylococcus have been found to produce
comparable cell-wall-anchored adhesins, such as the enterococcal protein Esp from Enterococcus
faecalis [292,298]. A series of five to twenty five beta-sandwich domains, reminiscent of the
extender repeats found in type I pili, separate the C-terminal surface-retention region from the N
terminus [296]. The N-terminal segment contains the proposed ligand-binding region [292],
thereby facilitating Bap’s strengthening of cell-to-host and cell-to-cell contacts [296,299], and the
formation of biofilms [300,301]. The methodology behind these interactions is still under
investigation, though a study from 2016 provides impressive evidence that Bap may actually
require proteolytic processing and release of its N-terminal region, which then forms amyloid
scaffolds reminiscent of curli [302]. This explains the negative effect high concentrations of
calcium has on Bap-dependent biofilms, as the cation binds to the Bap and stabilizes it against
proteolytic digestion [299,302].

1.10 Gram-negative non-fimbrial adhesion systems
While the Sec secretion system is able to get proteins through a single membrane, Gram-negative
adhesins generally require more complicated systems in order to pass through two bilayers and
end up on the outer surface of the outer membrane. Also, the lack of an outward facing
peptidoglycan layer rules out the use of cell-wall-anchoring systems present in Gram-positive
bacteria. Interestingly, there is a group of under-characterized surface lipoproteins that appear to
be able to use a combination of the Sec secretion system and a currently unknown secondary
pathway to get through both membranes, and anchor to the outer surface through a posttranslationally lipidated N -terminus [303]. However, the majority of adhesion proteins instead
use one of two secretion systems for surface presentation: the type V (TVSS) or the type I (TISS)
[290].
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1.10.1 Type V Secretion System
TVSS, or the autotransporter system, is the term used to describe at least five different
methodologies of secretion (Va, Vb, Vc, Vd, Ve), most of which can attach an adhesin to the
outside of the cell [304,305]. All methodologies rely on the general Sec pathway for initial
transport of the proteins into the periplasmic space, followed by a second, more specific pore
through the outer membrane. For most TVSS methods, this second pore is actually a part of the
secreted protein, thereby earning these proteins the title of “autotransporter” [306]. This is true of
type Va, which relies on a C-terminal beta-barrel (or autotransporter) domain that inserts into the
outer membrane. This domain acts as both the pore through which the rest of the protein (denoted
as the passenger domain) can be secreted, and the anchor that keeps the passenger domain
connected to the outside of the cell, either through continued covalent attachment [307] or noncovalent interactions following a post-secretion proteolysis [308]. An excellent example of the
type Va adhesins is Antigen 43 (Figure 1.2), an E. coli auto-aggregation protein that promotes
cohesive interactions between the bacteria, leading to biofilm formation [309,310]. Interestingly,
this protein lacks an apparent extender region, with its beta-helical adhesion region reaching a
mere 10 nm from the cell membrane [311].
Type Vc is similar to type Va, but requires its periplasmic peptides to assemble into a trimer in
order to form the C-terminal beta-barrel. YadA from Yersinia enterocolitica is the prototypical
version of these trimeric autotransporters, sporting a coiled-coil stalk as the extender region, and
an N-terminal collagen-binding tip used for pathogenic adhesion to human tissue [237,312,313].
However, other adhesins from the likes of Moraxella catarrhalis and Haemophilus influenzae
have similar autotransporter C-termini and internal coiled-coil stalks, but variable adhesive tips
that bind to different ligands [314,315]. This is an example of the modular nature of adhesion
proteins, where the same scaffold can be used to present different ligand-binding domains
depending on the needs of the bacterium.
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The type Ve proteins are another alteration of a similar premise, this time secreted as monomers
using an N-terminal beta-barrel domain. Therefore, it is the C terminus that serves as the adhesive
tip in these cases, and the coiled-coil is replaced with five to ten beta-sandwich domains
[305,316]; indeed, the beta sandwich is a recurring player amongst extender regions. The
homologs intimin (E. coli) and invasin (Yersinia sp.) (Figure 1.2) both use this secretion pathway,
facilitating (appropriately named) intimate contacts between host tissue and their bacterial source
[317–321].
Lastly, the type Vb can also be used to secrete adhesins to the cell surface, but in a different
manner. These proteins do not contain a fused autotransporter domain; instead the passenger and
the outer-membrane pore are split into two proteins – hence the title of Two-Partner Secretion
(TPS) – where the passenger is fed through the pore N terminus first [304]. Type Vb adhesins
then rely on a C-terminal cysteine hook to catch the protein before it is completely secreted
through the pore [322]. CdrA from P. aeruginosa is one such adhesin, using its surface vantage to
interact with both the exopolysaccharide Psl and copies of itself on adjacent cells [243,323]. Such
interactions facilitate the formation of a cohesive, protease-resistant biofilm. Interestingly, CdrA
can be removed from the cell surface by a periplasmic protease called LapG, which cleaves the
protein ~50 amino acids from its C terminus [324].
1.10.2 Type I Secretion System
The TISS is a Sec-independent system, where a channel that passes through both membranes and
the periplasmic space is formed to transport proteins directly from the cytosol to the extracellular
space [325,326]. The pore is formed using three components: a dimeric inner-membrane ATPbinding cassette (ABC), an outer membrane TolC-like pore, and a membrane fusion protein
(MFP) hexamer that is anchored to the inner membrane but span the periplasm to connect the two
pores into one contiguous channel (Figure 1.3 A). Proteins remain unfolded for transport, and
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Figure 1.3 Type I secretion of RTX adhesins. The current model for how RTX adhesins are
secreted and retained on the outer membrane surface is shown. The components of the type I
secretion system (outer-membrane protein in blue, ATP-binding cassette transporter and
membrane fusion protein complex in orange) combine when the TISS signal from the RTX
adhesin (in this case, MpIBP) is recognized (A to B). The unfolded adhesin is fed through both
pores C terminus first (C). As each domain emerges into the extracellular space, the high-calcium
conditions will induce folding, starting with the C-terminal RTX repeats (denoted as RV) all the
way to the N-terminal β-sandwich domains (denoted as RIC). However, the β-sandwich plug
(denoted as RIN) is able to fold even at low calcium concentrations and will be unable to pass
through the outer-membrane protein (D). This traps the slender stalk (denoted as RIM) in the pore
and keeps the rest of the protein attached to the outer membrane. Modified from Guo et al. 2019
[327].
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most studied TISS-secreted proteins do not require a chaperone to maintain this unfolded state
pre-secretion. The only exception, so far, has been HasA, which requires the SecB chaperone
protein for TISS-mediated secretion [328,329]. In all cases, the energy needed to promote
transport across the membrane is provided by ATP hydrolysis, but transportation is enhanced in
the presence of calcium [330,325,331].
The proteins that move through the TISS have been grouped into a broad family known as the
Repeats-In-Toxin (RTX) family [332]. The name stems from two attributes of the first known
member of the RTX family, Hemolysin A from E. coli [333,334], which 1) functions as a poreforming toxin and 2) has a series of glycine-rich repeats found at its C-terminal end. While not
every member of the RTX family is a toxin, the C-terminal repeats are a reoccurring trend shared
amongst all members, thereby earning the title of RTX repeats. RTX repeats have a simple
nonapeptide consensus sequence of GGxGxDxyx, where x can be any residue and y is often a
small, hydrophobic residue. RTX proteins can have anywhere from fewer than ten to over forty
repeats [332]. When arranged in tandem, these repeats form a calcium-dependent beta-solenoid
structure that coordinates two rows of calcium ions along each side of the helix [335]. The
functional role of the RTX repeats appear to be as an enhancer of TISS, but not as the direct
signal sequence. That sequence is found at the very C terminus, directly succeeding the RTX
repeats, and is a non-cleavable signal recognized by the inner membrane pore [336–339]. Once
recognized, the protein is threaded through the pores in a C- to N-terminal fashion [340]. The
RTX repeats enhance TISS in a calcium-dependent manner by, 1) folding as they emerge from
the pore into the relatively calcium-rich extracellular space and thereby preventing the protein
from slipping back into the channel; and 2) providing a complementary motive force that ratchets
the structure through the second pore even as ATP hydrolysis pushes the protein through the first
pore [331].
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Aside from the RTX repeats and C-terminal signal sequence, RTX proteins share several
common attributes, such as being negatively charged (with pI’s around 4), rarely having disulfide
bonds, and binding divalent cations at places outside of the RTX repeats [332]. However, the
functional classes of proteins within the RTX family are numerous and diverse. Keeping in step
with Hemolysin A, it was originally thought that all proteins transported via the TISS were small
protein toxins or degradative enzymes made up of an N-terminal catalytic domain (degradative or
lytic) along with its C-terminal RTX repeats and secretory signal. It is now known that another
subsection of the RTX protein family contains massive proteins that are often the largest openreading frames (ORFs) in the bacterial genome [341], rivalled only by certain non-ribosomal
peptide synthetase genes [342]. These proteins, dubbed RTX adhesins, maintain a common
architecture reminiscent of the three functional regions found in other adhesion proteins [327].
Examples of RTX adhesins in the bacterial genomes of many species are plentiful, but at present
there are few examples that have been functionally characterized, and even fewer that have been
structurally characterized. This is a shame, considering these proteins exist in such interesting and
diverse bacterial species as human pathogens, oil-degrading bioremediators, and extremophiles
that can survive in the coldest climates on Earth.

1.11 RTX adhesins
To date there have been fewer than ten RTX adhesins studied in detail, with the first and best
understood (in terms of function) being LapA from non-pathogenic Pseudomonads. Discovered
while studying biofilm-deficient mutants of both P. fluorescens and P. putida [343,344], LapA
and its type I secretion machinery were shown to be integral for the irreversible attachment of
cells to such varied surfaces as glass, plastics, seeds, and soil [343,344,56]. The use of atomic
force microscopy (AFM) has shown that LapA facilitates these attachments as a cell surfaceassociated adhesin [239,345,346]. In this way, LapA provides the first crucial connections that
allow its host organisms to colonize and form their symbiotic biofilms with plants.
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LapA has a smaller cousin present in P. putida (though missing from P. fluorescens) called LapF:
a cell-surface associated RTX adhesin with very little effect on surface adhesion [344]. Instead,
mutants lacking properly localized LapF are deficient in biofilm maturation, implicating LapF in
cohesive forces between bacteria [244]. Indeed, the team of LapA and LapF divide biofilmassociated duties between themselves, with one handling adhesion and the other handling
cohesion [347]. The expression levels of these complementary proteins appears to be inversely
regulated by the DNA-binding protein Fis [348,349].
Outside of Pseudomonas species, there are several pathogens known to rely on the action of RTX
adhesins for functions like tissue adhesion, biofilm formation, and cell invasion. Initial events of
V. cholerae biofilms are impacted by the loss of FrhA adhesin; this RTX adhesin is responsible
for association of V. cholerae to both epithelial cells and chitin, a major component of crustacean
shells [240]. Legionella pneumophila’s RtxA is a determinant of adhesion/invasion to both
macrophages and amoebae [350–352], while SiiE from Salmonella enterica provides the initial
adhesion necessary for invasion of polarized epithelial cells [353–355], possibly through a direct
interaction with glycans of human mucin proteins [238,356]. SiiE has also been partially
structurally characterized [357,358].
However, the only RTX adhesin to have been fully structurally-characterized is the M.
primoryensis ice-binding protein (MpIBP) (Figure 1.4) [166]. The Antarctic bacterium M.
primoryensis is able to adhere to ice [359], keeping the aerobic organism within the upper,
oxygen-rich strata of its meromictic environment [241]. Additionally, M. primoryensis coheres
with the phototrophic diatom C. neogracile while on ice, forming mixed-species microcolonies
that could presumably advance into a symbiotic biofilm between bacteria and diatoms at the
bottom of sea ice [166]. The massive RTX adhesin, MpIBP, facilitates both the adhesion to ice
and the cohesion with diatoms, effectively serving as the main adhesive force that initially holds
the community together (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.4 Structure elucidation of MpIBP. A) Domain architecture for MpIBP. The three
functional regions are denoted, as are the domains present within. B) Bringing together the
structure of multiple constructs of MpIBP to reconstruct the whole adhesin. C) Focusing in on the
structure of the six domains that make up the ligand-binding region. Insets of the peptide- and
sugar-binding sites are shown, along with electron density for the ligands. D) The structure of
four tandem Ig repeats from the extender region is shown. Colour scheme: grey = N-terminal
membrane-anchoring region, light blue = Ig repeats of extender region, dark blue = stalk and
peptide-binding domain of the ligand-binding region, purple = PA14 sugar-binding domain of
ligand-binding region, orange = ice-binding domain (altered RTX repeats) of ligand-binding
region, green = the C-terminal secretion sequences (i.e. traditional RTX repeats and type I
secretion signal). Calcium ions are shown as yellow spheres. Modified from Guo et al. 2019
[327].
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Figure 1.5 MpIBP: the key component of a bacteria-diatom biofilm. A) Ace Lake is a
meromictic lake in Antarctica, with an intense oxygen gradient. Aerobic species like M.
primoryensis can cluster to the underside of sea ice to stay in the upper oxygen-rich regions of its
environment. This clustering on ice also brings phototrophic diatoms into the fold. B) This multispecies biofilm is held together by the RTX adhesin MpIBP. From the bacterial cell surface, this
multi-domain protein can interact with both ice and diatoms (inset C & D) via different domains
in its C-terminal ligand-binding region. The protein achieves this localization using the type I
secretion system (inset E). Modified from Guo et al. 2019 [327].
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RTX adhesins bind to a wide variety of different ligands, yet they maintain a similar domain
architecture. Once again, this architecture can be broken down into the three functional regions:
cell-retention, extender, and ligand-binding.

1.11.1 Cell-retention region
Since RTX adhesins are secreted from the cell C terminus first, the N terminus is the last portion
to exit the TolC pore [340]. It then stands to reason that this end of the protein could serve as the
cell-retention region. Unlike T5SS, there is no obvious membrane-spanning domain, nor is there
an obvious membrane anchoring sequence like the LPXTG motif of Gram-positive bacteria or the
L(S/A)GC motif involved in lipoprotein anchoring [360]. And yet, techniques such as subcellular fractionation analyses and fluorescent microscopy showed that – at least under certain
conditions – LapA, LapF, and SiiE could all be retained at the cell surface [56,361,244,354]. Said
localization was similarly implied by the accumulated functional information described so far, all
of which could only take place if the adhesins were exposed to the extracellular environment and
attached to their host bacteria.
Experimental evidence supporting the N-terminal component of RTX adhesins as a cell-surface
anchor came with the discovery of a specific protease recognition site found within the first ~ 100
amino acids of LapA [362]. This site is recognized by the same calcium-dependent cysteine
protease that cleaves CdrA, namely LapG [362,363]. Under phosphate-rich conditions, the
periplasmic LapG is sequestered from interacting with its substrates by an inner membrane
protein (LapD) [361,362]. When phosphate levels are depleted, the LapG is set loose, leading to
the cleavage of LapA’s N-terminal domain and a subsequent release of the bulk protein from the
cell surface. These experiments provided solid evidence that the N terminus was the site of
membrane association, and linked nutrient-level to biofilm dissolution. Similar protease-cleavage
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sites are present in the N terminus of MpIBP, FrhA, and RtxA, implying that this LapGdependent release is at least partially conserved.
Structural studies on MpIBP provide a potential explanation for the N-terminal retention (Figure
1.3 B-D). A combination of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallography, and
small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis revealed that the N-terminus region of MpIBP folds
into two distinct segments [166]. Most N-terminal is a small triangular beta-sandwich domain
with a diameter of 30 Å, which is followed by a slim cylindrical segment with a diameter of 18 Å.
It was hypothesized that after the majority of the protein has passed through the TISS, the
cylindrical neck slides in and sits in the TolC outer membrane protein (internal diameter of ~20
Å) [364]. However, the N-terminal beta-sandwich domain cannot pass through the pore due to its
wider diameter, retaining the adhesin in the membrane by clogging the TolC pore [365]. This Nterminal segment was therefore titled a β-sandwich plug. This model was validated using a series
of in vivo experiments with LapA, which showed that LapA production blocked the TISS from
being used by a competing RTX protein (in this case, an N-terminally truncated LapA) [366].
This blockage was removed by both the activation of the LapG protease, and the overproduction
of TISS channels, confirming that LapA-induced inhibition of secretion was directly related to the
adhesin’s retention within valuable TolC pores.
The β-sandwich strategy does not hold true for all RTX adhesins. SiiE appears to use a coiled-coil
moiety to bind to the TISS apparatus, lacking both a predicted β-sandwich plug and the LapG
consensus sequence [367]. Other predicted RTX adhesins in the database lack the plug and
consensus sequence without providing an obvious alternative, leaving the method by which they
are retained in the membrane an unresolved mystery.
1.11.2 Extender region
The RTX adhesin extender regions are made up of tandem repeat domains that vary in number
(<10 to 100<) and size (75 to 200 aa) depending on the protein [327,341]. Like the type I pili or
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gram-positive adhesion proteins, the repeats are mostly predicted to be immunoglobulin-like betasandwiches. The extender region usually makes up the majority of the proteins’ molecular
weight, and in some cases can reach out ~ 0.5 µm from the cell surface [166].
The omnipresence of the beta-sandwich in adhesins indicates that the domain has some
characteristics that make it especially suitable for the role. They are simple yet versatile folds,
with almost 100 protein families described as “beta sandwiches” in the Pfam database [368]. The
folds can also be exceptionally strong; beta sandwiches make up a large component of the muscle
protein titin, which must endure intense forces along its length [369]. Single-molecule force
spectroscopy (SMFS) experiments have likewise verified that the MpIBP repeats are able to
withstand forces up to 350 pN [370], which outclasses even titin immunoglobulin-like domains
(~200-300 pN) [371,372].
Another trait of note is the ability of certain beta-sandwich domains to bind ions. Calcium binding
is especially important for RTX adhesins, and the extender region is no different. This trait, and
how it can be used to promote an extended structure, will be further explored in Chapter 2.
1.11.3 Ligand-binding region
While the other two functional regions appear to retain some level of consistency between
species, the ligand-binding region is definitively the most variable, housing different predicted
domains and stretches of unknown sequence. This is consistent with the idea that different
bacteria will require different domains in order to adhere/cohere to different substrates, as
determined by their survival strategies. Certainly, evolutionary needs have influenced the
complement of these regions in the different RTX adhesins so far discussed, allowing for the
wide range of binding partners from epithelial receptors to ice. The rest of the protein can almost
be viewed as a common scaffold to house and present the adhesion region to the extracellular
space. As such, characterizing the domains within this region could provide crucial information
regarding the substrate specificity of the bacteria, the strength with which it can bind, and the
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means by which that interaction can be altered or disrupted. Yet, very little is known about this
region in most RTX adhesins, barring the few characterized examples given above.
Certain domains appear more frequently at the C-terminal region of RTX adhesins than others.
For example, both LapA and RtxA are predicted to contain von Willebrand factor A-like (vWFA)
domains in their C-terminal region [239,373], which is exciting as vWFA is a known peptidebinding fold for eukaryotic proteins like integrin and the titular von Willebrand factor [374,375].
Interestingly, genetic manipulation of LapA showed that mutants lacking the vWFA were
reduced – but not completely inhibited – in their ability to form biofilms on hydrophobic plastics,
while the domain was essential for biofilm formation of hydrophilic glass [339].
On the sweeter side, many RTX adhesins possess a PA14 sugar-binding domain: the well-studied
component of yeast proteins responsible for flocculation and epithelial adhesion [376–378].
Considering the omnipresence of sugar moieties in both the biofilm matrix and cellular surface
decorations for practically all organisms, a sugar-binding domain certainly has many options
when it comes to facilitating interactions. Known PA14 domains have shown up in adhesins from
V. cholerae strains (NCBI: WP_096070493.1), the oil-degrader M. hydrocarbonoclasticus, and in
M. primoryensis. MpIBP was the first characterized PA14 domain in bacterial adhesins, found to
bear partial responsibility for the interaction with diatoms [166]. Chapter 3 will reveal the second
characterized example, hailing from the RTX adhesin of M. hydrocarbonoclasticus.
There are megabases of sequence coding for the adhesion regions of hypothetical RTX adhesins
that possess no predicted fold or function. These areas are likely a combination of structural
components allowing for the correct orientation and presentation of the functional domains, and
currently unknown ligand-binding domains awaiting discovery and characterization. MpIBP
provides a wonderful example of the benefits of searching unknown sequence to strike gold. A
previously unknown peptide-binding domain was found in the adhesion region of MpIBP, which
uses calcium ions to coordinate to electrophilic C-terminal residues [166]. Additionally, the
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previously unknown ice-binding domain from MpIBP was found to fold as a series of imperfect
RTX repeats that only coordinate a single row of calcium ions, but present conserved rows of Thr
and Asn residues for ice-binding [379]. Thus, MpIBP became the first known ice-binding
adhesin, expanding the known functions of both adhesins and ice-binding proteins (IBPs).
Attempts to search for RTX adhesins containing a similar ice-binding domain (IBD) were
thwarted, as only two other homologues were found (Marinomonas ushuaiensis [380] and the
magnetotactic bacterium Magnetospirillum magneticum [381]), both missing the vital Thr and
Asn residues required for ice-binding. However, recent studies have shown that a widespread icebinding domain (called DUF3494) is often preceded by a string of beta-sandwiches and a
potential membrane-anchoring region [382,383]. While these proteins are not RTX adhesins, they
may carry out a similar function to MpIBP and provide evidence of ice adhesion as a widespread
bacterial survival strategy. An example of one such putative ice-binding adhesin is discussed in
Chapter 4.

Adhesion proteins are but one of the many tools that bacteria can use to stick to surfaces, and
cluster into multicellular communities that rebuff attempts at removal or eradication. Each
connection a bacterium makes is but one part of a vast microbial network. This network is
complicated, containing redundancy, and both temporal and spatial differences. Indeed, a single
domain from a single protein seems quite small in the face of so many similar interactions.
However, the study of biofilms is a maturing field that is gathering information and tools for
combat. Each protein characterized, each interaction understood is another tool gained. While it is
unlikely that a silver bullet will be found that can single-handedly tame a biofilm, be it harmful or
beneficial, a combination of tools gained through in-depth characterization could allow humanity
to achieve just that. The following chapters are small tools to add to the growing collection.
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Chapter 2
Ca2+-stabilized adhesin helps an Antarctic bacterium reach out and
bind ice
2.1 Abstract
The large size of a 1.5-MDa ice-binding adhesin [MpIBP (Marinomonas primoryensis icebinding protein)] from an Antarctic Gram-negative bacterium, M. primoryensis, is mainly due to
its highly repetitive RII (Region II). MpIBP_RII contains roughly 120 tandem copies of an
identical 104-residue repeat. We have previously determined that a single RII repeat folds as a
Ca2+-dependent immunoglobulin-like domain. Here, we solved the crystal structure of RII tetratandemer (four tandem RII repeats) to a resolution of 1.8 Å. The RII tetra-tandemer reveals an
extended (~190-Å × ~25-Å), rod-like structure with four RII-repeats aligned in series with each
other. The inter-repeat regions of the RII tetra-tandemer are strengthened by Ca2+ bound to acidic
residues. SAXS (small-angle X-ray scattering) profiles indicate the RII tetra-tandemer is
significantly rigidified upon Ca2+ binding, and that the protein's solution structure is in excellent
agreement with its crystal structure. We hypothesize that >600 Ca2+ help rigidify the chain of
~120 104-residue repeats to form a ~0.6 μm rod-like structure in order to project the ice-binding
domain of MpIBP away from the bacterial cell surface. The proposed extender role of RII can
help the strictly aerobic, motile bacterium bind ice in the upper reaches of the Antarctic lake
where oxygen and nutrients are most abundant. Ca2+-induced rigidity of tandem Ig-like repeats in
large adhesins might be a general mechanism used by bacteria to bind to their substrates and help
colonize specific niches.

2.2 Introduction
RTX (repeats-in-toxin) proteins are a family of Ca2+-binding proteins produced by Gram-negative
bacteria [332]. They are exported via the TISS (type I secretion system) and are involved in a
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wide range of biological functions. First discovered as pore-forming toxins, RTX proteins have
subsequently been characterized as bacterial lipases, proteases, and S-layer forming proteins
[332,341]. Recently, RTX proteins of a novel subtype have been classified as high molecular
mass repetitive adhesion proteins, which are often encoded by the largest genes (>6000
nucleotides) of the bacterial genomes. These extremely large adhesins typically include many
(>25) tandem repeats of an 80–120-residue domain near the N-terminus that account for the
majority of the protein's mass. Several 9-residue Ca2+-binding RTX repeats (typically
GGxGxDxUx, where x can be any residue and U is a hydrophobic residue) occur close to the Cterminus. The RTX adhesins help form multicellular communities, and their interactions with
various surfaces allow bacteria to colonize and infect-specific niches. Some of the wellcharacterized RTX adhesins include biofilm-associated proteins such as LapA [8682 aa (amino
acid)] and LapF (6310 aa) from Pseudomonas putida [244,341,344]; and epithelial-cell adhesins
that contribute to pathogenesis such as SiiE (5559 aa) from Salmonella enterica and FrhA (2821
aa) from Vibrio cholera [240,357].
A 1.5-MDa RTX adhesin [MpIBP (Marinomonas primoryensis ice-binding protein)] with icebinding activity was found on the surface of the Gram-negative bacterium, Marinomonas
primoryensis, from Antarctica [241,384,385]. The original nomenclature divided MpIBP into five
distinct Regions (RI–RV) that include the highly repetitive RII (Region II) and the moderately
repetitive RIV (Region IV). The 322-aa RIV is solely responsible for the ice-binding activity
of MpIBP [379,385], and its crystal structure reveals thirteen RTX repeats that each bind a Ca2+ to
fold the domain into a β-solenoid [386]. RII consists of approximately 120 tandem copies of a
perfect 104-aa repeat that account for over 90% of the mass of the 1.5-MDa protein. We recently
solved the X-ray crystal structure of a single 104-aa RII repeat (referred to here as a tandemer) to
1.35-Å resolution [387]. The RII-tandemer is a BIg (bacterial immunoglobulin)-like betasandwich domain that requires at least three Ca2+ ions for folding. Ca2+ ions were also coordinated
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at the interfaces between the RII-tandemer and its symmetry-related neighbours within the crystal
that helped individual BIg domains interact in a head-to-tail fashion. This observation suggested
that Ca2+ might play a role in strengthening and extending the massive tandem array of the RII
domains to form a rigid rod-like structure. We hypothesized that MpIBP_RII serves as a Ca2+dependent extender domain to project the ice-binding RIV away from other cell surface
molecules in order to bind M. primoryensis to ice. The selective advantage of having this adhesin
would be to help the strictly aerobic M. primoryensis remain in the upper reaches of the icecovered Antarctic lake where oxygen and nutrients are most abundant.
To gain insight into the overall architecture of the ~120 tandem RII domains, we set out to
produce, crystallize and determine the 3-D structure of a RII segment spanning four tandem
repeats. Here we report the 1.8 Å-resolution crystal structure of the RII tetra-tandemer. It shows
how the four RII repeats fold into a rigid and elongated structure in the presence of Ca2+. We used
SAXS (small-angle X-ray scattering) to demonstrate the RII tetra-tandemer (four tandem RII) is
significantly rigidified in the presence of Ca2+, and that its solution structure is in excellent
agreement with the crystal structure. Using a combination of CD, size-exclusion chromatography
and AUC (analytical ultracentrifugation) we show Ca2+ is indispensable for folding and
rigidifying the structure of the tandem RII domains. We suggest the Ca2+-induced rigidity in the
large repetitive extender domains of RTX adhesins is a general mechanism used by Gramnegative bacteria, including pathogens, to bind to their specific substrates.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Construction of the RII tetra-tandemer
RII is made up of ~120 Ig-like β-sandwiches that are identical at the DNA level. When PCR
primers complementary to the beginning and end of the RII-repeat were used in attempts to
amplify a series of multiple repeats the yield of PCR products longer than two repeats in length
was too low to extract DNA for cloning (results not shown). Also, with perfect repeat identity
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comes the potential for recombination once the DNA is in E. coli that could lead to deletions
within the tandem repeats [388].
To circumvent problems with amplification by PCR the gene was synthesized. To avoid
recombination the DNA sequence of four identical repeats was altered through codon degeneracy
to produce four domains in tandem that, while maintaining 100% sequence identity at the aminoacid level, possessed a sequence identity at the DNA level of ~70%. The aligned DNA sequences
for each of the four altered repeats are shown alongside the secondary structure notations (Figure
2.1). The cache of potential codons for each residue was limited by the expression preference
of E. coli for certain codons as well as the need to prevent RNA secondary structure that could
impair translation. Therefore, the final construct was a compromise between codon optimization,
G–C content and sequence non-identity at the DNA level.
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Figure 2.1 Altered DNA sequences coding for the four Ig-like domains in the RII tetratandemer synthetic gene. The DNA sequences for each of the four repeats (1-4) are aligned,
with the conserved aa shown above each codon. Identical nucleotides among all four repeats are
highlighted in grey. The corresponding secondary structure is shown above. Residue numbers are
shown on the right.
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2.3.2 RII tetra-tandemer is monodisperse and has an extended conformation in the presence
of Ca2+
We have previously shown that the RII-tandemer is fully structured in 10 molar equivalents of
Ca2+ but resembles a random coil in the absence of this ion [387]. Similar analyses were applied
to the RII tetra-tandemer. In the presence of EDTA, the RII tetra-tandemer appeared to be
unstructured with its far-UV CD spectrum displaying a single negative peak at 198 nm (Figure
2.2 A). When the CD spectrum was recorded at a 4:1 molar ratio of CaCl2/RII tetra-tandemer, an
isodichroic point appeared at ~210 nm, indicating a change in the protein's conformation. The RII
tetra-tandemer measured at five times this CaCl2 concentration (20 molar equivalents) displayed a
strong positive peak at 194 nm and a broad negative peak at ~218 nm, which was similar to
spectra obtained from proteins rich in β-sheets. The spectra recorded for the RII tetra-tandemer at
40 and 80 molar equivalents of CaCl2 were nearly identical, suggesting the protein was fully
folded as a β-rich structure at a 40-fold molar ratio of CaCl2.
To investigate the oligomeric state of the RII tetra-tandemer in solution, the molecular mass
(MW) of the protein was determined by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) in a sedimentation
velocity experiment. The measurement was carried out at 20°C with ~1.2 mg/ml RII tetratandemer in the presence of 2 mM CaCl2. The data showed a close fit to a single species, with
randomly distributed residuals and a low variance (±0.5%, not shown). When the concentration
distribution was plotted as a function of sedimentation coefficient, it displayed a single large peak
with an estimated molecular mass of 44.6 kDa (Figure 2.2B). As the calculated molecular mass
(MWact) of the RII tetra-tandemer is 42.5 kDa (without Ca2+), the result indicated the single
species observed was the RII tetra-tandemer in its monomeric form. The MW of the RII tetratandemer determined by AUC in the presence of 0.5 mM EDTA was 44.9 kDa, which showed a
negligible difference compared with the estimated MW in CaCl2.
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Figure 2.2 Biophysical analysis of the
RII tetra-tandemer in Ca2+ and
EDTA. A) Far-UV CD spectra of the
RII tetra-tandemer were plotted as
molar ellipticity versus wavelength.
The CD spectrum in the presence of
0.1 mM EDTA is indicated by a red
line. The CD spectra in the presence of
4, 20, 40 and 80 MEq of CaCl2 with
respect to the RII tetra-tandemer are
indicated by blue, brown, pink
continuous lines and a black hatched
line, respectively. Arrows point to the
red trace at the bottom, the blue trace in
the middle, and the pink and blackhatched traces at the top. B)
Sedimentation coefficient distributions
of the RII tetra-tandemer in the
presence of 2 mM CaCl2 (blue line),
and in 0.5 mM EDTA (red-hatched
line). Arrows point to the peaks of the
EDTA and CaCl2 profiles, respectively.
C) Determination of apparent
molecular mass by Superdex-200 sizeexclusion chromatography. Absorbance
at 280 nm (mAU) was plotted against elution volume for the RII tetra-tandemer. The blue line
indicates the chromatogram of the RII tetra-tandemer in the presence of 4 mM CaCl2, whereas the
red hatched line indicates the chromatogram of the same protein in the presence of 2 mM EDTA.
The elution volumes of protein standards (BSA, 67 kDa; myoglobin, 17 kDa) as well as sodium
chloride (total volume) and blue dextran (void volume) are indicated (black arrows).
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The above sedimentation velocity analyses also provided an estimate of protein shape asymmetry.
The frictional ratio (f/fo) of the monomeric RII tetra-tandemer, where f is the translational
frictional coefficient of the protein, and fo is the theoretical coefficient for a spherical protein of
the same mass was calculated to be 1.8 and 2 in the presence of Ca2+ and EDTA, respectively,
indicating a high level of asymmetry in the protein's conformation [389].
The asymmetry of the RII tetra-tandemer was also assessed by size-exclusion chromatography,
which was used to determine the protein's apparent molecular mass (MWapp). In the presence of
CaCl2, the RII tetra-tandemer eluted from a calibrated S-200 column with an MWapp of ~120 kDa
(Figure 2.2 C), which is roughly three times the protein's MWact (42 kDa). Since results from CD
and AUC indicated that the RII tetra-tandemer is fully structured in its monomeric form in a Ca2+containing solution, the high MWapp of the protein indicates that the protein has a greatly
extended shape. The MWapp of the RII tetra-tandemer was even larger (138 kDa) in the presence
of 0.5 mM EDTA, which is to be expected if the protein was partially unfolded. The MWapp of the
RII tetra-tandemer decreases slightly with an increase in Ca2+ concentration (Table 2.1),
suggesting that the divalent metal cation helps the protein form a more compact and rigid
conformation.
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Table 2.1 MWact, MWapp and Ve/Vt values calculated for the protein standards and RII
tetra-tandemer. Note: Ve for blue dextran indicates the void volume (Vo), whereas Ve for NaCl
indicates the total volume (Vt) of the Superdex-200 size-exclusion column. NA, not applicable.

Protein/salt
NaCl
Blue dextran
Amylase
BSA
Myoglobin
RII Tt (EDTA)
RII Tt (0 mM Ca)
RII Tt (4 mM Ca)
RII Tt (10 mM Ca)
RII Tt (20 mM Ca)

MWact (kDa)

MWapp (kDa)

Ve/Vt

NA
2000
200
67
17
42
42
42
42
42

NA
NA
170
84
16
138
138
122
121
118

1.000
0.431
0.523
0.595
0.764
0.545
0.545
0.557
0.558
0.560
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2.3.3 Crystal structure of RII tetra-tandemer reveals a Ca2+-dependent extended chain of
Ig-like β-sandwich domains
The crystal structure of the RII tetra-tandemer from MpIBP (Figure 2.3 A) was solved to a
resolution of 1.8 Å by the molecular replacement method using the RII-tandemer (PDB: 4KDV)
as the search model. The electron density map was well defined, and over 95% of the residues
were automatically built using Buccaneer from CCP4. The RII tetra-tandemer is roughly 190 Å
long and 23×28 Å in cross-section. Four copies of the RII tetra-tandemer are packed in the unit
cell of the crystal, each oriented antiparallel to its two neighbouring molecules (Table 2.2; Figure
2.3 B). There are 104 Ca2+ ions bound to the four RII tetra-tandemers within the unit cell of the
crystal, with a minimum of 24 Ca2+ binding to each tetra-tandemer. Each individual 104-aa repeat
of the RII tetra-tandemer folds as a Ca2+-dependent Ig-like β-sandwich that contains seven
antiparallel and two short parallel β-strands, and two short α-helices (Figure 2.3 C). Seven βstrands (β1–β6 and β9) and the two α-helices (α1 and 2) help form the compact core region of the
Ig-like domain, whereas β7 and β8 comprise a β-hairpin that protrudes from the core, and points
toward the N-terminal end of the structure. Structural alignments of the 16 Ig-like domains within
the unit cell using PyMOL produced a root-mean-square deviation of 0.27 Å (± 0.09), indicating
minimal conformational differences between the RII repeats.
We have previously identified three Ca2+ ions that appear to be essential for stabilizing the fold of
a single RII repeat (light green spheres, Figure 2.3 C&D) [387]. These three intra-repeat Ca2+ ions
all have high occupancies (0.9 or 1) and their coordinations are conserved throughout all
individual RII repeats within the unit cell of the RII tetra-tandemer. All other intra-RII-repeat
Ca2+ are weakly bound to the protein with partial occupancies (~0.5), and seem to play no
significant roles in folding the Ig-like domain.
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Figure 2.3 Structure of MpIBP_RII tetra-tandemer. A) The original MpIBP domain breakdown, consisting of five distinct regions (I–V). The ~120 tandem 104-aa RII repeats are coloured
cyan. The RTX repeats in the C-terminal region (RIV and RV) are illustrated as burgundy blocks.
B) 2Fo–Fc electron density of the unit cell contoured at 1σ showing four copies of the RII tetratandemer. C) Structural alignment of the 16 RII-repeats within the unit cell. Each individual RII
repeat is shown in cartoon representation and is coloured magenta. The three conserved Ca2+ ions
with full site occupancy are shown as light green spheres. D) Cartoon representation of the RII
tetra-tandemer. Ca2+ ions are shown as spheres. The intra-RII-repeat Ca2+ are coloured light or
dark green, while the inter-RII-repeat Ca2+ are coloured blue. The four RII-repeats from N- to Cterminus are coloured grey, red, orange and yellow, respectively. E) Enlarged view of the
Ca2+ that is coordinated in the linker region between RII-repeats 1 and 2. The side chains and
main chains of the Ca2+-coordinating residues are shown in stick representation. Hatched lines
indicate hydrogen bonds. Oxygen atoms are in red, nitrogen atoms are in blue, and water
molecules are shown as small aqua spheres. F) Head-on view of a RII tetra-tandemer. The colour
scheme is the same as in D).
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Table 2.2 Diffraction data collection and refinement statistics of the RII tetra-tandemer

Parameters
Data Collection
Space group

P1

Cell dimensions
(a, b, c) (Å)
(α, β, γ) (°)

47.46, 47.47, 191.16
90.04, 90.01, 90.02

Resolution (Å)

47.47 – 1.80 (2 – 1.8)

Number of molecules/asymmetric unit

4

I/σ

7 (1.49)

Rmeas

0.16 (0.92)

CC1/2

98.7 (58.4)

Completeness

0.94 (0.93)

Redundancy

2

Refinement
Resolution (Å)

47.47 – 1.8 (1.82 – 1.8)

Number of reflections

148953

Rwork / Rfree (%)

22.2 / 25.7

Number of atoms
Protein / Ligand / Water

11301/348/1907

B-factors (Å2)
Protein / Ligand / Water

23 / 35.9 / 27.8

RMS deviations
Bond lengths (Å)
Bond angles (°)

0.018
1.443
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The four tandem Ig-like β-sandwiches of the RII tetra-tandemer are aligned in a highly extended
fashion. Each repeat is rotated by approximately 90° relative to its neighbour(s) (Figure 2.3 F),
forming an internal 4-fold symmetry within the RII tetra-tandemer. Ca2+ ions are also coordinated
at the linker regions between the neighbouring repeats. For instance, the inter-repeat Ca2+ 1 is
hepta-coordinated by three water molecules and four protein ligands from Repeats 1 and 2
(Figure 2.3 E). The Ca2+ ion binds to two side-chain oxygen atoms from Repeat 1′s C-terminal
Asp104, and two oxygen atoms contributed by the main chain of Glu106 and the side chain of
Asp191 from Repeat 2. Moreover, the inter-repeat Ca2+ 1 and Asp142 from Repeat 2 interact through
coordinating a water molecule. Thus, the inter-repeat Ca2+ mediates the interaction between the
tandem RII domains by keeping the C-terminal end of one repeat in close proximity to the βhairpin (β7 and 8) from the subsequent repeat. As a result of the Ca2+-induced rigidity in the
linker region, the β-hairpin protruding from Repeat 2 can also interact with Repeat 1 through an
extensive network of hydrogen bonding (Appendix A, Figure A1). All other inter-repeat Ca2+ ions
throughout the RII tetra-tandemer are coordinated in a similar way as inter-repeat Ca2+ 1.
2.3.4 SAXS analysis indicates the RII tetra-tandemer is a rigid rod in the presence of Ca2+
SAXS measurements were performed on solutions of the RII tetra-tandemer in buffer with either
20 mM CaCl2 or 0.5 mM EDTA. The experimental scattering profiles presented in Figure 2.4 A
range from the Guinier regimen at low q-values up to the first form factor oscillation at high qvalues. Three power-law regimens are apparent in the SAXS profile recorded in the presence of
Ca2+. First, a Guinier plateau occurs at low q values; at intermediate q values the intensity falls off
with q−1, which is typical for rigid 1D objects; and finally at high q values the Porod regimen
holds where I ∝ q−4. The I ∝ q−1 regimen is much shorter in the presence of EDTA and is
preceded by a short power-law regimen with a scaling exponent 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 indicating a
considerable reduction in stiffness upon the addition of EDTA. In Figure 2.4 B, the data are
visualized in a Holtzer-Cassasa plot of q*dΣ/dΩ(q) versus q to highlight these differences
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Figure 2.4 SAXS profiles of MpIBP_RII tetra-tandemer in presence and absence of calcium.
A) Experimental SAXS data (symbols) and fits with the Schurtenberger–Pedersen form factor for
worm-like, self-avoiding chains (solid lines). Dashed lines are drawn to indicate the slope of the
scattering curves in the intermediate and high q-regimen. The RII tetra-tandemer (squares,
circles) was investigated in two buffers composed of (Ca2+) 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 9, 100 mM
NaCl and 20 mM CaCl2 and (EDTA) 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 9, 100 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA,
respectively. B) Holtzer–Cassasa representation (q*dΣ/dΩ(q) versus q) clarifying the change in
shape of the scattering curve evident from the difference in length of the Holtzer plateau at
intermediate q-regimen in 0.5 mM EDTA (circles) or 20 mM CaCl2.
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between the samples with EDTA and Ca2+ in the intermediate q-regimen. The Holtzer–Cassasa
representation clearly reveals the Ca2+-induced rigidification of the RII tetra-tandemer as
evidenced by the differences in the length of the Holtzer plateau in the intermediate q-regimen. In
line with the CD data (Figure 2.2 A), it is evident from the SAXS profiles that the RII tetratandemer undergoes a significant change in fold upon calcium binding (Appendix A, Figure A2).
Next, we analysed the experimental data using a form factor originally developed for semiflexible, self-avoiding polymer chains, which is the WLC model as reported by Schurtenberger
and Pedersen [390]. This WLC model describes the conformation of an intrinsically flexible
cylinder built up from N rigid segments with a related Kuhn length Lk, which is equal to twice the
so-called persistence length, Lp. The contour length Lc is then given by the number of locally stiff
segments N multiplied by their length Lp. The structural parameters obtained from the form factor
analysis are given in Table 2.3. For the RII tetra-tandemer we may compare these to the
dimensions computed from the crystal structure obtained by XRD (X-ray diffraction) that show
the protein is a rod-like object with a length L ~190 Å composed of four rigid subunits of
approximately 23 Å×28 Å in cross-section and 45 Å long. We find a good agreement between the
XRD and SAXS data for the RII tetra-tandemer in the presence of calcium: application of the
WLC model gives Lc ~176 Å, a cross-sectional radius Rcs ~11 Å and persistence length Lp ~95 Å.
Here, Lp is larger than the size of one subunit suggesting the formation of a rigid protein complex.
Similar to the results obtained from the size-exclusion chromatography experiments (Figure 2.2
C), the RII tetra-tandemer appears larger and less rigid in the presence of EDTA as observed from
the increase in contour length Lc~199 Å and decrease in persistence length Lp~41 Å. The
persistence length in the presence of EDTA is comparable with the length of one subunit (~45 Å),
suggesting that the protein loses its rigidity if no calcium is complexed to the structure.
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Table 2.3 Structural parameters obtained from fitting the experimental data of RII tetratandemer with a form factor describing a WLC with excluded volume interactions with a
circular cross-section of uniform scattering length density given by Schurtenberger and
Pedersen [391]. Lc=contour length, Lp=persistence length, Rcs=cross-sectional radius of cylinder.

Lc (Å)

Lp (Å)

Rcs (Å)

CaCl2

175.9 +/- 1.8

96.3 +/- 2.3

11.2 +/- 0.1

EDTA

198.9 +/- 0.2

41.2 +/- 0.1

11.2 +/- 0.1

2.3.5 Solution structure of the RII tetra-tandemer is in excellent agreement with its crystal
structure
To verify that the crystal structure is representative of the structure of the protein in solution, a
low-resolution model was constructed from the experimental SAXS data using the ab
initio modelling program DAMMIN [392]. DAMMIN uses an enclosed search volume of densely
packed dummy atoms to reconstruct the shape of the protein in solution. Ten independent models
were calculated and all provided a good fit to the experimental data (Figure 2.5 A). The ten
models were averaged using DAMAVER and no models in the set were rejected [393]. The
resulting molecular shape of the ab initio model gives a good overlay with the crystal structure of
the RII tetra-tandemer (Figure 2.6). Furthermore, evaluation of the atomic structure with the
solution scattering data using CRYSOL also yields a good fit (Figure 2.5 A), corroborating that
the crystal structure is representative of the structure of the protein in solution [394].
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Figure 2.5 Fit of low-resolution model and crystal structure of RII tetra-tandemer to
experimental SAXS data. A) Experimental scattering data of RII tetra-tandemer Ca2+ (symbols),
fit result of ab initio modelling (DAMMIN, blue line) and theoretical scattering curve calculated
from the known atomic coordinates of the crystal structure of the RII tetra-tandemer using
CRYSOL (red line) [394]. B) Radial distribution function (RDF) obtained after IFT analysis of
the scattering data, using data points starting from the first Guinier point until the Porod regimen
(0.009 < q < 0.26 Å−1). Four maxima (M1–4) can be observed, which correspond to the centre of
each domain of the RII tetra-tandemer.
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Figure 2.6 Aligned low-resolution dummy-atom model and crystal structure of RII tetratandemer in the presence of Ca2+. The averaged ab initio shape calculated from ten models
(grey) represents the total volume occupied by the spread of all models (final goodness of fit,
Rf=0.00084), with the filtered and most-populated volume represented in cyan and the crystal
structure of RII tetra-tandemer in magenta. Ca2+ ions are represented as spheres.
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2.4 Discussion
When the antifreeze activity of MpIBP was first detected we suspected it might be localized to the
periplasmic space of M. primoryensis [384]. The rationale was that an antifreeze protein (AFP) in
this location would bind and inhibit the growth of embryonic ice crystals arising from the
extracellular environment before they could cause freezing damage to the bacterial cell.
Subsequently, we realized that MpIBP is a giant 1.5-MDa multidomain protein, and that its icebinding domain (RIV) makes up only ~2% of the protein's mass [241,385]. The exceptionally
large size and domain organization of MpIBP is atypical of an antifreeze protein, which usually
contains a single domain of mass 3–30 kDa [395]. This cast doubt on the primary function
of MpIBP being to help the bacterium resist freezing. Moreover, the domain architecture
of MpIBP and the presence of C-terminal RTX sequences are hallmarks of many large adhesion
proteins. MpIBP was detected on the outer surface of M. primoryensis, and is probably
transported there using the type I secretion (TISS), since the C-terminal (RIV and RV) RTX
repeats can potentially serve as the signal sequence for this pathway [241]. Based on these
findings we speculated that MpIBP is a surface adhesin that helps its host bacterium bind to ice.
M. primoryensis was isolated from Ace Lake in eastern Antarctica. The surface of this brackish
lake is covered with ice (1–2 m thick) for approximately 11 months of the year, which maintains
the temperature of the water column between −1 and 1°C [396,397]. Since the accumulation of
snow on the lake ice further attenuates light to the water below, only those phytoplankton and
other photosynthetic micro-organisms that occupy a position close to the top of the water column
will flourish in this limited photic zone. Given that ice on the lake surface prevents the winddriven mixing of the lake water, the oxygen content of Ace lake is highest in its upper reaches (0–
12 m), while the lower part of the lake is anoxic (12–25 m) (Figure 2.7). We have hypothesized
that M. primoryensis uses MpIBP to bind the underside of ice covering the lake surface [241].
This locates the strictly aerobic bacterium in a favourable position where it can gain access to
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Figure 2.7 Hypothesized role of MpIBP_RII in helping M. primoryensis bind to ice. Cartoon
representation of M. primoryensis in contact with the lower surface of lake ice represented by a
series of views at increasing magnification from top to bottom. Top panel: oxygen content
decreases with depth in the upper reaches of Ace Lake in Antarctica (0–12 m), whereas the lower
reaches are anoxic (12–25 m). M. primoryensis is strictly aerobic and are positioned immediately
under the ice. Middle panel: the bacteria's flagella are represented as two squiggles on one end of
the bacterium; MpIBP are represented by long filaments, some of which contact the ice. Lower
panel: short thick lines on the exterior of the bacterium represent surface molecules such as
proteins and polysaccharides other than MpIBP. Inter-repeat Ca2+ that rigidify the junction
regions linking each 104-aa repeat (purple sphere) are indicated by small blue spheres. Crosshatched lines are used to represent the majority of RII repeats not shown in the diagram.
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oxygen and other nutrients from the nearby photosynthetic micro-organisms without expending
energy. Bioinformatic analyses have suggested the Gram-negative Shewanella
frigidimarina isolated from the Antarctic sea ice contains a different ice-binding protein linked to
BIg domains [382]. It is possible that different micro-organisms have evolved similar envirotactic
strategies to remain in favourable environments. A novel mechanism to this end has been
proposed for non-motile diatoms isolated from the overlying ice of the Laurentian Great Lakes. It
was hypothesized that the diatoms might associate with frazil ice for the subsequent recruitment
to ice near the lake surface, where a better light climate is present [398].
The ice-binding RIV domain of MpIBP is the logical region to bind the host bacterium to ice
[241]. However, the role of the large repetitive RII in this bacterium–ice interaction was unclear
due to a lack of detailed structural information. The non-ice-binding RII contains roughly 120
tandem copies of identical 104-aa repeats. Previously, bioinformatics and X-ray crystallographic
analyses indicated that RII has many attributes that link it to adhesion proteins. RII is found on
the exterior Gram-negative bacterial cell envelope and each individual RII repeat folds as a Ca2+dependent Ig-like β-sandwich. Here, we determined the crystal and solution structures of the RII
tetra-tandemer, which displays RII tetra-tandemer repeats linked into an extended, ‘train-like’
structure. As the RII repeats are identical, the knowledge gained from the crystal structure of the
RII tetra-tandemer can be applied to predict the overall architecture of the ~120 tandem RII
repeats, which likely forms a long chain of compact domains. This is reminiscent of the type I
pilus adhesin found in many Gram-negative bacteria. A type I pilus typically contains 500–3000
Ig-like subunits (similar to MpIBP_RII) that helps project the adhesive tip domain (such
as MpIBP_RIV) up to 2 μm away from the bacterial cell surface [245]. This property of the type I
pilus serves to reduce the charge-driven repulsive force between the host bacterium and its target
cell, by keeping a sufficient distance between the cell-surfaces. MpIBP may mimic the adhesion
mechanism of the type I pilus in binding M. primoryensis to ice (Figure 2.7). The Ca2+-rigidified
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linker regions could potentially extend the tandem Ig-like domains of RII into a ~0.6 μm rod-like
structure. This length between the ice-adhesive RIV and the bacterium's cell surface could be
critical. The exterior of the Gram-negative bacterial cell envelope is covered with a layer of
lipopolysaccharide and other macromolecules. Therefore, it is perhaps necessary for RII to help
RIV protrude from the surface milieu to be able to efficiently interact with ice. The
lipopolysaccharide layer also confers to the bacterial outer membrane an overall negative
charge. MpIBP_RII is rich in negatively charged acidic residues (18% Asp+Glu), and contains no
Lys or Arg [387]. The acidic residues of RII not only help coordinate Ca2+ to stabilize the
protein's fold, but also may be repelled from the negatively charged cell surface for better
extension of the ice-binding domain.
A semi-rigid, extended RII could help the ice-binding RIV sweep over a large area to contact ice.
The ice-bacterium interaction is unlikely to be permanent. We have observed that monomeric
AFPs are overgrown by, and included into, ice [399] but larger structures like phage displaying
AFP on their coat proteins are sheared off the ice surface (M. Tomczak and P.L. Davies,
unpublished work). Since bacteria are even larger than the phage, they too are unlikely to be
included into the ice. However, if some adhesin contacts are sheared off by the growing ice there
are many others on the bacterial surface that could resecure the bacteria to the ice.
The brackish-water of Ace Lake has high salinity, and is rich in divalent cations such as Ca2+ (3–
7 mM) and Mg2+ (35–85 mM) [396]. MpIBP_RII protomers require roughly 10 molar equivalents
of Ca2+ to be fully structured [387]. The ice-binding RIV also requires the presence of millimolar
Ca2+ for folding. The Ca2+-dependency of MpIBP domains helps explain how such a giant protein
of 1.5-MDa is secreted via TISS. Ca2+ is normally present in sub-micromolar concentrations in
the bacterial cytosol. Therefore, the large MpIBP is likely secreted as a long but unfolded chain of
polypeptide, and only folds upon entering the extracellular brackish lake water, where Ca2+ is
abundant. The Ca2+-stabilization of MpIBP's structure may also protect the protein against
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proteolysis by extracellular proteases. It has been shown that MpIBP retains its ice-binding
activity in the presence of Ca2+ after it was incubated with trypsin for up to 6 days. In contrast, in
the absence of Ca2+, the activity was completely lost by 30 min [384].
Recent advances in genome sequencing have helped identify many large repetitive adhesion
proteins in bacteria. Well-characterized examples include the cell-wall-associated adhesion
protein (Ebh) from the Gram-positive Staphylococus aureus; the large RTX adhesins found in
many Gram-negative bacteria, including biofilm-associated proteins of LapA and LapF from P.
putida; and epithelial adhesin SiiE from S. enterica. However, the extreme repetition within the
extender domains, which can be identical even at the DNA level, has caused difficulties in
sequencing the ORFs (open reading frames) of some RTX adhesins. As a result, these large ORFs
are often improperly annotated and appear as two separate contigs in the databases [400]. Thus,
many of the large RTX adhesins remain to be described, and their importance in biofilm
formation and pathogenesis are yet to be fully realized.
In conclusion, we have reported the crystal and solution structures of four tandem Ig-like repeats
of the extender domain of a 1.5-MDa ice-binding RTX adhesin from an Antarctic bacterium. This
work is relevant to many other large repetitive proteins, especially those of the RTX adhesins that
facilitate infections by animal pathogens such as Salmonella, Vibrio and Pseudomonas.

2.5 Experimental procedures
2.5.1 Construct design and cloning of the RII tetra-tandemer gene
The DNA construct of the RII tetra-tandemer was synthesized by GeneArt (Life Technologies).
The four tandem 312-bp repeats were codon-optimized for Escherichia coli expression using
codon degeneracy while making each repeat as distinct as possible at the DNA sequence level to
lessen the chances of recombination (Figure 2.1). No changes were made to the original aa
sequence. Additionally, the G–C content of the DNA sequence was optimized to minimize the
formation of RNA secondary structure that could hamper translation. The construct was inserted
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between NdeI and XhoI sites in the pET-28a expression vector. Positive clones were identified by
restriction digestion and DNA sequencing (Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario, Canada).
2.5.2 Expression and purification of the RII tetra-tandemer
Positive clones were electroporated into the E. coli BL21DE3 (star) expression cell line. A 1-L
culture was grown in the presence of 100 μg/ml kanamycin at 37°C with shaking until
the A600=0.6. The culture was then switched to 23°C until the A600=0.9, whereupon protein
production was induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG (isopropyl β-D -thiogalactoside) and
growth was continued overnight at 23°C with shaking. The cell pellet was recovered by
centrifugation and lysed by sonication in buffer containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9), 500 mM
NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl2. Cellular debris and insoluble matter were removed by centrifugation for
0.5 h at 16000 rpm in a JA25.5 rotor. The N-terminally 6× His-tagged protein was selected from
other proteins by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. The RII tetra-tandemer was then bufferexchanged into a solution of 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9), 200 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 using a
centrifugal filter (Millipore). Concentrated protein was loaded onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex-200
size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare) for further purification. Fractions containing the tetratandemer were pooled and stored at 4°C for future use. Protein concentration was measured with
a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermal Fisher Scientific) and the purity was assessed by 10%
SDS PAGE.
2.5.3 Size-exclusion asymmetry assay
Samples containing RII tetra-tandemer (0.8 mg) were mixed with EDTA/CaCl2 to produce five
solutions of the following concentrations: 0.5 mM EDTA, 0 mM CaCl2, 4 mM CaCl2, 10 mM
CaCl2 and 20 mM CaCl2. Each solution was loaded on to a 10/300 GL Superdex-200 sizeexclusion column (GE Healthcare) and eluted using a running buffer of the same CaCl2/EDTA
concentration in 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9) and 200 mM NaCl. The elution volume of the tetratandemer in each solution was compared with those of the protein standards, in order to deduce
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the apparent molecular mass. The void volume (V0) was determined from the elution of blue
dextran; the column volume (Vt) was marked by the elution of NaCl.
2.5.4 Analytical ultracentrifugation
Sedimentation velocity measurements in a Beckman Optima XL-I Analytical ultracentrifuge
(Beckman Coulter) were done using double sector charcoal-Epon cells equipped with quartz
windows and were performed at 20.0°C on 0.68 mg/ml samples in 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.0),
20 mM NaCl with either 2 mM CaCl2 or 0.5 mM EDTA. Concentration distributions were
determined by sedimentation velocity at 40000 rpm using absorbance optics. Sedimentation
coefficient distributions were determined using the program SEDFIT, which fits the
sedimentation velocity data directly to the Lamm equation and uses mathematical methods to
obtain a numerical solution to this equation [401]. SEDNTERP was used to calculate the partial
specific volume (0.71 ml/g) and the buffer density 1.01 g/ml and viscosity (0.01 P).
2.5.5 CD and calcium titration
RII tetra-tandemer was dialysed against buffer containing 5 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9) and 0.1 mM
EDTA. A subsequent dilution with additional buffer was performed to lower the protein
concentration to 8 μM. Individual aliquots of RII tetra-tandemer were then mixed with CaCl2 to
produce 4: 1, 20: 1, 40: 1 and 80: 1 molar ratios of CaCl2/RII tetra-tandemer. Samples were
scanned at 23°C using a Chirascan CD Spectrometer (Applied Photophysics), with seven scans
collected, averaged and buffer reference-subtracted for each. Three-point smoothing using
PROVIEWER software was then applied. Deconvolution of the spectra was performed with
OLIS SpectralWorks (On-Line Instruments).
2.5.6 Crystallization, data collection and structure determination
Initial crystals were obtained using microbatch methods. The RII tetra-tandemer was bufferexchanged into 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9) and 10 mM CaCl2 and concentrated to 15 mg/ml. Equal
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volumes (1 μl) of the protein solution and a series of high Ca/Mg precipitant solutions were
mixed and allowed to equilibrate under a layer of 100% Paraffin Oil. Wells containing 0.2 M
calcium chloride, 0.1 M MES (pH 6) and 20% (w/v) PEG 6000 yielded multicrystalline masses
that formed at room temperature in approximately 2 days. Crystals suitable for structure
determination were obtained using microbatch methods by mixing equal volumes (2 μl) of
15 mg/ml RII tetra-tandemer with the same precipitant solution as above, followed by the
addition of 0.5 μl of 5% (w/v) n-Octyl-β-D -glucoside.
Crystallization occurred at room temperature with long plate-like crystal clusters appearing after
2 days. Single long plate-like crystals were released from the clusters using a fine needle
(Hampton Research). Prior to data collection, the crystal was flash-frozen in a cryo solution of
20% (v/v) ethylene glycol and 80% (v/v) of the precipitant solution. Data were collected at the
X6A beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory) and
were indexed and integrated with XDS [402], and scaled with CCP4-Aimless [403,404]. The
structure was solved by molecular replacement with CCP4-Phaser [404,405], using the RIItandemer structure as the search model (PDB: 4KDV) [387]. The initial model of the RII tetratandemer was built using CCP4-Buccaneer [404,406] and was manually corrected in Coot [407].
The structure of the RII tetra-tandemer was refined with the CCP4-Refmac5 [404,408], and
Phenix-refine using the simulated annealing and TLS (Translation/Libration/Screw) options
[409–411].
2.5.7 SAXS data acquisition and reduction
SAXS data were collected on a Ganesha lab instrument (SAXSLAB) equipped with a GeniX-Cu
ultra-low divergence source producing X-ray photons with a wavelength of 1.54 Å and a flux of
108 ph/s. The scattering intensity was measured as a function of momentum transfer vector q=4π
(sinθ)/λ, where λ is the radiation wavelength and 2θ is the scattering angle. Three sample-to-
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detector distances of 113, 713 and 1513 mm were used to cover an angular range of 0.006 < q <
2.41 Å−1.
Samples were measured in polycarbonate (ENKI, KI-Beam) capillaries with a diameter
of d=2 mm kept in a temperature-controlled holder at T=20°C. The 2D scattering data were
recorded on a Pilatus 300 K silicon pixel detector with 487×619 pixels of 172 μm2. The beam
centre and q-range were calibrated using a silver behenate standard. Two-dimensional SAXS
patterns were brought to absolute intensity scale using the calibrated detector response function,
known sample-to-detector distances, and measured incident and transmitted beam intensities.
These normalized SAXS patterns were subsequently azimuthally averaged to obtain the 1D
SAXS profiles. Data were collected at protein concentrations of 5 and 20 mg/ml and subsequently
merged. The merging of SAXS profiles is customary to generate a profile of sufficient signal-tonoise in the entire q-range. This is required for subsequent data analysis without introducing
interference effects due to non-negligible protein–protein interactions [as S(q) deviates from
unity], which becomes more prominent at low q values and elevated concentrations. The
normalized background scattering profile of the buffer and polycarbonate cell was subtracted
from the normalized sample scattering profiles to obtain the protein scattering curve. The absolute
scale calibration of the scattering curves was verified using the known scattering cross-section per
unit sample volume, dΣ/dΩ, of water, being dΣ/dΩ (0)=0.01632 cm−1 for T=20°C [412,413].
2.5.8 Data analysis
All SAXS data processing steps, such as solvent subtraction and data merging, were performed
using PRIMUS from the ATSAS software package [414]. The experimental 1D scattering
profiles were analysed using a Guinier approximation to extract the radius of gyration (Rg) and
the forward scattering intensity (I0), where I0=dΣ/dΩ(q◇0), which is valid for monodisperse
spherical particles at small angles (q≤1.3/Rg). The forward scattering intensity I0 was used to
calculate the molar mass of the protein (Appendix A, Table A1) [413]. Furthermore, the
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scattering profiles were analysed using a form factor for self-avoiding WLCs (worm-like chains)
[391], which is implemented in the software package SASview. Information on the dimensions of
the proteins was extracted assuming a uniform scattering length density along the cross-section
(Appendix A).
2.5.9 Molecular shape reconstruction
The ab initio molecular shape of the protein in solution was reconstructed using simulated
annealing methods implemented in DAMMIN [392]. First, an inverse Fourier transformation was
applied to the experimental scattering data to obtain the RDF (radial distribution function),
describing the probability of finding interatomic vectors of length (r) within the scattering
particle, using GNOM [415]. The maximum linear dimension (Dmax) was set to approximately
3*Rg and adjusted to give the best fit to the experimental data. The RDF was considered to be
zero at r=0 Å and approaches zero at Dmax. The GNOM output files were used as input for the
simulated annealing calculations using DAMMIN. Ten independent dummy atom models were
calculated from a predefined cylindrical shape with radius 25 Å and length 200 Å, without point
symmetry (P1). The ten different models were aligned using DAMSEL followed by DAMSUP,
and averaged using DAMAVER to compute the probability map [393]. Finally, DAMFILT was
used to filter the averaged model to give a structure that has high densities on the probability map
representing the molecular shape of the protein in solution.
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Chapter 3
Structure of a bacterial adhesin sugar-binding domain and its
application in affinity purification
3.1 Abstract
Bacterial adhesins attach their hosts to surfaces through one or more ligand-binding domains. In
RTX adhesins, which are localized to the outer membrane of many Gram-negative bacteria via
the type I secretion system, we see several examples of a putative sugar-binding domain. Here we
have recombinantly expressed one such ~20-kDa domain from the ~340-kDa adhesin found in
Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus, an oil-degrading bacterium. The sugar-binding domain was
purified from E. coli with a yield of 100 mg/L of culture. Circular dichroism analysis showed that
the protein was rich in beta-structure, was moderately heat resistant, and required Ca2+ for proper
folding. A crystal structure was obtained in Ca2+ at 1.2-Å resolution, which showed the presence
of three Ca2+ ions, two of which were needed for structural integrity and one for binding sugars.
Glucose was soaked into the crystal, where it bound to the sugar’s two vicinal hydroxyl groups
attached to the first and second (C1 and C2) carbons in the pyranose ring. This attraction to
glucose caused the protein to bind polysaccharide-based column matrices and was used in a
simple competitive binding assay to assess the relative affinity of sugars for the protein’s ligandbinding site. Glucose bound most tightly, and N-acetyl galactosamine hardly at all. Isothermal
titration calorimetry was then used to determine specific binding affinities, which lie in the 100µM range. The protein’s ability to bind dextran-based resins was used as an affinity purification
step. Additionally, we demonstrate the practical application of this domain as an affinity tag for
recombinant protein purification.
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3.2 Introduction
Many bacterial survival strategies rely on the organisms’ ability to adhere themselves to surfaces
[34,37,54]. In this state, they can remain in favourable, high-nutrient zones of their environment
for an extended time, without substantial energy costs. Adhesion proteins (or adhesins) play a
crucial part in fostering contacts between bacteria and their substrates [56,416]. Within this broad
category of proteins exists a family of long, repetitive, and surface-exposed proteins called
Repeats-In-Toxin adhesion proteins, or RTX adhesins [341]. While many examples of RTX
adhesins exist in the NCBI database, very few of them have been functionally or structurally
characterized. Those that have – including LapA and LapF from plant-associated Pseudomonas
species [56,239,339,347], MpIBP from the Antarctic-isolated Marinomonas primoryensis
[166,241], and SiiE and FrhA from the pathogens Salmonella enterica and Vibrio cholerae,
respectively [238,240,417] – facilitate interactions between the host bacterium and either an
environmental surface (adhesion), or another bacterium (cohesion). In many cases, these contacts
can serve as the foundation for structured, surface-associated communities – called biofilms –
often composed of more than one species of microorganisms [23,29,418].
RTX adhesins are multi-domain proteins with a similar architecture (Figure 3.1) [341]. Their
domain arrangement can be broadly split into three regions: 1) an N-terminal segment that
attaches the protein to the surface of the bacterium [365,366]; 2) an extender region comprised of
varying numbers of tandem repeats, which often fold as immunoglobulin-like beta sandwiches
[357,419]; and 3) a C-terminal region that houses both a collection of adhesion domains that are
responsible for making contact with a specific substrate, as well as the sequences required for
export via the Type I Secretion System (TISS) [331,332,339]. Comparing the five RTX adhesins
in Figure 3.1, it becomes apparent that the C-terminal region has the most diversity between
species, with permutations of domains capable of binding sugars, peptides, or rarer substrates like
ice. Many of the C-terminal segments contain sequences of unknown structure and/or function
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Figure 3.1 Organization of adhesins with and without PA14 domains. Domain architectures
are shown for several RTX adhesins, oriented with N termini on the left. Colour scheme: cyan =
bacterial membrane anchoring domains, blue = region of tandem repeat domains, yellow = PA14
domain, burgundy = von Willebrand Factor A-like domain, pink = Mp peptide-binding domain,
orange = ice-binding domain, red= Type I Secretion Signal and RTX repeats, white = regions of
unknown/unpredicted composition.
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that might include novel adhesion domains. The diversity of adhesion proteins has attracted
increasing interest for further research, as examples of protein-mediated interactions between
bacteria and vastly different substrates continue to emerge [166].
One adhesion domain that appears often within RTX adhesins is the PA14 domain. This domain
is named after its position in the Protective Antigen (PA) from the human pathogen Bacillus
anthracis, where it was first discovered [420]. It is now known that the PA14 domain is a
component of many proteins, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, where it appears to consistently
serve a role in carbohydrate-binding [421]. One of the best-studied examples is the epithelial
adhesin (EpA) family of proteins from the pathogenic yeast Candida glabrata. The N-terminal
domain of these yeast adhesins are PA14 domains that take on a characteristic beta sandwich-like
fold. Structures for the PA14 domains from EpA adhesins 1, 6, and 9 (PDB: 4ASL, 4COY, &
4CP0) show a conserved calcium ion, coordinated via dual aspartate residues tandemly connected
by a cis-peptide bond (D-cis-D motif) [378,422]. The calcium ion, in turn, coordinates
carbohydrate hydroxyl groups, thus facilitating yeast colonization of mammalian surfaces and
subsequent biofilm formation[376,423,424].
Given the PA14 domain’s known role in the pathogenesis of yeast, its presence in bacteria at the
distal end of many RTX adhesins is of interest. At present, the only RTX adhesin PA14 domain
to have been structurally and functionally characterized is that of MpIBP, where it was found to
foster contacts to the microalgal species Chaetoceros neogracile [166]. With only a single
characterized example, very little can be speculated regarding the domains’ affinities for specific
sugars in polysaccharides, and how these affinities could factor into the adhesin’s biological
function. The following study was undertaken to characterize another RTX adhesin’s PA14
domain, namely that from the Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus long adhesion protein
(MhLap) [370,425]. M. hydrocarbonoclasticus is an oil-eating bacterium that forms biofilms at
the oil-water interface to improve the bioavailability of its preferred carbon source: medium- to
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long-chain alkanes [185–187]. Considering the species’ potential as a bioremediation source,
attaining a better understanding of the MhLap adhesin’s ability to interact with sugars – possibly
for the benefit of its oleolytic biofilms – is of particular interest [190,426]. Through our study, we
have elucidated the structure of recombinant MhPA14 and shown it to be a calcium-dependent
sugar-binding domain with affinity for dextran-based polymers. We have exploited this affinity to
construct a resin-based competitive binding assay for comparing affinities to different sugars,
which shows that the domain has a broad range of monosaccharide binding partners (such as
glucose, N-acetylglucosamine and mannose), but is unable to bind strongly to sugars like
galactose or N-acetylgalactosamine. In addition, we have demonstrated the use of MhPA14 as a
size exclusion-based affinity tag system for protein purification.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Recombinant MhPA14 is highly expressed and easily purified
Full-length MhLap is a 3443-residue protein (NCBI: WP_014422746) that follows the conserved
domain architecture of most RTX adhesins (Figure 3.1). To extract the PA14 domain for
recombinant expression, the Pfam database was used to locate the general N- and C-terminal ends
of the domain. This was followed by a series of BLAST searches, multiple sequence alignments,
and Phyre2 modelling sessions to designate specific start and stop sequences for the recombinant
MhPA14 construct (Appendix B, Figure B1). Alignment of several RTX adhesin PA14 domains
from different Gammaproteobacteria species using MergeAlign [427] (Figure 3.2) shows that
MhPA14 shares ~50 % sequence identity with domains from the two Pseudomonas species RTX
adhesins, and ~40% to the adhesins of both Vibrio cholerae and M. primoryensis, which agrees
with the phylogenetic relationship of the bacteria’s genera [428]. The residues that make up
definitive calcium-binding sites in MpIBP [166] are highly conserved amongst the other RTX
adhesins, as seen by the red boxed and bolded residues (Figure 3.2). However, when more-
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Figure 3.2 Sequence alignment of PA14 domains. Sequences of PA14 domains from Marinobacter
hydrocarbonoclasticus (MhLap), Marinomonas primoryensis (MpIBP), Pseudomonas mendocina and
resinovorans (PmRTX and PrRTX, respectively), Vibrio cholerae (VcRTX), Candida glabrata
(EpA1), and Bacillus anthracis (PA20) were aligned using the MergeAlign software. Sequences with
alignment scores above 60% are coloured dark blue, while sequences with alignment scores between
30 and 40% are shown in light blue. Proposed Ca2+-binding residues are boxed with red squares.
Residue conservation is indicated as follows: * = 100%, : = ~80%, . = ~70%. The conserved residues
are bolded. Secondary structure taken from the MpIBP PA14 domain is shown above the alignment,
with beta-sheets coloured dark blue, alpha-helices coloured green, and loops coloured black. Bold lines
sit above the sequence for three loops that make up the supposed sugar-binding site of the bacterial
PA14 domains. Note: sequences with previously solved protein structures are marked with an asterisk.
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distantly-related proteins like Epa1 and PA are added to the alignment, only small overlaps
remain, specifically the sequence surrounding the D-cis-D motif, shown in dark blue (Figure 3.2).
The codon-optimized version of the 22.5-kDa MhPA14 was well-expressed, and preferentially
partitioned into the soluble fraction upon cell lysis (Figure 3.3 A). A two-step purification process
of nickel-affinity chromatography, followed by Q-Sepharose anion-exchange chromatography,
produced a relatively pure protein devoid of major contaminants (Figure 3.3 A&B) that migrated
at the expected position for its molecular weight. The yield was ~90 mg of protein per 1 L of E.
coli culture. However, MhPA14 eluted from the anion-exchange column over five 3-mL fractions
as a doublet peak. When run on SDS-PAGE, both doublet peaks contained indistinguishable
MhPA14 bands, along with a miniscule amount of contaminant at ~18 kDa (Figure 3.3 B).
When size-exclusion chromatography was attempted, MhPA14 failed to elute from the column,
even after several column volumes of buffer were passed through. An affinity for a component of
the polysaccharide-based size-exclusion resin was suspected due to the proposed sugar-binding
nature of the PA14 domain. The glucose polymer, dextran, was singled out as the most likely
ligand, as the protein was retained by both Superdex (dextran and agarose) and Sephadex
(dextran), but not Sepharose (agarose). To test this suspicion, a known quantity of purified
MhPA14 was bound to a Superdex S200 column and subjected to an increasing glucose gradient.
The protein began eluting at a glucose concentration of 25 mM and did so over the course of 20
mL, producing a broad, dispersed peak of MhPA14 (Figure 3.3 C, top). SDS-PAGE was used to
confirm that the pooled fractions that eluted off the S200 were, in fact, MhPA14, comparable in
size and purity to the Q-Sepharose-purified protein (Figure 3.3 B).
Since the alignment in Figure 3.2 demonstrated that the D-cis-D motif – which uses calcium for
sugar recognition – was conserved in MhPA14, the divalent ion-chelator EDTA was also used as
a potential eluting agent (Figure 3.3 C, middle). Indeed, 3.5 mM of EDTA led to the elution of
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Figure 3.3 MhPA14 purification and affinity for Superdex 200 size-exclusion resin. A) SDSPAGE tracking of MhPA14 purification through induction, extraction, and nickel-affinity
chromatography. Lane 1 = pre-induction, Lane 2 = post-induction, Lane 3 = lysate insoluble
fraction, Lane 4 = lysate soluble fraction, Lane 5 = elution from nickel-NTA agarose column. B)
SDS-PAGE showing second purification of MhPA14 via anion-exchange chromatography
(QSeph Lane), as well as the pooled fractions following S200-affinity elution with glucose and
EDTA, respectively. C) Elution profiles of MhPA14 interacting with a Superdex 200 sizeexclusion column under varying gradient conditions. The absolute absorbance at 280 nm (primary
y-axis) was measured over 65 mL of buffer flow, during which an EDTA gradient (top, green), a
glucose gradient (middle, red), or no gradient (bottom) was run.
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MhPA14 as a sharper peak over < 10 mL. Both elution methods were compared to a control run
with no added gradient (Figure 3.3 C, bottom), which failed to elute any protein. Interestingly,
both sub-peaks from the anion exchange-purified doublet peak were able to bind to the resin,
indicating that these peaks likely contain different conformers of MhPA14, each retaining a
common functionality.
3.3.2 MhPA14 requires calcium for proper folding and stability
The elution of MhPA14 from the dextran-based resin via EDTA made it clear that a divalent
cation – presumably calcium – was important for the domain’s sugar affinity. However, it was
unclear if this was simply due to the D-cis-D calcium-binding motif previously mentioned, or if
there was also a calcium requirement of MhPA14 for proper folding, as there is in previously
studied domains taken from RTX adhesins [385,419]. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was
used to assay the effect of calcium on the secondary structure of the domain (Figure 3.4, top).
Purified MhPA14 was dialyzed against excess EDTA to remove Ca2+, and then transferred to a
buffer with minimal (0.01 mM) EDTA in which to titrate CaCl2. The CD spectra of MhPA14 in
both 1 mM and minimal EDTA solutions took on the same shape, composed of two peaks at 187
nm and 199 nm and a trough at ~220 nm. Titration of CaCl2 into the sample with minimal EDTA
caused a drastic change in the spectrum. Following the addition of 1 mM CaCl2, the two peaks
coalesced into one maximum near 195 nm, while the minimum at ~ 220 nm was retained. Such
spectra are characteristic of β-sheet dominated structures [429]. This spectral shape was
maintained upon further additions of CaCl2, indicating that the MhPA14 calcium-interaction was
saturated by 1 mM of titrant. The addition of EDTA back into the sample lead to an incremental
return to the former shape.
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Figure 3.4 Circular dichroism spectra assaying calcium dependence and thermal
denaturation of MhPA14 structure. Overlaid CD spectra of MhPA14 (25 µM) during a Ca2+
titration (top), and increasing temperature in the presence of Ca2+ (middle) or EDTA (bottom).
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Thermal denaturation studies were undertaken in both the presence (Figure 3.4, middle) and
absence (Figure 3.4, bottom) of Ca2+ to test the stability of the structures seen at the beginning
and end of the calcium titration. In the presence of 1 mM CaCl2, the PA14 domain maintained its
spectral shape until 45 °C, at which point a shift towards a characteristic “unfolded” spectrum
was observed. By 55 °C, MhPA14 appeared entirely unfolded. In contrast, the dual-peak shape of
the protein’s CD spectrum in EDTA began to transition after only a 5-°C temperature increase,
and the protein was almost completely unfolded at 30 °C. In both conditions, MhPA14 was
unable to fully regain its former structure upon returning to 20 °C.
3.3.3 MhPA14 crystal structure reveals three bound Ca2+, and one glucose.
Purified MhPA14 was crystallized under several conditions – all of them sugar-free – with the
best condition producing thick, prismatic crystals that diffracted to ~ 1.2 Å. Crystal soaking
experiments were conducted using readily available mono- and disaccharides. While many
crystals remained devoid of obvious density in which to place a bound sugar, a glucose-bound
dataset was eventually collected and solved using molecular replacement with the MpIBP PA14
domain as a template (Table 3.1).
MhPA14 takes on a beta-sandwich-type fold, comprised primarily of two anti-parallel beta-sheets
held together by a hydrophobic core (Figure 3.5). Two small alpha helices contribute to the
hydrophobic core, and a third helix lies across the outer surface of the larger beta-sheet. A series
of long loops lacking defined secondary structure protrude from the top and bottom of the betasheets, as shown in Figure 3.5. The atoms within the bottom loops have higher B factors
compared to the rest of the structure, possibly indicating that these loops are in a relative state of
disorder. In contrast, the top loops have similar B factors to the core secondary structure
elements, indicating a more ordered region. This is likely a result of the three calcium ions
coordinated within these loops (Figure 3.5).
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Table 3.1 Crystallography collection and refinement statistics for MhPA14.

Parameters
Data collection
Wavelength
Resolution range
Space group
Unit Cell
(a, b, c) (Å)
(α, β, γ) (°)
Total reflections
Unique reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Mean I / σ
Wilson B-factor
R-merge
CC1/2
CC*

0.9793377
39.76 – 1.198 (1.241 – 1.198)
P 2 21 21
32.575, 61.309, 79.519
90, 90, 90
487315 (45409)
50698 (4815)
9.6 (9.4)
99.59 (95.93)
27.60 (16.56)
7.3
0.06239 (0.1065)
0.998 (0.995)
1 (0.999)

Refinement
Reflections used in refinement
Reflections used in R-free
R-work
R-free
RMS (bonds)
RMS (angles)
Ramachandran favored (%)
Ramachandran allowed (%)
Ramachandran outliers (%)
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore
Average B-factor
Macromolecules
Ligands
Solvents

50697 (4814)
2442 (254)
0.1401
0.1585
0.011
1.05
97.14
2.29
0.57
0
0.0
9.65
8.4
7.97
17.13
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Figure 3.5 MhPA14 structure with glucose bound. The structure for MhPA14 is presented as a
ribbon diagram from two view points, 180 ° rotated. The protein is coloured by progression of
primary structure from the N terminus in blue, to the C terminus in red. Calcium ions are shown
as grey spheres, coordinated water molecules are shown as smaller cyan spheres, and the glucose
molecule is shown as a stick structure coloured white for carbon and red for oxygen. Inset panels
detailing the coordination for each calcium ion are shown, with red dashed lines indicating
coordinate bonds between the calcium and the labelled residue or water molecule.
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Calcium 2 and 3 appear to have purely structural roles by forming stabilizing contacts between
otherwise disordered portions of the protein. Calcium 2 coordinates residues from two loop
regions (using Gln47 and Asn53 from one, and Gln182 from another) and pins them to residue
Asp 113, which is part of a beta strand (Figure 3.5, inset Calcium 2). Meanwhile, calcium 3 is
involved in a more local interaction, coordinating three neighbouring residues (Asp107, Pro108
and Asp 110) into a sharp turn (Figure 3.5, inset Calcium 3). These interactions likely facilitate
the thermo-stable, beta-strand-rich, calcium-dependent tertiary structure observed in Figure 3.4.
Calcium 1 coordination is also likely to have structural ramifications, pinching two of the top
loops together through contacts between the expected D-cis-D motif (Asp136 and 137) in one
loop, as well as an additional aspartate and two backbone carbonyl groups from another loop
(Asp181, Gly183 and Ala185) (Figure 3.5, inset Calcium 1). However, calcium 1 – and the three
loops that surround it (Figure 3.6 A) – also make up the sugar-binding site, where the structure of
MhPA14 reveals a beta-D-glucose molecule to be bound. The sugar is coordinated to calcium 1
through the two vicinal hydroxyl groups attached to the first and second (C1 and C2) carbons in
the pyranose ring (Figure 3.6 B). The only other contacts to the glucose molecule are also made
via the C1 – C2 hydroxyl pair, with C1 forming contacts with the sidechains of Asp 136, Asp 137
and Gln 182, and C2 connecting to Asp 137 and the backbone of Ala 185 (Figure 3.6 B). There is
no evidence for an alternative coordination pattern within the distinct electron density (Figure 3.6
B), nor is there any sign of the C1 anomer alpha-glucose.
Structures from other PA14 domains, including MpIBP PA14 (PDB: 5J6Y) and EpA1 (PDB:
4A3X) [430], have previously implicated calcium 1 as the prospective cofactor for sugar binding.
Indeed, aligning MhPA14 against both MpIBP PA14 (RMSD = 0.897) and EpA1 (RMSD =
2.372) (Figure 3.7 A&B) demonstrated the strong overlap of Loops 1, 2 and 3 that make up the
sugar-binding site. As foreshadowed by the amino acid sequence identities, the PA14 domains of
MhLap and MpIBP are more similar in structure than they are to EpA1, yielding a common
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Figure 3.6 Sugar-binding site of MhPA14. A) Side view of the sugar-binding cleft, produced by
loops 1, 2, and 3. Calcium 1 and its coordinated glucose molecule are shown as a grey sphere and
white ring, respectively. B) Important residues of the sugar-binding site. Residues are labelled
and coloured the same as for Figure 3.5. Calcium 1 is reduced in size to improve visibility. Red
dashed lines are contacts between sugar and calcium, while black dashed lines are between sugar
and protein. The direct electron density map of the glucose molecule and bound calcium are
shown as a grey mesh with carbon atoms of the hexose numbered.
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Figure 3.7 Structural comparison of MhPA14 to other PA14 domains. Structural alignment of
MhPA14 (orange) to either A) MpIBP PA14 (blue) or B) EpA1 A domain (green). Close-up
views of the sugar-binding site for both alignments are shown in boxes. C) Sugar-binding pockets
of these three PA14 structures. Protein topology is coloured grey; sugars are coloured with
oxygen in red and nitrogen in blue; and the carbon atoms match the respective colours of the
sugars shown below. D) The orientation of these same sugars as they coordinate to the calcium
ions in their respective structures.
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ligand-binding site for both structures with an open, flat topology in which their shared ligand –
glucose – can reside (Figure 3.7 C). While both structures bind glucose, they do so in different
manners, with the glucose in MpIBP interacting with the calcium ion through the C3 and C4
hydroxyl groups, rather than the beta-C1 and C2 seen in MhLap. That said, both sets of hydroxyls
are similarly oriented relative to one another – both being vicinal, trans isomeric, and equatorial –
and therefore both appear capable of satisfying the calcium coordination sphere (Figure 3.7 D).
Contrarily, the EpA1 PA14 specifically binds galactose by coordinating its C3 – C4 hydroxyl
pair, which are cis isomers, one equatorially oriented and the other axially oriented. This
orientation would appear to break the coordination scheme used by the other PA14 domains
mentioned thus far. However, the EpA1 sugar-binding region differs greatly from that of
MhPA14 and MpIBP, as seen in Figure 3.7 C. The calcium in EpA1 is held in a narrower binding
cleft, with large, bulky residues in Loops 1 and 3 restricting the accessibility of the site. The same
loops in the other PA14 structures are comprised of residues with small sidechains,
predominantly alanine and glycine. Due to restricted access to the calcium in EpA1, a binding
saccharide must be oriented at a different angle compared to the other two structures, an angle
that would not allow trans, equatorial hydroxyl pairs to properly coordinate to the calcium.
However, this orientation does allow for the galactose C3 – C4 hydroxyl pair to satisfy the same
coordination sphere, as seen in Figure 3.7 D.
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3.3.4 MhPA14 has varying affinity for different sugars, shown by both competitive binding
assay and ITC
Attempts to solve MhPA14 structures with other sugars bounds – whether by soaking or cocrystallization – were fruitless. Therefore, an assay was developed to test the relative affinity of
MhPA14 for different sugars. This simple, competitive binding assay was done in 1.5-mL
microcentrifuge tubes with MhPA14 bound to Superdex 200 (dextran) resin and released upon
addition of free sugar (Appendix B, Figure B2). The stronger the binding between MhPA14 and
the free sugar (relative to that of the resin), the less sugar it took to completely elute the MhPA14
from the resin. The amount of GFP-tagged MhPA14 released from the resin upon each sugar
addition was measured using absorbance at 280 nm, which was plotted against concentration of
free sugar to produce semi-quantitative binding curves (Figure 3.8). A range of sugars, including
monosaccharide hexoses and pentoses, as well as disaccharides, were used for these assays
(Appendix B, Figure B3). The data for each sugar were fitted using non-linear regression to a
simple ligand-binding equation assuming a single binding site, which allowed for the calculation
of an apparent dissociation constant (Kdapp): a semi-quantitative measure of a sugar’s ability to
displace the MhPA14 from the resin (Table 3.2).
The data from Figure 3.8 and Table 3.2 show that the monosaccharides cluster into four groups,
in terms of binding affinity. The highest affinity group is populated by the hexoses glucose, Nacetylglucosamine, and mannose. The second highest group is a mix of the hexose 2-deoxy
glucose and the pentose, ribose. The third group is also a mixture of two pentoses, arabinose and
2-deoxyribose, and the hexose, galactose. The final group consists of only Nacetylgalactosamine, which appears almost unable to bind MhPA14. The disaccharides are more
clustered together, with maltose (an α1-4 dimer of glucose) showing the highest affinity, followed
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Figure 3.8 Dextran-based competition assay to determine relative affinity of MhPA14 for
sugars. Removal of MhPA14 from dextran-based resin, using a series of monosaccharide
hexoses and pentoses (top) and disaccharides (bottom). The presence of released protein was
measured using absorbance at 280 nm, normalized to the maximum released protein value
(Bmax). Data points were done in triplicate, with standard deviation shown via error bars. Data
were fit with non-linear regression.
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Table 3.2 Apparent dissociation constants for the binding of different sugars to MhPA14,
using the competition-based sugar-binding assay

Sugar

Kdapp (mM)

Glucose
Maltose
N-acetyl glucosamine
Mannose
Melibiose
Trehalose
2-deoxy-D-glucose
Ribose
Lactose
Sucrose
Arabinose
Galactose
Deoxyribose
N-acetyl galactosamine

1.57 ± 0.36
1.57 ± 0.1
1.69 ±0.18
2.26 ± 0.2
3.28 ± 0.52
3.55 ± 0.51
4.14 ± 1.25
4.46 ± 1.02
7.5 ± 0.93
10.19 ± 2.19
13.75 ± 2.39
14.16 ± 4.71
23.14 ± 5.08
No Binding
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closely by both trehalose (α1-1α dimer of glucose) and melibiose (galactose α1-6 glucose). Both
lactose (galactose β1-4 glucose) and sucrose (glucose α1-β fructose) show comparably lower
affinities.
Due to the many unknown variables at play in this assay (i.e. strength of binding to the dextranbased resin, number of closely spaced binding moieties presented by the resin, the disparity in
diffusion between the resin and free sugars) these Kdapp values are not comparable to those
attained through more quantitative methodologies, such as isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
or surface plasmon resonance (SPR). However, they can be compared relative to each other, as
long as the amounts of resin and protein are kept consistent.
To ensure that the ordering of sugar affinities is reproducible between the competitive binding
assay and more tried-and-true methods, three sugars of apparently different affinities (glucose, 2deoxy-glucose, and galactose) were chosen with which to perform ITC (Figure 3.9). The titration
for each sugar showed gradual inclines that indicate weak affinity. This makes the inflection point
(and therefore the stoichiometry) more difficult to interpret, although it appears to take place at a
1:1 molar ratio of ligand to protein. The fitted curves show a definitive decrease in Kd from
glucose to 2-deoxy-glucose to galactose, with values ranging from approximately 0.1 mM for
glucose to above 1 mM for galactose. This supports the order presented by the competitive
binding assay, although the values themselves are very different.
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Figure 3.9 Isothermal titration calorimetry of MhPA14 binding to select sugars. ITC of the
interaction between MhPA14 and A) glucose B) 2-Deoxy-glucose and C) galactose. A
combination of the raw reads over the duration of the titration (top) and the fitted curve (bottom)
are shown, along with the calculated Kd value for each sugar.
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3.3.5 MhPA14 as an affinity tag for the purification of GFP and a bacterial ice-binding
protein
MhPA14’s ability to bind to dextran-based size-exclusion chromatography resin, and be eluted by
simple monosaccharide sugars, raised the possibility of using the protein as a tag for affinitybased purification of recombinant proteins. To test this potential application, fusion constructs of
the PA14 domain to two different proteins were made; the first linking MhPA14 to an N-terminal
Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) via a simple GAG tripeptide spacer (Figure 3.10 A). Aliquots of
the cell lysate supernatant containing the protein were run over a size-exclusion column
containing S200 resin, and washed with at least four column volumes of calcium-containing
buffer. The visible green colour of the GFP_MhPA14 protein showed how the sugar-binding
fusion protein was retained in the upper layers of the column, even after 200 mL of washing
buffer had passed (Figure 3.10 B). Bound protein was then eluted using either 100 mM glucose
(Figure 3.10 C) or 5 mM EDTA (Figure 3.10 D), both methods resulting in five 5-mL fractions
containing the desired protein, though at slightly different elution volumes (Figure 3.10 C&D,
top). The GFP_MhPA14 fusion protein saw a dramatic decrease in contaminating bands
following elution from the size-exclusion column – regardless of elution method – as almost all
other proteins from the supernatant passed through the column within the first column volume,
labelled as the flow through “FT” fraction (Figure 3.10 C&D, bottom).
The second construct fused the C-terminus of MhPA14 to the ice-binding domain (IBD) of
MpIBP using a TEV cut site-containing linker (Figure 3.11 A). When subjected to the same
purification regime as above, the MhPA14_MpIBD fusion protein eluted in a similar manner
(Figure 3.11 B) and with comparable purity (Figure 3.11 C) to the GFP_MhPA14 construct. Due
to the calcium-dependence of MpIBP for folding, EDTA was not used as an eluting agent for this
construct.
For comparison purposes, both fusion constructs were also purified from cell lysates using nickelaffinity purification. More contaminating bands were present following elution from the nickel
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resin with excess imidazole (Appendix B, Figure B4) than were seen with the elution from
dextran resin (Figure 3.10 & Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10 Affinity purification of GFP_MhPA14 fusion protein. A) A model of the MhPA14
fused to GFP is shown, along with its simple GAG tripeptide linker. Flexible sequences from the
native proteins that are not visible in the crystal structure are drawn in coloured lines
(yellow=MhPA14, green=GFP, black=linker). Calcium ions are shown as grey spheres. B) S200
size-exclusion column with GFP_MhPA14 bound. Images are labelled with the amount of wash
buffer or elution buffer (containing EDTA, in this case) that had passed through the column at
that time. C) and D) show the dextran-affinity purification of GFP_MhPA14 using glucose and
EDTA, respectively, as eluting agents. Top: Elution profiles measuring the A280 for each 5-mL
fraction collected. Absorbance units are relative to the highest elution fraction. Bottom: SDSPAGE gels showing the insoluble (Lys P) and soluble (Lys S) lysate fractions, the flow-through
(FT), and the elution fractions with high A280, alongside relevant molecular weight markers.
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Figure 3.11 Affinity purification of MhPA14_MpIBD fusion protein. A) The model of the
fusion construct is shown, with the MhPA14 (yellow) attached to the N-terminus of the MpIBP
ice-binding domain (cyan) via a linker, which contains a x6 His tag and TEV cut site. Flexible
regions not seen in the crystal structure are drawn with coloured lines. Calcium ions are shown as
grey spheres. B) Elution profile of the 5-mL fractions collected from the dextran-based affinity
purification of the fusion protein. Absorbance at 280 nm is presented relative to the highest
elution fraction. C) SDS-PAGE showing the lysate fractionation (Lys P = pellet, Lys S =
supernatant) and subsequent dextran-based affinity purification of the fusion protein. Only
fractions with substantial A280 are shown.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 MhPA14 affinity for monosaccharides
The crystal structure of MhPA14 revealed a beta-D-glucose bound, despite minimal contacts with
the protein itself. The sugar molecule used two equatorial hydroxyl groups to coordinate a
calcium ion, namely the hydroxyls attached to C1 and C2 of the glucose. The orientation of these
two hydroxyls appears necessary, both to satisfy the calcium ion’s coordination sphere and to
partake in several other hydrogen bonds with residues Asp136, Asp137, Gln182, and Ala 185.
Hydroxyl pairs that are not vicinal, trans isomeric, and equatorial are unlikely to be able to satisfy
these requirements. For instance, it is likely that the alpha-C1 anomer, formed during the
spontaneous cyclization reactions that saccharides like glucose undergo, could not bind to the
MhPA14 in this way.
The competitive binding assay was used to compare the MhPA14’s affinity for different monoand disaccharides. Considering glucose was the only sugar that bound to MhPA14 during the
crystal soaking experiments, it was not surprising to see that glucose showed the strongest affinity
for the protein with a Kdapp of 1.57 mM. However, it was surprising to see that Nacetylglucosamine binding rivalled that of glucose (Kdapp = 1.69), despite the C2 hydroxyl being
replaced with an acetyl group. In addition, 2-deoxy-glucose was able to bind with an affinity only
slightly below that of glucose, while galactose (which contains the same equatorial beta-C1 and
C2 hydroxyls as glucose) bound rather weakly. This ordering of glucose, 2-deoxy-glucose, and
galactose is corroborated by the ITC data, and is therefore not an artifact of the dextran resinbased technique.
What all the strong-binding monosaccharides (glucose, mannose, N-acetylglucosamine) have in
common is a pair of trans, vicinal, equatorial hydroxyls on the C3 and C4 carbons. This same
orientation is lacking in the weak-binding galactose and N-acetylgalactosamine. It is possible that
the C3 – C4 hydroxyl pair is predominantly responsible for binding in solution, while the C1 –
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C2 pair is less common, possibly due to its anomerization. Indeed, the previous structure of
MpIBP can be seen to bind glucose via the C3 – C4 hydroxyl pair, and the sugar-binding site of
MhPA14 is very similar [166]. However, further structures bound to other monosaccharides –
especially pentose sugars, the binding of which has not been elucidated in any PA14 structure to
date but is clearly seen via biophysical assays – will be necessary to properly explain the affinity
profile shown by the competitive binding assay.
3.4.2 MhPA14 affinity for disaccharides
Both EpA1 and the homologous Flocculin 5 (Flo5) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae show
preferential binding to disaccharides over monosaccharides, due to extra contacts with the second
sugar moiety [377,378]. However, none of the disaccharides tested against MhPA14 had higher
affinity to the protein than glucose, with the highest – maltose (an alpha 1-4 connected dimer of
glucose) – sharing the same affinity as glucose. It is likely that all other disaccharides bind
through their glucose-based hydroxyl pairs but are hampered in binding by steric interference
between the second sugar component and the protein. It is possible that MhPA14 makes
additional contacts to oligosaccharides not available during these experiments. However, unlike
EpA1, which has a more cluttered topology in its sugar-binding region, or the flocculin proteins,
which contain an additional subdomain for contacting the second sugar, the sugar-binding regions
of MhPA14 and MpIBP are far more open and possibly unable to facilitate additional favourable
contacts. It appears likely that the MhPA14 relies mostly – if not entirely – on contacts with a
single terminal sugar.
3.4.3 MhPA14 as an affinity tag for protein purification
Several sugar-binding domains are already used as fusion tags, both to improve solubility of
target proteins and for affinity-based purification techniques. Maltose-binding protein is likely the
most commonly used example [431,432], with other proteins like the lectin from Laetiporus
sulphurous also being proposed [433]. The MhPA14 demonstrates many of the qualities a good
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fusion tag should: it is of moderate size (~ 22 kDa), easily and highly expressible in E. coli (both
fusion constructs yielded ~ 100 mg per 1 L culture), and thermostable at room temperature.
Additionally, its N- and C-termini are both oriented on the opposite side of the protein relative to
the sugar-binding site, avoiding steric clashes between fused targets and the affinity matrix.
However, what makes MhPA14 especially attractive as a fusion tag is its affinity for dextranbased size-exclusion resins. The protein can bind to both Superdex and Sephadex from GE
Healthcare, both of which are popular resins, commonly present in most protein biochemistry
labs. As such, this tag can be used without the purchase of additional resins and columns, and the
amount of protein one wishes to purify is scalable with column size. PA14 does not appear to
bind to agarose-based resins such as the Ni-Agarose affinity or the Q-Sepharose ion-exchange
columns.
The purification experiments conducted on both the GFP_MhPA14 and MhPA14_MpIBD
constructs showcased the effectiveness of MhPA14-mediated dextran-affinity as a purification
technique; the method rivals and slightly exceeds the purification attained through conventional
nickel-affinity purification. The two linker styles of the different fusion constructs demonstrate
that MhPA14 can bind the resin as both an N- and C-terminal tag. Either EDTA or glucose can be
used to elute the fusion protein, dependent on the needs of the target protein. It should be noted
that the PA14 domain can completely refold when Ca2+ is restored to the protein. If regular sizeexclusion chromatography is required during the target protein’s purification, the MhPA14 can be
cleaved off by a specific protease – using a similar linker construction as seen in the
MhPA14_MpIBD fusion construct – or high ambient EDTA/glucose concentrations can be added
to the running buffer to prevent binding to the resin.
3.4.4 What is the function of MhPA14 in the long adhesion protein?
The domain architecture of MhLap places the PA14 domain in an optimal position for interaction
with the extracellular environment. In such a role, the adhesin’s sugar binding could facilitate
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contacts between cells in the Marinobacter biofilm through adhering directly to membraneassociated glycans – as occurs in yeast flocculation [377] – or perhaps through communal binding
to the many secreted extracellular polysaccharides known to be vital for many bacterial biofilms
[434,435]. As an alternative/complementary function, such sugar-binding domains can also forge
connections between species, bringing multiple biological skillsets together in symbiotic
communities. Such was the case for the previously studied PA14 from MpIBP, which connected
its bacterial host to phototrophic diatoms to improve the availability of oxygen[166]. Indeed,
examples of Marinobacter species forming consortia with different diatom species have been
reported and characterized [436,164,437–439].
Identifying the ligand(s) that MhPA14 can bind in its environment is not an easy task, though the
binding data and structure support the notion that a single sugar moiety can dictate the
recognition and binding of the protein to its ligands. Such a broad system for ligand determination
is reminiscent of the C-type lectin domains, which bind oligosaccharides using a calcium-based
interaction with terminal sugars [440]. As such, any glycans that contain terminal C3 – C4
hydroxyl pairs – while avoiding major steric clashes through the second sugar moiety – could be
potential ligands for MhPA14. It, then, stands to reason that highly-branched sugars would serve
as better-binding ligands, providing more termini with which to interact. Indeed, the moderate
binding affinity of the MhPA14 may play a part in ligand specificity, as only ligands that provide
many potential binding sites (such as the dextran-based resins) for several MhLap adhesins to
bind to will properly facilitate a cell-to-glycan interaction via this multi-valent effect. Another
possibility that cannot be ruled out is that additional adhesion domains in the MhLap adhesin
contribute to ligand recognition.

3.5 Experimental procedures
3.5.1 Molecular cloning, and protein expression of MhPA14 and its fusion tags
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A gene encoding MhPA14 was synthesized with optimal codon usage for Escherichia coli
(GeneArt). The gene was cut with the restriction enzymes NdeI (5ʹ end) and XhoI (3ʹ end) for
ligation into the pET28a expression vector, which provides an N-terminal His tag. The plasmid
was then transformed into Top10 cells for plasmid amplification, and then electroporated into
BL21(DE3) cells for protein expression.
The two PA14 fusion-tagged proteins were made as follows. 1) For the GFP_MhPA14 construct,
a codon-optimized green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene was synthesized, with a simple linker
region attached to the 3ʹ end, which encoded for Gly-Ala-Gly using the codons GGT-GCA-GGT.
The GFP gene was then PCR amplified to add NdeI cut sites to both ends and ligated into the
MhPA14-containing pET28a vector described above using the 5ʹ NdeI cut site. 2) The
MhPA14_Mp ice-binding domain (IBD) construct was made by modifying a maltose-binding
protein (MBP)-containing pET16b vector, originally provided by the lab of Dr. Zongchao Jia
[441]. The maltose-binding protein (MBP) encoding sequence from the vector was excised using
NcoI and BamHI sites, and replaced with the MhPA14. NdeI and XhoI sites were then used to
place the MpIBD in the modified plasmid so that a His tag and Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) cut site
separate the 5ʹ MpIBD from the 3ʹ MhPA14. Construct sequences were confirmed at Robarts
Research Institute DNA Sequencing Facility (University of Western Ontario, London).
All three protein constructs (sequences shown in Appendix B, Figure B1) were expressed in the
following manner. Single colonies were picked into 25-mL cultures of LB Broth + 0.1 mg/mL
antibiotic (kanamycin for MhPA14 and GFP_MhPA14; ampicillin for MhPA14_MpIBD) and
grown overnight at 37 °C. Overnight cultures were used to inoculate 1-L cultures, which were
then grown at 37 °C until an OD600 of 0.9 was attained. IPTG was then added to a final
concentration of 1 mM to induce protein expression at 23 °C, and the culture was kept growing
overnight.
3.5.2 Purification of MhPA14
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E. coli cultures expressing MhPA14 were spun down at 4500 x g in a JS-4.2 rotor (Beckman
Coulter). The medium was discarded, and the pellet resuspended in Ni Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl
pH 9.0, 500 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM imidazole) along with a protease inhibitor cocktail
tablet (Roche). Cells were then lysed by sonication, and the resulting cell debris removed via
centrifugation at ~30000 ×g in a JA-25.5 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The lysate supernatant was
incubated with Ni-NTA Agarose Resin (Qiagen) and washed with ~ 100 mL of Ni Buffer. The
bound MhPA14 was then eluted with Ni Buffer supplemented with 400 mM imidazole. Eluted
fractions were pooled and subjected to anion-exchange chromatography on a Q Sepharose Fast
Flow column (GE Healthcare), with a running buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0 and 2
mM CaCl2. Proteins were eluted from the column with an increasing NaCl gradient. Fractions
containing purified MhPA14 were then pooled and buffer exchanged into Protein Buffer (20 mM
Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl2). Protein purity was assessed using SDSPAGE.
3.5.3 Size-exclusion Superdex 200 affinity tests
A Superdex 200 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) was used to probe the resin-binding ability
of MhPA14. Approximately 1 mg of MhPA14 was loaded onto the column and washed with 3
column volumes of Protein Buffer. An increasing gradient of Elution Buffer containing either
glucose or EDTA was then implemented, rising from 0 mM – 55 mM glucose or 0 mM – 5 mM
EDTA over 45 min.
3.5.4 Calcium titration and thermal denaturation by circular dichroism spectroscopy
For calcium titrations, MhPA14 (25 µM) was dialysed against Protein Buffer containing no
calcium and 5 mM EDTA to ensure calcium removal, before being re-dialyzed into 0.01 mM
EDTA. Calcium was then titrated into the protein solution in 0.5 mM increments and mixed
thoroughly. For each addition of calcium, eight spectra ranging from 180 nm to 260 nm were
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taken and averaged using a Chirascan CD Spectrometer (Applied Photophysics). Solutions were
maintained at 20 °C, throughout.
For thermal denaturation experiments, MhPA14 (25 µM) in either 1 mM CaCl2 or 0.01 mM
EDTA was subjected to a 5-° incremental increase in temperature from 20 °C to 65 °C. Multiple
scans ranging from 180 nm to 260 nm were taken at each temperature until the spectra stabilized,
at which point eight scans were taken and averaged to indicate the equilibrated structural state at
that temperature. A refolding procedure, where the temperature was slowly dropped back to 20
°C, was also attempted.
All spectra were subjected to three-point smoothing using PROVIEWER software.
3.5.5 X-ray crystallography and structure solution of MhPA14
The microbatch method was used to screen several crystallization condition suites (Qiagen).
MhPA14 at 26 mg/mL was buffer exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0 and 10 mM CaCl2.
The protein solution and varying crystallization conditions were mixed (1 µL:1 µL) in 96-well
plates, covered with 100 % paraffin oil, and left to incubate at 23° C. The PACT suite yielded
many crystals of varying morphologies. These crystals were screened for diffraction using a home
source diffractometer (Rigaku MicroMax – 007HF X-ray source coupled to a R-AXIS IV++
detector) in the lab of Dr. John Allingham. Crystals with diffraction around or above 3 Å were
either stored or soaked in varying concentrations of sugars, before being analyzed at the Canadian
Light Source (CLS) synchrotron. The condition that yielded a glucose-bound structure of
MhPA14 contained 0.2 M potassium thiocyanate, 0.1 M Bis-tris Propane pH 7.5 and 20 % w/v
PEG 3350. The crystal had undergone thirty seconds of soaking in a 30 % w/v glucose solution.
Data collected at CLS were indexed and integrated with XDS[402] and scaled with CCP4Aimless [403]. The structure was solved using molecular replacement with Phenix-Phaser [405];
the sugar-less MpIBP PA14 served as a search model (PDB: 5J6Y). The initial model was made
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by Phenix-Autobuild [442] and manually corrected in Coot [407]. Subsequent refinement was
done using Phenix-Refine [443].
3.5.6 Dextran-based competitive binding assay
Superdex 200 (S200) resin stored in 20% ethanol was washed twice in Protein Buffer using 6600
xg centrifugation. The fusion protein GFP_MhPA14 (1 mL of 1 mg/mL) was incubated with 300
µL of equilibrated S200 resin. Following 30 sec of vortexing and 2 min of incubation with slight
mixing (nutation), the solution was centrifuged at 6600 xg for 2.5 min and the supernatant
discarded. Protein buffer (1 mL) was added to the tube, and the process of mixing followed by
centrifugation was repeated. The A280 of the resulting supernatant was taken to account for the
minimal amount of non-sugar-related protein disassociation from the resin, and was used as a
baseline reading. The supernatant was then returned into its original resin mixture tube with the
addition of 1.67 µmoles (3 µL of 555 mM) of saccharide. This was followed by 30 sec of
vortexing, 2 min of nutation, and centrifugation at 6600 xg for 2.5 min. After reading the A280 of
the supernatant, the above process was repeated for seven tandem saccharide additions of 1.67
µmoles, as well as a final 5-µmole addition. This process is shown as a schematic in Figure B2 A
(Appendix B).
Data from the dextran-affinity assay were plotted using GraphPad Prism 7.03 and the A280 of
non-sugar-related protein disassociation was subtracted. Next, the data were fitted to nonlinear
regression of one-site-specific binding, which follows the model 𝑌/𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑋/(𝐾𝑑 + 𝑋),
with Bmax as the maximum specific binding and Kd as the equilibrium binding constant.
3.5.7 Isothermal titration calorimetry
Isothermal calorimetric titration (ITC) measurements were performed using a MicroCal VP-ITC
calorimeter (Malvern). MhPA14 in Protein Buffer at a concentration of 400 µM was mixed with
5-μl aliquots from one of three different 8-mM sugar solutions (glucose, 2-deoxy glucose, and
galactose). Sugars were added from the computer-controlled rotating syringe (400 RPM) at 5-min
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intervals into the MhPA14 solution for a total of 50 injections. The data were analyzed by Origin
software Version 5.0 (Malvern).
3.5.8 Affinity purification of fusion proteins
E. coli cultures expressing either the GFP_MhPA14 or the MhPA14_MpIBD fusion constructs
were spun down at 4500 xg in a JS-4.2 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The bacterial pellets were
resuspended in Protein Buffer, along with a protease inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche). Cells were
then lysed by sonication and spun as done for MhPA14. The resulting lysate supernatant was then
added to the top of a manually packed Superdex 200 column (of diameter 10 mm and length 20
cm) with a total column volume of ~50 mL, that had been pre-equilibrated with Protein Buffer. A
peristaltic pump was used to flow the lysate through the column, leaving the fusion constructs
attached to the dextran-based resin in the process. After 200 mL of buffer was flowed through the
column, the inlet was switched to Protein Buffer supplemented with either 5 mM EDTA or 100
mM glucose. Five-mL fractions were collected over a column volume of buffer and subsequently
checked for protein via SDS-PAGE.
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Chapter 4
An ice-binding and tandem beta-sandwich domain-containing protein in
Shewanella frigidimarina is a potential new type of ice adhesin
4.1 Abstract
Out of the dozen different ice-binding protein (IBP) structures known, the DUF3494 domain is
the most widespread, having been passed many times between prokaryotic and eukaryotic
microorganisms by horizontal gene transfer. This ~25-kDa β-solenoid domain with an adjacent
parallel α-helix is most commonly associated with an N-terminal secretory signal peptide.
However, examples of the DUF3494 domain preceded by tandem Bacterial Immunoglobulin-like
(BIg) domains are sometimes found, though uncharacterized. Here we present one such protein
(SfIBP_1) from the Antarctic bacterium Shewanella frigidimarina. We have confirmed and
characterized the ice-binding activity of its ice-binding domain using thermal hysteresis
measurements, fluorescent ice plane affinity analysis, and ice recrystallization inhibition assays.
X-ray crystallography was used to solve the structure of the SfIBP_1 ice-binding domain, to
further characterize its ice-binding surface and unique method of stabilizing or “capping” the
ends of the solenoid structure. The latter is formed from the interaction of two loops mediated by
a combination of tandem prolines and electrostatic interactions. Furthermore, given their domain
architecture and membrane association, we propose that these BIg-containing DUF3494 IBPs
serve as ice-binding adhesion proteins that are capable of adsorbing their host bacterium onto ice.

4.2 Introduction
Ice-binding proteins (IBPs) are a group of structurally diverse proteins, which are all able to bind
to and affect the growth of ice [444]. The first IBPs characterized were antifreeze proteins (AFPs)
that prevent the freezing of internal liquids within organisms like marine fishes and terrestrial
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insects [445,446]. This classic "antifreeze" activity can be measured in solution by the
discrepancy the AFPs cause between the melting temperature and the lowered freezing
temperature, known as thermal hysteresis (TH) [447]. TH values increase with AFP concentration
and are also affected by the planes of ice to which the AFPs bind. Subsequent studies have added
new functions to the repertoire of IBPs. These include the inhibition of ice recrystallization, the
secretion of IBPs by aquatic microorganisms to form liquid channels in ice, and the incorporation
of an IBP domain into a giant adhesion protein that projects from the outer membrane of a
bacterium to fix the host organism to the surface of ice [241,448,449].
IBPs display a broad range of folds and are a product of convergent evolution to a shared
function. In a few instances, the same IBP folds have arisen independently in different branches
of the biological tree to produce examples of convergent evolution to both a common structure
and function [450,451]. The other way in which common IBP structures appear in distinct
branches of the tree of life is through horizontal gene transfer. This is the only rational
explanation for the spread of type II AFP between highly divergent fish species [452,453].
Another example is an IBP that appears to have been passed between microorganisms on
numerous occasions [382,449,454]. This common IBP fold is known as Domain-Of-UnknownFunction (DUF) 3494, according to the Pfam domain library [368]. Proteins predicted to contain
DUF3494 folds are found in hundreds of species that include yeast, algae, fungi, bacteria, archaea
and even a species of copepod, with more than ten confirmed to have ice-binding activity
[382,454–460]. It is not yet known if all DUF3494 proteins are IBPs, or if other functions remain
to be discovered. Crystal structures for four of the DUF3494 IBPs from four different organisms
have been solved to date. Each folds into a right-handed, sequentially discontinuous β-solenoid,
braced by a parallel α-helix [461–464]. In spite of the common tertiary structure and ability to
bind ice, the DUF3494 IBPs differ widely in the details of their activity, domain architecture and,
perhaps, even their function.
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Based on their TH activity, IBPs have been loosely split into two general groups: moderately
active and hyperactive. The former covers IBPs with TH values at or below 1 ᵒC at mM
concentrations, while the latter reach those TH values at 10-fold lower concentrations and
sometimes attain TH values of 5 ᵒC [465]. The group to which an IBP belongs depends on the
planes of ice it binds. Specifically, moderately active IBPs bind to prism and/or pyramidal planes,
while hyperactive IBPs are also able to bind to the basal plane of ice. What is remarkable about
the DUF3494 IBPs is that they can belong to both categories. For example, Leucosporidium
(Le)IBP, with 0.35 ᵒC at 370 μM is moderately active, but Flavobacterium frigoris (Ff)IBP and
Colwellia sp. SLW05 (Col)IBP from Antarctic bacteria both approach 2.5 ᵒC of activity at 50 μM,
despite all three having very similar structures [462–464]. Many IBPs possess a set of ice-binding
residues, repeated to produce a flat, somewhat hydrophobic surface – the ice-binding site (IBS) –
with the capacity to order water into an ice-like lattice [444]. The amino-acid pattern and
associated waters on this surface denotes which planes of ice the protein may bind. For example,
the hyperactive ice-binding protein from the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis is
able to order water to match several planes of ice (including the basal plane and primary prims
plane), using a GTGND repeat to align two rows of ice-binding Thr and Asn along one face of its
β-solenoid structure [379]. Similar rows of Thr, Asn, Ala and Tyr residues have been seen in
several other β-solenoid IBPs [466–469]. However, most DUF3494 IBPs typically lack a
repetitive motif of any kind, with their ice-binding faces populated by residues that vary from coil
to coil of the β-solenoid, and even more so between different IBPs. Previous studies have
implicated this variability in the different activities held by these similarly-structured proteins
[463,464].
Aside from antifreeze activity, DUF3494-containing proteins also differ in terms of their domain
partners. According to the Pfam domain library, ~320 of the 440 proteins containing the
DUF3494 domain are single-domain proteins, containing an N-terminal signal peptide, which
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sorts them to their required location. All DUF3494 IBPs studied to date have had this simple
domain architecture [382]. That said, a subset of the DUF3494-containing proteins is predicted to
contain a series of tandem Bacterial Immunoglobulin-like (BIg) domains directly upstream of the
DUF3494 domain (Figure 4.1 A) [368,382]. Examples of such proteins are derived from
organisms like the Rheinheimera sp., isolated from a high-altitude lake in the Himalayas, and
Terriglobulus roseus isolated from soil in Michigan, USA [470,471].
Similar strings of BIg repeats are a common occurrence in adhesion proteins (adhesins):
membrane-bound extracellular proteins that extend outwards from the host cell to interact with a
particular substrate in the environment, such as glycans or polypeptides [234,341]. These tandem
BIg domains are thought to be extender domains that project the C-terminal domain(s) that
interact with substrate away from the cell surface. At present, the best characterized example of a
multi-domain IBP containing tandem BIg domains is the massive 1.5-MDa Marinomonas
primoryensis ice-binding protein (MpIBP) [166]. The ice-binding domain of this protein is made
up of a series of nonapeptide repeats – known as Repeats-In-Toxin (RTX) repeats – that fold into
a calcium-binding β-solenoid, distinct from the DUF3494 domains. MpIBP has been identified as
the first known ice-binding adhesion protein, allowing its host organism to cling to the underside
of ice in order to maintain a favourable position in its aquatic environment.
We propose that the BIg-containing DUF3494 proteins may represent a new family of icebinding adhesion proteins. To explore this possibility, we have undertaken structural and
functional analysis of one such DUF3494 IBP from the Antarctic bacterium Shewanella
frigidimarina. We present this protein as the first confirmed multi-domain, BIg-containing IBP of
the family, while highlighting the aspects of its activity and structure that distinguish it from the
DUF3494 IBPs studied thus far.
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Figure 4.1 Multi-domain DUF3494 IBPs. Pictorial representations of the domain architectures for
several bacterial DUF3494 IBPs are shown above, including A) confirmed IBP from Colwellia sp.
SLW05 and hypothetical IBPs from Terriglobus roseus and Rheinheimera sp. A13L, B) the two IBP
isoforms from S. frigidimarina. Ribbons at the N terminus represent signal peptides (black = predicted
secreted, red = predicted membrane-associated lipoprotein), with the cysteine residue of the lipobox
shown. The N-terminal sequences for both SfIBPs are shown in an inset, bottom left. The signal peptide
sequence is highlighted in pink, the asparagine-rich tether sequence is coloured red, and the beginning
of the 1st Big domain for each is highlighted blue and purple for SfIBP_1 and 2, respectively. The
lipobox is underlined, and an arrow points to the lipid-modified cysteine, which becomes the new Nterminal residue following signal peptide cleavage. Rounded rectangles represent Bacterial
Immunoglobulin Domains (BIg), blue for the BIg_2 fold and purple for the BIg_5 fold. Phyre2 models
of the BIg_5 fold in SfIBP_2 and the BIg_2 fold in SfIBP_1 are shown in insets on the bottom middle
and right, respectively, coloured blue to red from N to C terminus. β-strands are represented by arrows.
Rectangles at the C terminus represent the DUF3494 domains, with bright green signifying high
sequence similarity to SfIBP_1 and khaki representing a higher sequence similarity to SfIBP_2.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 S. frigidimarina contains two multi-domain DUF3494-linked proteins
Bioinformatic studies of DUF3494 IBPs have noted the presence of two hypothetical proteins
predicted to contain DUF3494 domains in the Gram-negative bacterium S. frigidimarina [382].
The genes for these two proteins are beside each other in the genome, separated by 292 bps
predicted to contain a -10 and -35 box typical of bacterial promoters, indicating that the two
proteins are not within the same operon [472]. The downstream protein contains a C-terminal
domain sharing ~50% sequence identity with known DUF3494 IBPs, such as ColIBP and FfIBP.
Alternatively, the upstream protein’s C-terminal segment shares only ≤ 30% sequence identity
with the known DUF3494 IBPs, including its downstream neighbour. In this publication, the
upstream protein will be referred to as SfIBP_1 (NCBI: WP_011636492), while the downstream
protein will be SfIBP_2 (NCBI: WP_011636491).
As indicated above, the DUF3494 domains of the two SfIBPs make up only a portion of each
sequence. Figure 4.1 B shows the domain architectures of SfIBP_1 and 2, predicted using a
combination of Pfam and the online homology-modelling software Phyre2. Both proteins can be
separated into three distinct regions. Their N-terminal regions, coloured red in Figure 4.1 B, begin
with ~25 amino acids predicted to be unstructured. These resemble the classic signal peptides of
the Sec-mediated secretion pathway in having a positive charge near the N terminus and a
hydrophobic middle section, but their polar uncharged C-terminal sequences are more typical of a
lipoprotein signal peptide that is cleaved by an alternate peptidase, as indicated by the online
platform LipoP [360]. SfIBP_1 contains a lipoprotein box cut-site LAGC, matching the canonical
L[A/S][G/A]C motif (Figure 4.1 B, inset left). The cysteine of this motif is altered through the
addition of a lipid moiety, with which the protein can embed into and remain associated with the
inner membrane following cleavage N-terminal to the cysteine [473]. SfIBP_2's sequence has a
less well conserved version of the same lipoprotein box (ISGC).
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Immediately following the lipidated cysteine in both proteins is a segment rich in asparagine and
aspartate residues. The segment is longer in SfIBP_1 than in SfIBP_2 (Table 4.1). These segments
are often found at the N terminus of mature membrane-associated secretory proteins in Gramnegative bacteria. They are likely unstructured, and are called "flexible tethers" positioned
between the cell membrane and the rest of the protein [473]. Taken as a whole, this indicates
SfIBP_1 and 2 are likely lipid-anchored to the cell membrane at their N termini.
As previously reported by Bayer-Giraldi et al. [382], C-terminal to the tethers are several
repetitive sequences, predicted to fold into BIg domains, which are β-sandwich structures often
arranged in tandem within bacterial adhesion proteins. The two isoforms differ in the number of
BIg domains they contain, with SfIBP_1 holding seven and SfIBP_2 only two (Figure 4.1 B).
Within each protein, the BIg domain sequences have a reasonably high sequence identity (Table
4.2). However, comparing BIg domains between the two isoforms shows that the two proteins are
far less similar. In fact, the two isoforms' BIg domains are predicted to belong to different Pfam
domain families, with SfIBP_1 grouping with BIg_2, and SfIBP_2 grouping with BIg_5. This
explains why Phyre2 used different β-sandwich proteins as templates when modelling the
domains (Table 4.2). A BIg domain from the Leptospira interrogans adhesion protein LigB

(PDB: 2MH4) was used as a template for the SfIBP_1 BIg model. The model forms an
elongated β-sandwich made up of three antiparallel β-sheets (Figure 4.1 B, right inset).
Alternatively, SfIBP_2's model was derived from the B extender domain from
Mycobacterium tuberculosis L,D-transpeptidase (PDB: 4HU2), an enzyme used in making
periplasmic peptidoglycan [474]. The SfIBP_2 BIg domains only share ~20% sequence
identity with the template (Table 4.2), however they still produce a high-confidence model,
containing antiparallel β-sheets with a small α-helix (Figure 4.1 B, middle inset). Yet, despite
the apparent differences in secondary structure content and loop region length, the two β
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Table 4.1 Comparison of domain lengths between SfIBP_1 and 2

SfIBP_1
SfIBP_2

Signal
peptide

Flexible
tether

24 aa
26 aa

14 aa
9 aa

BIg
DUF3494
domains Domain
608 aa
216 aa

237 aa
229 aa

Total
892 aa
486 aa

Table 4.2 Sequence identity between Bacterial Immunoglobulin domains from different
proteins

SfIBP_1
SfIBP_2

SfIBP_1
40 – 65 %
13 – 22 %

SfIBP_2
13 – 22 %
40 %
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LigB
40 %

MtB-domain
20 %

sandwiches show an overall agreement in how the protein sequence threads through the tertiary
fold.
The C-terminal regions of SfIBP_1 and 2 contain the DUF3494 domain. To date, no BIgdomain-containing DUF3494 proteins have been tested for ice-binding activity. We therefore
expressed the DUF3494 domain of SfIBP_1, which has the greater sequence divergence from
previously characterized IBPs, as a recombinant protein, in order to assess its potential as an icebinding domain (IBD).
4.3.2 SfIBP_1 DUF3494 confirmed as an ice-binding protein with hyperactivity
The DUF3494 domain of SfIBP_1 from S. frigidimarina str. NCIMB 400 (Appendix C, Figure
C1) was expressed in E. coli and purified for ice-binding analysis (Figure 4.2). A TH activity
curve of pure SfIBP_1 IBD was completed from triplicate readings (Figure 4.3 A), which showed
that TH activity increased steeply at low IBP concentrations and approached a plateau below 2 ᵒC
at 80 μM. Therefore, SfIBP_1 is the first multi-domain, BIg-containing DUF3494 protein proven
to contain an active ice-binding domain. The level of activity displayed by SfIBP_1 IBD falls
somewhere in between the easily identifiable moderate and hyperactive designations, as seen
through comparison with the moderately active LeIBP, which demonstrates activity well below
0.5 ᵒC even at 100 μM, and the hyperactive FfIBP, which approaches a plateau in TH activity at 3
ᵒC, a full degree higher than that obtained with SfIBP_1 IBD, and at a much lower protein
concentration (Figure 4.3 A).
Further analysis of the ice-binding properties of SfIBP_1 IBD were undertaken to characterize
this activity. Single ice crystals in the presence of SfIBP_1 IBD melt into a rounded hexagonal
prism shape that is maintained throughout the TH gap as the temperature is decreased. Once the
non-equilibrium freezing point is reached, the crystal grows rapidly, “bursting” with a dendritic
pattern roughly perpendicular to the c-axis (Figure 4.3 B). Similar shaping and burst patterns have
been seen for other hyperactive IBPs able to bind to the basal plane of ice [475]. To confirm
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Figure 4.2 Purification of the SfIBP_1 IBD. A) SDS-PAGE cataloguing the extraction of
SfIBP_1 IBD from a 1-L culture of E. coli, followed by nickel-affinity chromatography. Pre =
pre-induction with IPTG; Post = post induction with IPTG; (P) and (S) = the lysate pellet and
supernatant, respectively; FT = flow through from nickel column; E1 and E2 = elution fractions
from nickel affinity chromatography. Small arrow indicates SfIBP_1 in elution fractions. B) Sizeexclusion chromatogram of SfIBP_1. A = void volume; B = elution peak of SfIBP_1; C = column
total volume. Red underline shows the five fractions (i-v) that were assayed for purity via SDSPAGE and Coomassie Blue staining (inset). C) Table of protein yield following the purification
methods.
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Figure 4.3 Ice-binding activity of the recombinant SfIBP_1 DUF3494 domain. A) Thermal
hysteresis (TH) activity curve of SfIBP_1 IBD. TH measurements were taken in triplicate for the
SfIBP_1 IBD DUF3494 domain (black line and circles) at different concentrations of IBP. Error
bars indicate standard deviation (n=3). The TH data for both FfIBP (blue line and squares) and
LeIBP (red line and diamonds) were derived from Do et al. (2014) [464], and are included for
comparison. B) Ice shaping in the presence of SfIBP_1 IBD. Still frames of a micro-scale single
ice crystal in the presence of SfIBP_1 IBD are shown, directly before (left) and after (right) the
depressed freezing point was reached. The orientation of the c axis (perpendicular to the plane of
the image) is shown on the bottom left of both images. The scale bar represents 10 µm. C)
Fluorescence-based Ice Plane Analysis (FIPA) of SfIBP_1 IBD. A macro-scale single ice crystal
was incubated with fluorescently labelled SfIBP_1 IBD and imaged from above (left) and the side
(right). The orientation of the c axis is shown on the bottom left of both images. The scale bar
represents 1 cm. Figure 4.3 C is adapted with permission from Phippen et al. (2016) [476].
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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basal-plane binding of SfIBP_1 IBD, Fluorescence-based Ice Plane Affinity (FIPA) analysis was
undertaken, incubating macro-scale hemispheres of single ice crystals with FITC-labelled IBP
[461,463,477]. Even after scraping off the outer most surface of the ice to remove any nonspecific binding, the entire ice hemisphere fluoresced, indicating that the SfIBP_1 IBD binds to
multiple planes of ice, including the basal plane (Figure 4.3 C).
In addition, SPLAT assays were conducted on the SfIBP_1 IBD to measure the protein’s ice
recrystallization inhibition (IRI) activity. An end-point method was used that qualitatively
compares the protein’s ability to maintain the ice-grain size over an 18-h period at decreasing
concentrations (Figure 4.4). The SfIBP_1 IBD is able to prevent recrystallization of the ice at both
50 and 5 nM protein concentrations, as shown by no change in grain size between 0 and 18 h.
However, the 0.5 and 0.05 nM assays showed a large difference in grain size over the 18-h
incubation period showing that SfIBP_1 IBD is unable to prevent recrystallization at these lower
concentrations. The IRI activity of MpIBP IBD – another example of an ice-binding protein from
a multi-domain protein – was also assayed and compared to SfIBP_1 IBD. The MpIBP IBD only
showed IRI down to 50 nM, indicating it had a ten-fold lower activity in comparison to SfIBP_1
IBD.
When the DUF3494 domain of SfIBP_2 was similarly expressed in E. coli, the protein partitioned
into inclusion bodies. A refolding protocol was successful at solubilizing the protein, but the
protein continued to demonstrate evidence of improper folding, making full activity analysis
difficult. Nevertheless, 0.15 ᵒC of TH activity was attained at ~150 µM, indicating that the protein
is an active IBP.
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Figure 4.4 Ice recrystallization inhibition of SfIBP_1 IBD. A ten-fold dilution series of both
the SfIBP_1 IBD and the IBD of MpIBP were assayed for ice recrystallization inhibition via the
SPLAT assay. Images were taken at both 0 h and after incubation for 18 h at – 4 °C. Red lines
indicate between which concentrations the IBPs lose their IRI activity. Scale bar is for 1 mm.
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4.3.3 SfIBP_1 IBD shares a similar structure to other DUF3494 domains, save for its
capping structure
SfIBP_1 and SfIBP_2 DUF3494 domains were modelled using Phyre2 [478], drawing from
previously crystallized DUF3494 domains as templates (Figure 4.5). While SfIBP_2 was
modelled with high confidence throughout its whole sequence, segments of SfIBP_1's structure
could not be reliably predicted due to the large deviation in protein sequence from the known
DUF3494 IBPs. We therefore crystallized and solved the structure of SfIBP_1 IBD to elucidate
these regions.
The structure was solved to 1.6 Å (Figure 4.6 A & Table 4.3), with two molecules in the
asymmetric unit that shared an RMSD of 0.102 Å. As expected, the bulk of the structure is
similar to previously solved DUF3494 domains, with the N-terminal and C-terminal parts of the
protein forming the characteristic discontinuous β-solenoid that is braced by a parallel α-helix.
The solenoid is composed of eight "coils", held together predominantly by a hydrophobic core, as
well as main chain hydrogen bonds between the parallel strands on neighbouring coils. Six of
these coils are composed of three β-strands connected by loops of variable length into a triangular
cross-section (Figure 4.6 B). It is these coils that make up the three faces of the β-solenoid,
including the B Face, which has been found to be the ice-binding site for all previously studied
DUF3494 IBPs [463]. The surface of SfIBP_1-IBD’s B Face is populated with bulky, charged

residues, usually absent in the IBS of hyperactive IBPs (Figure 4.7 A). While such residues
are more commonly found in the IBS of DUF3494 IBPs, the B Face of SfIBP_1-IBD appears
to be less flat than other hyperactive examples of the domain (Figure 4.7 B&C).
The coils at either end of the solenoid, denoted as β2 and β3 in Figure 4.6 A, deviate from the
three-stranded pattern. They most likely serve as capping structures by covering the hydrophobic
core of the solenoid and unsatisfied hydrogen-bonding sites on the end coils to prevent
oligomerization along the helical axis [479].
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Figure 4.5 Phyre2 models for SfIBP_1 and 2. Models for the DUF3494 domains from A)
SfIBP_1 and B) SfIBP_2, coloured blue to red, from N to C terminus. Both a side view (left) and
top down view (right) are shown. The side chains of cysteine residues presumed to form a
disulfide bond in SfIBP_2 are shown in stick representation, and circled with a dashed line.
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Figure 4.6 Structure characterization of SfIBP_1 DUF3494 domain. A) Overview of the
SfIBP_1 DUF3494 domain, solved to 1.6 Å. The protein is coloured blue to red from N to C
terminus; the coils of the β-solenoid are labelled similarly. B) Triangular cross section of the
SfIBP_1 IBD. The structure is coloured as in Figure 6A. Key residues for the orientation of Loop
1 (blue) and Loop 2 (green) are shown as sticks and labelled. Oxygen atoms are coloured red, and
nitrogen atoms blue. Key electrostatic interactions are shown with dashed red lines. C) Sequence
alignment of the capping head region for SfIBP_1, starting from the beginning of β1 to the
beginning of the α-helix. The protein sequence of the SfIBP_1 DUF3494 domain was aligned
against several other DUF3494 IBPs (Leucosporidium sp. IBP, Typhula ishikariensis IBP isoform
8, Fragilariopsis cylindrus IBP isoform 1, Navicula glaciei isoform 8, Colwellia sp. IBP, and
Flavobacterium frigoris IBP). The sequence pertaining to Loops 1 and 2 of SfIBP_1 are shaded
blue and green, respectively, and important residues for the formation of the capping structure are
underlined. Stretches of sequence similar to the SfIBP_1 IBD are bolded.
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Table 4.3 Crystallography collection and refinement statistics for SfIBP_1 IBD.

Parameters
Data collection
Wavelength
Resolution range
Space group
Unit Cell
(a, b, c) (Å)
(α, β, γ) (°)
Total reflections
Unique reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Mean I / σ
Wilson B-factor
R-merge
CC1/2
CC*

0.9801
41.75 – 1.597 (1.654 – 1.597)
P 1 21 1
44.288 80.278 72.736
90, 105.519, 90
242778 (21970)
64562 (6133)
3.8 (3.6)
99.13 (94.18)
5.94 (1.25)
8.82
0.1775 (1.034)
0.993 (0.644)
0.998 (0.885)

Refinement
Reflections used in refinement
Reflections used in R-free
R-work
R-free
RMS (bonds)
RMS (angles)
Ramachandran favored (%)
Ramachandran allowed (%)
Ramachandran outliers (%)
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore
Average B-factor
Macromolecules
Ligands
Solvents

64470 (6133)
2010 (195)
0.1844 (0.3062)
0.2169 (0.3195)
0.005
0.83
97.47
2.53
0
0
1.97
11.67
9.4
22.69
21.23
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Figure 4.7 B Face of three DUF3494 IBPs. Surface representation of the B Face for A)
SfIBP_1, B) FfIBP, and C) ColIBP. Carbon atoms are coloured white (A), cyan (B) and yellow
(C). Nitrogen atoms are coloured dark blue and oxygen atoms are coloured red for all images.
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The β3 coil of SfIBP_1 IBD roughly follows other DUF3494 IBPs, forming a smaller triangle that
cuts across and covers the solenoid's hydrophobic core. Interestingly, this segment differs from
other DUF3494 domains in that it contains an unpaired cysteine residue, its sulfhydryl group
facing in towards the hydrophobic core. This orientation is apparently maintained through main
chain hydrogen bonds, as well as an immediately C-terminal proline, and may serve to further
deter hydrophobic-mediated oligomerization at this end of the solenoid.
The β2 coil has been recognized in previous studies as being structurally diverse amongst the
characterized DUF3494 IBPs, and is denoted as the "capping head region” [464]. The SfIBP_1
IBD capping head structure is composed of two hair-pin loops pinned to the β-solenoid by
interactions between a short 310 helix and a β-strand (Figure 4.6 B). The more N-terminal loop,
denoted as Loop 1, stabilizes its hairpin through hydrogen bonds, both main-chain and side-chain,
and through contributing hydrophobic residues (Phe48, Phe57 and Leu60) to the hydrophobic
core of the protein. In contrast, loop 2 uses fewer hydrogen bonds, instead relying on tandem
prolines (Pro73 and Pro74) at the top of the hairpin to achieve its rigid structure. The positions of
the loops relative to each other and to the rest of the solenoid are maintained by residues Arg42
on the 310 helix and Ser65 on the β-strand. These residues are found on opposite sides of β2, with
the arginine reaching across the gap to form polar contacts with the serine's R-chain hydroxyl
group, as well as its main-chain carbonyl group. This interaction pinches the two ends of the rung
together, but also acts as an anchor for both loops through additional contacts. Loop 1 uses the
carbonyl group of Gly55 to hydrogen bond to the amide group of Ser65, while Loop 2 forms an
interaction between the R-chain of Arg42 and the carboxyl group of Asp70 (Figure 4.6 B).
The β2 capping head region amongst previously solved DUF3494 structures could be split into
two general groups dependent on how this section folds, which happens to coincide with their
Kingdom associations. In ColIBP and FfIBP, the capping head regions consist of a single loop
folded over the hydrophobic core, and fastened by a disulfide bond (Figure 4.8 A, ColIBP). In
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of capping head regions between three DUF3494 IBPs. Side-on view
(top) and overhead view (bottom) of the capping head region for A) ColIBP (PDB: 3WP9), B)
TisIBP_6 (PDB: 3VN3), and C) SfIBP_1. Important residues are shown as sticks and labelled.
Atoms are coloured red (oxygen), blue (nitrogen), and gold (sulfur). Key electrostatic interactions
are shown by dashed red lines.
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LeIBP and Typhula ishikariensis (Tis)IBP, the capping head regions fold into a much less
compact structure, composed mainly of one large loop that folds over the hydrophobic core and
interacts with another smaller loop, without the added stability of a disulfide bond (Figure 4.8 B,
TisIBP). While the capping head region in the model for SfIBP_2 IBD (Figure 4.5 B) matches
those in other bacterial DUF3494 structures like the ColIBP (Figure 4.8 A), the capping head
region in the SfIBP_1 IBD diverges from this categorization. Generally, the two loops of SfIBP_1
seem to resemble the less compact, disulfide-bond-lacking structure of the eukaryotic IBPs more
than the bacterial examples (Figure 4.6 A&B). However, a sequence alignment between the
capping head regions of SfIBP_1 and several DUF3494 IBPs, both eukaryotic and bacterial,
shows that the key amino acid residues involved are almost entirely different (Figure 4.6 C).
Structural comparisons likewise reveal distinct differences in loop length, position, and important
interactions. For instance, the previously highlighted, keystone interaction between Arg42 on the
310 helix and Ser65 on the β-strand is absent in the capping head region of TisIBP, instead
replaced with a differently oriented interaction between Tyr72 on the smaller loop and Ser68 on
the larger loop. Thus, SfIBP_1 adds a new structural category to the DUF3494 IBPs.
The SfIBP_1 IBD was subjected to thermal denaturation studies via circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy to assay the stability of the structure. The protein was exposed to temperatures
ranging from 4 to 80 °C, increasing in five-degree increments. The resultant spectra show
minimal change in secondary structure prior to 45 °C, with a massive switch to relatively
unordered between 45 and 50 °C (Figure 4.9). Residual structure remained even until 80 °C, but
attempts at refolding were unsuccessful.
4.3.4 SfIBP_1 is expressed in native S. frigidimarina and is membrane-associated
A strain of S. frigidimarina, isolated from Antarctic seawater, was obtained from the lab of Dr.
Juan A. Asenjo [480]. These Gram-negative, psychrophilic bacteria are rod-shaped, ranging
between 1.5 – 2.5 µm long (Figure 4.10 A). They are also reported to be facultative anaerobes,
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Figure 4.9 Thermal stability of SfIBP_1 IBD. Recombinant SfIBP_1 IBD was exposed to
temperatures from 4 to 80 °C. Ten CD spectra were taken and averaged after equilibrium was
reached for each temperature. A subset of those averaged spectra is shown above. Solid lines
represent spectra taken at 4 °C (blue), 25 °C (green), 45 °C (yellow), 50 °C (orange), and 75 °C
(red). Dotted line represents averaged spectra taken after returning the solution to 4 °C (blue)
immediately following heating to 80 °C.
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meaning they can use oxygen for respiration when available, but are able to switch to using ionic
iron as a final electron acceptor under anaerobic conditions [481,482]. The pinkish hue taken on
by the bacteria while growing on agar plates is a result of this dissimilatory iron reduction.
To test if this strain of S. frigidimarina was expressing SfIBP_1, and to locate the protein in the
cell, an immunoblot was done against media (M) and cell lysates with (+) or without (-) protease
inhibitor, fractionated into pellet (P) and supernatant (S) (Figure 4.10 B). The lack of a
distinguishable band in Lane M of the immunoblot indicates that the SfIBP_1, unlike many other
DUF3494 IBPs, does not appear to be secreted into the culture medium. The pellet sample
without protease inhibitor (P-) shows a distinct immunoreactive band at ~90 kDa, which is
consistent with full-length SfIBP_1. Its presence in the pellet suggests the protein is membraneassociated. The supernatant (S-) contains multiple bands, ranging from ~90 kDa to ~20 kDa, and
they appear faint and less distinct than the one in the pellet. This banding pattern suggests the
presence of proteolysis, which may be disassociating SfIBP_1 from the membrane and breaking it
down further. Samples with PMSF added (P+ and S+) demonstrate a similar trend, however the
darker bands present in the 50 – 60 kDa range indicate that, while PMSF may be insufficient to
stop all proteolysis, it is inhibiting proteolysis of these mid-sized bands. Subsequent blots with
different protease inhibitors yielded similar results.
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Figure 4.10 Morphology of cells and localization of SfIBP_1. A) A Scanning electron microscopy image of
S. frigidimarina. The scale bar indicates 5 µm. B) Immunoblot of S. frigidimarina lysate using antibody
specific to SfIBP_1. Lane M is the bacterial medium. Lane P is the bacterial lysate pellet, lane S is the
bacterial lysate supernatant and + or – indicate whether the protease inhibitor PMSF was present or absent in
the lysis buffer, respectively. Lane Sf1 is a positive control containing recombinant SfIBP_1 IBD. HRPconjugated anti-rabbit antibody was used as the secondary antibody, and the blot was visualized by
chemiluminescence.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Comparing SfIBP_1 to previously studied DUF3494 IBPs
The widespread nature of the DUF3494 domain leaves the possibility of alternative functions
open, however there are no reports yet of such a domain that lacks ice-binding activity. This is
consistent with the domain’s prominence in psychrophiles and other bacterial species that
frequent cold or temperate environments. That said, SfIBP_1 and 2, reported here, are the first
examples of multi-domain, BIg-containing DUF3494 proteins demonstrated to possess an active
ice-binding domain.
The TH activity of SfIBP_1 IBD falls between the known hyperactive (FfIBP) and moderately
active (LeIBP) examples, making classification difficult. It is remarkable that the DUF3494
domain can have such a wide range of TH values as no other IBP fold behaves this way. The icebinding domain of MpIBP – the only other previously studied example of a multi-domain
bacterial IBP – reaches a similar TH plateau to SfIBP_1 IBD (~2 °C) but does so at a much lower
protein concentration (~5 µM for MpIBP IBD vs. 80 µM for SfIBP_1 IBD) [483]. Yet, despite
this obviously different TH activity, the FIPA analyses for both SfIBP_1 and MpIBP IBDs appear
quite similar, with both proteins binding over the entirety of the ice hemisphere, including the
basal plane of ice [379]. The other hallmark of hyperactive IBPs is that during TH measurements
the ice crystals they bind to will form their distinctive shapes during the melting of the ice, as
opposed to growing into the shape during the subsequent cooling as occurs for moderately active
IBPs [475]. This phenomenon is seen for both SfIBP_1 IBD and MpIBP IBD. These ice-binding
patterns, coupled with the significantly higher TH than moderately active IBPs, makes it
appropriate to label SfIBP_1 IBD as a hyperactive IBP, rather than a moderately active IBP.
We extended the comparison between the SfIBP_1 and MpIBP to include their IRI activity.
SfIBP_1 IBD was able to prevent recrystallization at concentrations as low as 5 nM, while the
MpIBP IBD lost activity at 50 nM. This indicates that SfIBP_1 IBD is a better ice
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recrystallization inhibitor than MpIBP IBD, even though their relative TH activities are reversed.
Although thermal hysteresis and ice recrystallization inhibition are both thought to function
through surface adsorption to ice, no clear relationship between the strength of TH and IRI
activities has emerged. The SfIBP_1 IBD and MpIBP IBD comparison adds to the ongoing
mystery regarding the relationship between these two classic IBP functions.
As stated above, the wide variety of TH activity in DUF3494 IBP is most likely a result of their
diversity in ice-binding surfaces, with the amino acid composition and subsequent topology of
these ice-binding surfaces leading to variability in their affinities to different planes of ice. For
instance, Do et al. (2014) proposed that the greater regularity of the IBS of FfIBP relative to
LeIBP explains their activity difference [464]. Similarly, Cheng J. et al. (2016) used the different
amino-acid complements in the IBS of TisIBP isoforms 6 and 8 to explain their moderate- and
hyper-activity, respectively [484]. Looking at the topology of SfIBP_1’s B face (the predicted icebinding surface for all known DUF3494 IBPs), a ridge of large, bulky amino acids can be seen
along the one side. Comparing this to other hyperactive IBP surfaces, which usually possess a
much flatter and consistent surface, may explain why SfIBP_1 IBD has less activity than FfIBP or
ColIBP. Alternatively, once the solubility issues with SfIBP_2 IBD are resolved, further
comparative study between the two isoforms may provide additional insight into the ice-binding
activity of these proteins.
4.4.2 SfIBP_1: the first example of a new family of ice adhesin
SfIBP_1 may represent a new family of ice adhesins. Adhesion proteins (adhesins) are long,
repetitive proteins involved in forming contacts between cells and their environment. Bacteria use
such proteins to maintain favourable positions in their habitat, often through the formation of
multicellular communities known as biofilms [418,485]. While there are a variety of different
types of bacterial adhesins – including the fimbrial type I and IV pili, and the non-fimbrial
Repeats-in-Toxin (RTX) adhesins [341] – most maintain three functional regions: 1) a C-terminal
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adhesion region, responsible for binding to a specific substrate (ex. glycans, proteins, ice etc.) ; 2)
an N-terminal cell-anchor region that displays the protein on the outer membrane of the organism
that produced it; and 3) an intermediate region comprised of some number of repeats that extends
the C-terminus into the environment, away from the cluttered cell membrane [419].
As originally proposed by Bayer-Giraldi et al. [382], the domain architecture of SfIBP_1 mirrors
that of other bacterial adhesins, as it contains the same three functional regions mentioned above.
A direct comparison can be made between these functional regions in SfIBP versus those found in
the ice adhesin: MpIBP. First, both contain a C-terminal segment that is capable of binding to ice.
While the DUF3494 sequence has a different origin than the Ca2+-sequestering RTX-derived coils
of the MpIBP IBD, both fold into β-solenoid structures to bind to several planes of ice – including
the basal plane. The orientation of the planes in sea ice – and, therefore, what planes of ice are
presented to the aqueous environment – can vary depending on many factors (ex. the turbulence
of the water, the depth of the ice, how long it has been growing etc.) [486]. Therefore, SfIBP’s
and MpIBP’s affinity for multiple ice planes provides adaptability, potentially allowing their
bacterial hosts to bind to the underside of sea ice, regardless of which planes are present at any
given time or condition.
Second, both contain an N-terminal segment capable of attaching the protein to the outer cell
membrane. MpIBP is secreted via the Type I secretion system (TISS), and appears to use its Nterminal segment to remain attached to the outer membrane via the TolC pore [166]. SfIBP_1 on
the other hand uses a combination of two different secretion systems, namely the Sec secretion
system and the Lipoprotein Outer membrane Localization (Lol) pathway. The Sec pathway
embeds the protein into the outer leaflet of the inner membrane via cleavage of its N-terminal
signal peptide and the lipidation of its new N-terminal cysteine residue [473]. The Lol pathway
then sorts the lipoprotein to the inner leaflet of the outer membrane. Whether the protein remains
in the inner membrane, or is further sorted to the outer membrane is dependent on the residues
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immediately downstream of the lipobox. A common rule derived from studying E. coli
lipoproteins is that an aspartic acid at the position immediately C-terminal to the modified
cysteine (+2 position) keeps the protein in the inner membrane, while any other residue, like the
Asn present at this location in SfIBP_1, leads to sorting to the outer membrane. This process,
known as the “+ 2 rule”, is conserved in several other Gram-negative species. The process by
which outer-membrane lipoproteins subsequently flip to the outer leaflet to become surfaceexposed is thought to be mediated by a currently unidentified flippase [303].
Third, both the SfIBP_1 and the MpIBP contain a series of tandem BIg domains, likely serving as
extender regions. A comparison of the BIg domains between both proteins shows that they share
a sequence identity of only 20% at the protein level, despite presumably similar roles. However, it
is common for Ig-like proteins to vary dramatically in amino-acid sequence, while maintaining
similar structures. Pfam identifies more than 90 protein families as part of the Ig-like clan, –
including such wildly different families as BIgs, cadherins, flagellar repeats, fibronectin repeats
etc. – all of which fold into β-sandwich structures. A more interesting distinction between the
SfIBP_1 and MpIBP extender regions is their size. MpIBP contains ~120 tandem BIg domains,
contributing to 90% of its massive 1.5-MDa size [241], while the 85-kDa SfIBP_1 boasts only
seven BIg domains. The biological reason for this massive difference in repeat number is
unknown, though there are several plausible theories: 1) SfIBP_1 fosters a more intimate

connection with its substrate, similar to shorter adhesins like Intimin in pathogenic E. coli or
invasin in several Yersinia species [487,488]. 2) MpIBP may require extra length to distance
its adhesion region from some large cell-membrane molecule not present on the surface of S.
frigidimarina. 3) It has been shown that, aside from being an ice adhesin, MpIBP also has
other domains that mediate self cohesion and binding to diatoms [166]. A longer reach may
facilitate these other functions; functions which SfIBP_1 appears to lack. 4) The BIg domains

may serve currently unknown, additional roles in one organism or the other.
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Given its ice-binding activity, cellular localization and overall domain architecture, SfIBP_1 and
its ~40 BIg-domain-containing homologs have all the hallmarks of a new type of ice adhesin.
Guo et al. originally hypothesized that ice adhesins allow for bacteria to cling to the underside of
ice, thereby keeping them near the aerobic, higher-nutrient upper strata of their aquatic
environments. Currently, studies into the potential associations with ice and organisms containing
DUF3494 proteins similar to the SfIBP_1 – like Rheinheimera sp. and T. roseus – have not yet
been undertaken (though both come from environments where ice can naturally form.) Studying
these putative DUF3494 ice adhesins could help demonstrate the widespread nature of this
interesting strategy for surviving environments that are both cold and often nutrient-deprived.
Furthermore, it could be another example of convergent evolution as it pertains to IBPs, as both
SfIBP and MpIBP provide similar functional solutions to similar biological problems, despite
their different structural characteristics.

4.5 Experimental procedures
4.5.1 Construct design, cloning and expression of recombinant SfIBP_1 IBD
The boundaries of the DUF3494 domains for SfIBP_1 (NCBI: WP_011636492) were predicted
through multiple sequence alignment against the protein sequences of the (at the time) five known
DUF3494 IBP structures. The DNA sequence was then synthesized using GeneArt, allowing for
codon optimization for expression in Escherichia coli. The construct was ligated into pET24a
expression vector using 5' NdeI and 3' XhoI cut-sites, to provide a C-terminal His(x6) tag.
Recombinant plasmid was then electroporated into BL21 DE3 E. coli for expression. Plasmid
inserts were confirmed by DNA sequencing. Cultures for expression were grown at 37 ᵒC, to an
OD600 of 0.8-0.9 prior to induction with 1 mM IPTG. Expression ran overnight at 23 ᵒC.
4.5.2 Purification of recombinant SfIBP_1 IBD
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Recombinant bacteria containing SfIBP_1 IBD were pelleted, and resuspended in 50 mM TrisHCl (pH 9), 500 mM NaCl and 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Cells were lysed via sonication. Cell
debris and insoluble proteins were removed through centrifugation at 16000 RPM (JA 25.5) for
30 min. Soluble lysate was incubated with Ni-NTA Agarose resin (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), in
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 500 mM NaCl and 5 mM imidazole (Ni Buffer). After several washes,
the bound protein was eluted in Ni Buffer, substituted with 400 mM imidazole and 2 mM βmercaptoethanol. The eluent was concentrated, and subjected to size-exclusion chromatography
using an S200 16/60 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) column. Fractions were checked for
purity using SDS-PAGE, and pooled accordingly. From a 1L culture, an average yield of 25 mg
was achieved.
4.5.3 Thermal hysteresis and ice crystal morphology measurements
TH measurements of SfIBP_1 IBD were undertaken as described previously [489]. Briefly,
protein solutions of varying concentrations, made up in TH Buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 100
mM NaCl, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, were injected into a droplet of oil. A Clifton nanoliter
osmometer with a model 3040 temperature controller (Newport, Irvine California, US) was used
to cool the samples. These solutions were flash frozen and then melted to a single ice crystal,
before gradually lowering the temperature below the melting point at 0.01 °C every 0.4 s. Ice
crystal images were taken using a Panasonic WV-BL200 digital camera.
4.5.4 Fluorescence-based ice plane affinity analysis
FIPA analysis of the SfIBP_1 IBD was undertaken as previously described [477]. Briefly, macroscale single ice crystals were grown using degassed water and mounted onto a copper cold finger
(- 5 °C) with the c axis aligned with the cold finger. The ice crystal was submerged in pre-cooled
water and allowed to form into a hemisphere prior to the addition of 1.5 mL of 5.7 mg/mL
SfIBP_1 IBD, pre-labelled with 6 – [fluorescein-5(6)-carboxamido] hexanoic acid. The
hemisphere was grown in the presence of fluorescently-labelled SfIBP_1 IBD for 4 h prior to
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being photographed under 470 nm illumination. Fluorescence images were captured with a Nikon
D3000 camera, through a 515-nm emission filter.
4.5.5 Ice recrystallization inhibition assay of SfIBP_1 IBD
Microliter drops of buffer solution (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 150 mM NaCl and 2 mM βmercaptoethanol) containing varying concentrations of protein were flash-frozen using liquid
nitrogen to produce thin sheets of ice, as done previously [490]. The ice was maintained under
trimethyl pentane, cooled to -4 °C for 18 h, with images captured under microscope at 0 h and 18
h using a Nikon D3000 camera. Both the microscope and the bottom of the trimethyl pentane
container are outfitted with light polarizers, to more easily contrast adjacent ice grains.
4.5.6 X-ray crystallography of SfIBP_1 IBD
Purified SfIBP_1 IBD protein was buffer exchanged into 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9) and 150 mM
NaCl and concentrated to 24 mg/mL. The protein was then mixed in a 1:1 ratio with various
crystallization solutions (Qiagen) in 96-well Imp@ct microbatch plates (Greiner Bio-One,
Monroe North Carolina, US), under paraffin oil. While several ammonium sulfate-containing
conditions yielded poor-quality crystals, the best diffracting crystals (long plate-like needles)
grew in 2.4 M ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M citric acid (pH 5) at 4 ᵒC. Crystals were transferred into
a cryo-solution mixture containing 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol and 80% well solution prior to data
collection. High-resolution data, collected at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) in Saskatoon,
Canada, were indexed and integrated using XDS [402], and scaled using CCP4-Aimless [403].
The structure was solved by molecular replacement with Phenix-Phaser [405] using a truncated
model of SfIBP_1 IBD, made using Phyre2, as the search model [478]. The initial structure model
was built by Phenix-Autobuild [442], followed by manual building of the gap regions, using Coot
[407]. Subsequent refinements were done using Phenix-Refine [443].
4.5.7 Thermal stability via CD spectroscopy
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Thermal stability of the SfIBP_1 IBD (22 µM), in solution with 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), and 100
mM NaF, was measured using a Chirascan CD Spectrometer (Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead
Surrey, UK). The temperature was raised in five-degree increments from 4 °C to 80 °C, with
sufficient time allotted between each temperature change to allow for equilibration. Ten scans
between 190 and 260 nm were collected, averaged and buffer-reference subtracted for each
temperature.
4.5.8 Scanning electron microscopy of S. frigidimarina
S. frigidimarina cells were fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde, and dehydrated by washing with
solutions containing increasing v/v % of ethanol. Cells were then dried using critical point drying
(CPD). A Hitachi S-3200 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to capture images of the
S. frigidimarina cells.
4.5.9 Production of anti-SfIBP_1 antibody in rabbits
A construct of SfIBP_1 IBD without the C-terminal His(x6) tag was produced in E. coli using the
pET24a vector. It was expressed and extracted as described above. In the absence of a His(x6)
tag, the protein was isolated using rotary ice-affinity purification, as previously described [491].
Briefly, the cell lysate was diluted 1:10 with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 200 mM NaCl, and 10 mM
β-mercaptoethanol. The ice shell was made in a 500-mL round-bottom flask by rotating 100 mL
of water in the flask that was partially submerged in a cold ethanol-dry ice bath. Incubation for
approximately 45 s yielded an ice shell derived from ~20 mL of water, that covered the interior of
the round-bottom flask. Diluted lysate (100 mL) was incubated with the ice shell in an ethylene
glycol bath (-1.5 ᵒC) for 1 h, during which time approximately half of the lysate volume
accumulated as ice. The resultant ice fraction was melted and subjected to a second ice shell
purification cycle, before being concentrated and passed through size-exclusion chromatography
using an S200 16/60 (GE Healthcare) column to remove remaining contaminants. The resultant
fractions containing the desired protein were pooled and concentrated to 1 mg/mL. An aliquot
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(500 μL) of this SfIBP_1_NoHis solution was mixed with 500 μL of TitreMax Gold Adjuvant
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis Missouri, US) by vortexing and sonication, before being injected into a
rabbit. After 4 weeks an additional 250 µg of protein emulsified with TitreMax Gold Adjuvant
was injected as a boost. Following another 4-week incubation in the rabbit, a test bleed was
assayed by dot blotting against pure SfIBP_1_NoHis to confirm adequate titre levels before the
rabbit sera was extracted and aliquoted.
4.5.10 Immunoblot of S. frigidimarina lysate fractions
A culture of S. frigidimarina was grown to an OD600 of 1.55 at 4 °C over several days in BD
Difco marine broth 2216 (Fisher Scientific). A resuspension of cells (1 mL) was lysed using the
proprietary detergent solution “Bug Buster” (EMD Millipore, Burlington Massachusetts, US),
supplemented with 1 mg/mL of lysozyme. Another millilitre of cell culture was treated similarly,
but with the addition of 0.1 mM PMSF to hamper proteolysis. The lysate supernatant and pellet
for each condition were separated by centrifugation, and were analyzed by immunoblotting.
Immunoblotting was done by the method of Mahmood and Yang [492]. Briefly, protein was
transferred to a methanol-activated PVDF membrane (VWR, Radnor Pennsylvania, US) at 35 V
for 3 h. Subsequent blocking was done in TBST plus 10% milk powder, followed by incubation
with the poly-clonal antibody raised in rabbits against the DUF3494 domain of SfIBP_1 (primary
antibody). Washing was done with TBST prior to incubation with anti-rabbit horse radish
peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated antibody (secondary antibody). Chemiluminescence was used to
visualize the immunoblot.
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Chapter 5
General Discussion
5.1 On the importance of size: variability amongst the RTX adhesin extender
regions
The extender regions of RTX adhesins are proposed to have a conserved role, yet the number of
repeats present can vary dramatically. Certain adhesins contain tens of repeats (ex. MhLap has
~25 repeats), while others maintain over a hundred (ex. MpIBP is estimated to contain ~120).
While no concrete explanation for these varied lengths has been reached, several have been
proposed [327]. 1) Extender length may be specific to the substrate the bacterium interacts with
(Figure 5.1 A). The smaller non-RTX adhesion protein, intimin, maintains few repeat domains in
order to bring its bacterial host in close proximity to human cells, facilitating invasion/nutrientgathering [487]. Meanwhile, other bacteria-substrate interactions may not require such intimacy.
2) Different bacteria express macromolecules on their surfaces of varying lengths (ex.
lipopolysaccharide, other adhesins, fimbriae etc.), thereby dictating the extension required for an
adhesin to reach past interfering surface components (Figure 5.1 B). 3) Certain repeat domains
may have additional functions beyond extension (Figure 5.1 C). The repeat region of LapA has
been implicated in adhesion to hydrophobic surfaces [345]. Similarly, the SiiE adhesin BIg
domains are capable of adhering to sugar-containing ligands in a lectin-like manner, as shown via
lectin blockade experiments [238]. 4) Perhaps the number of repeats is unimportant to adhesin
function, with the various lengths the simple result of unregulated DNA recombination. Indeed,
this theory appears to be at least partially true, as the same RTX adhesin found between different
strains will have slight differences in the exact number of repeats [347]. However, it seems
unlikely that bacteria would produce such a large, energy-expensive protein, like MpIBP, if there
was no benefit. Furthermore, the SiiE-mediated invasion of S. enterica into epithelial cells is
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Figure 5.1 Hypotheses regarding the variability of extender region size. A) Extender length
could vary depending on the substrate-bacteria interaction. Bacteria that require close contact
with a surface – such as pathogens that draw nutrients from damaged human cells (left) – may
have shorter extender regions, while bacteria attached to abiotic surfaces in nutrient-rich
habitats may have longer extender regions, allowing them to sample more of their environment
(right). B) Extender length could vary depending on the other molecules present on a
bacterium’s surface. Bacteria that have sparse or short surface decorations would not need
many extender domain repeats to reach past (left), while bacterial surfaces that contain dense
or large macromolecular components will yield adhesins with more extender region repeats
(right). C) Extender length could vary if the domains within perform roles outside of simple
extension. For example, if individual repeats have a role in substrate adhesion (right) then the
number of repeats and how they are able to interact with the substrate would impact the
adhesin’s function in a more direct way, thus determining the optimal number of repeats.
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lessened when the number of repeats is reduced from 56 to 51, a mere five-repeat difference
[355].
Besides size, extender regions also vary in the sequence identity shared between repeats, ranging
from low values of 40 to 60 % at the amino-acid level (ex. LapF), to 100 %, even at the
nucleotide level (ex. MpIBP, V. cholerae str. FORC_055 adhesin NCBI: WP_096070493).
Adhesins with large numbers of nearly-identical repeats can be a nightmare for most DNA
sequencing methods, as acquiring sequencing reads long enough to cover the whole extender
region becomes almost impossible. Wrobel et al. found that the short sequencing reads of
Illumina sequencing underestimated the number of Ig-like repeats present in the invasin-like
autotransporter adhesin from Y. ruckeri. It took the exceptionally long reads of Pacific Bioscience
(PacBio) sequencing to attain a correct number [493].
MpIBP serves as a notable case study for this problem, as the total number of identical 312-bp
repeats in its long extender region could not to be determined by sequencing methods, even by
the PacBio method [166,241]. Interestingly, PacBio sequencing data assembled an incorrect
version of MpIBP, with the N and C termini connected by 75 Ig-like repeats. This automated
assembly simply used the maximum number of repeats through which the sequencing was able to
read, a false assembly that would be hard to detect if one was not looking for it. Indeed, the
results of MpIBP call into question other such “completed” adhesin sequences.
The inability to trust the assembled sequence of some adhesin genes means that any attempts to
answer the question of extender region size will require confirmation that the sizes stated in the
database are accurate. To estimate the number of repeats in the extender region of MpIBP, the
whole region was cut out of the gene and subjected to pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. By
frequently changing the direction of the current during electrophoresis, this method enables large
DNA fragments to pass through the gel and be accurately sized alongside large DNA standards
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like the genome of lambda phage. MpIBP was found to contain ~ 120 repeats, much larger than
the 75 repeats put forward by PacBio sequencing [241].
A final point of variability between extender region repeats is in the coordination of Ca2+.
Currently, published results for the Ig-like repeats of both SiiE [357] and MpIBP (Chapter 2)
show similarly positioned calcium ions in the linker between domains. In both cases, the
importance of this Ca2+ for rigidification and elongation of the rod was shown. However, outside
of these inter-repeat Ca2+ there is little similarity between the two structures in terms of the
number of ions coordinated, or the coordinating residues. SiiE only has one additional Ca2+binding site per repeat, while MpIBP has between three and four. The additional site for SiiE is
relevant for the domain’s role in adhesion [358]. Our lab has also solved structures of tetratandemer constructs from two other adhesins (Appendix D, Figure D1). While both show the
expected four Ig-like domains in tandem, the number of calcium ions they coordinate is once
again very different. How these differences affect the folding strength and rigidity have yet to be
determined.

5.2 Engineering an adhesin / assembling your own swiss army knife
The relative ease of gene synthesis and genetic manipulation of certain model bacterial species
has made fashioning man-made adhesion proteins an attainable goal. As such, it will be possible
to produce customized bacteria that will form biofilms on surfaces of our choosing. However, as
with all protein engineering, ambitions are limited by what nature has already produced. In this
case, the ability to localize adhesion proteins to a cell surface relies on knowledge of existing
secretion systems and the necessary sequences/domains a protein must have to pass through them.
Early successes in producing synthetic biofilms have relied on taking key adhesins and altering
them to contain domains and sequences that facilitate adhesion to desired substrates or cohesion
between chosen bacterial strains. For example, preliminary studies using genetically-modified E.
coli were able to induce bacterial clustering on stainless steel by adding metal-binding domains to
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curli, the biofilm-associated amyloid protein [494]. Similarly, interactions between two distinct
populations of bacteria were achieved through the use of modified type Ve adhesion proteins,
bringing together green and red fluorescing E. coli as a proof-of-concept [495]. Considering the
functional and structural information available for RTX adhesins, these proteins could be used as
another template for crafting engineered bacteria-bacteria and bacteria-surface contacts. Indeed,
early proof-of-concept work has already demonstrated the viability of the Lap type I secretion
system from Pseudomonads as a potential adhesin presentation method [496].
5.2.1 Collecting the right tools
The first step in engineering an adhesin is knowing what tools are required to achieve a chosen
goal. In this way, discovery and characterization of ligand-binding domains from other proteins,
be they adhesins or otherwise, is crucial. RTX adhesins have a practical hiccup when it comes to
the repertoire of domains one can place in its C-terminal region: calcium-dependent folding. So
far, the majority of domains characterized from RTX adhesins have required calcium for proper
folding in some capacity [166,379,387,497]. This reliance is likely helpful in keeping the often
massive RTX adhesins unfolded/inactive prior to being fed through the TISS, in keeping with
other studied RTX toxins [331]. Such a niche characteristic may limit the tools that will work in
this particular scaffold to domains from actual RTX adhesins, other calcium-dependent proteins,
or perhaps slow-folding proteins that are not calcium-dependent.
With this in mind, Chapter 3 explores the ligand specificity and structural setup of a sugarbinding domain from an RTX adhesin. Indeed, the MhPA14’s affinity for glucose-containing
polysaccharides could serve as a useful tool if a protein engineer were attempting to fashion a
glycan-associating biofilm. Alternatively, PA14 domains appear to have a penchant for binding
certain diatom surfaces, as shown by both MpIBP and MhLap (Appendix E, Figure E1). Synthetic
biofilms, either containing diatoms or using diatoms as a surface to cluster upon, could be built
using these PA14 domains. Improving these domains’ affinity for sugar-based substrates could be
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achieved either through choosing a highly-branched polymer as a ligand (thereby increasing the
local concentration of ligand) or by placing several PA14 domains in tandem (thereby increasing
the local concentration of protein), as has been seen for other carbohydrate binding modulecontaining proteins [498]. Native MhLap appears to use both these techniques. Glycan arrays
show MhPA14’s preferential binding for highly-branched glucose polymers (Appendix E, Figure
E2), and the full-length MhLap has a potential second PA14 domain downstream of the first.
Looking past MhLap, there are currently few characterized examples of ligand-binding domains
from other RTX adhesins. MpIBP provides interesting possibilities, i.e. ice-binding and peptidebinding, but there exists many hypothetical RTX adhesins in the database worth exploring. These
proteins contain C termini ripe with predicted domains of unknown ligand affinity, or sequences
with structures or functions yet to be discovered. If the RTX adhesin is to be made into a useful
scaffold for synthetic biofilms, more ligand-binding regions must be probed for useful tools. As
an example, Figure D2 (Appendix D) shows the characterization of a vWFA module from the
Aeromonas hydrophila long adhesion protein (AhLap). The domain appears to sport calciumdependent binding to ECM proteins.
5.2.2 Putting together a scaffold
Once the appropriate tools have been chosen, they must be placed into a scaffold (Figure 5.2 A).
The RTX adhesin scaffold is fairly simple, with work in the O’Toole lab showing that adhesin
secretion and cell surface retention can be achieved by including the short non-cleavable TISS
signal plus several tandem RTX repeats at the C terminus, along with the N-terminal β-sandwich
plug, respectively [496]. The TISS components are present in many bacterial species, and – due
to the simple and well-understood protein requirements of the system – can be easily added in
expression plasmids to strains in which they are absent or underperforming [499]. The number of
extender region repeats to include is a difficult question to answer. As stated above, the length of
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Figure 5.2 Engineering adhesins for synthetic biofilm production. A) The RTX adhesin
family could be used as a blue print for designing a customizable adhesin. A constant portion of
the engineered adhesin (the scaffold) would contain the components behind cell-surface retention,
extension, and secretion. Modular ligand-binding domains (the tools) could then be added to
determine what environmental components the bacterium will bind to. Such adhesins could then
be used to make synthetic biofilms, which may be able to perform a variety of tasks. B)
Multispecies biofilms attached to synthetic surfaces could be introduced to polluted environments
for bioremediation purposes. From this vantage, the dense biofilm could either absorb pollutants
like petroleum, heavy metals, etc., or release enzymes to degrade pollutants in solution. C)
Biofilms could be spatially organized to provide a step-by-step biosynthetic factory. Different
strains of bacteria, each capable of performing a step in the pathway, could be selectively adhered
to different surfaces. Flow would move starting materials from one biofilm to the next, like a
conveyer belt. D) Bacteria containing natural or engineered bactericidal machinery could be
induced to enter existing biofilms and destroy neighbouring cells. These “trojan horse” bacteria
would punch holes in biofilms, which could then be exploited using other bactericidal methods.
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a functioning adhesin may be dependent on aspects of the bacterial host and its particular
substrate that are not obvious without in-depth study.
The crystal structure of the MpIBP peptide-binding construct [166] and unpublished data on the
AhLap adhesin (Appendix D, Figure D3 A) indicate that the orientation of domains within the
ligand-binding region may be important for proper presentation of the ligand-binding sites. Both
these RTX adhesins show an ultrastructure in the ligand-binding region, namely a T shape, where
a stalk of Ig-like domains orients two ligand-binding domains in opposite directions, with their
binding sites facing outwards (Appendix D, Figure D3 A&B). This shape is reminiscent of an
antibody, and is likely to reduce steric clashes between the domains. Incorporation of these
organizational elements into the scaffold could prove useful, especially for multi-valent adhesion
proteins.
Outside of the protein proper, considerations have to be paid to controlling the expression of the
adhesion protein. While certain systems may benefit from a constitutively-expressed protein,
others may require the ability to turn biofilms on or off. This level of control could be attained
through exploiting natural pathways within the bacteria (ex. the c-di-GMP-mediated LapG
pathway of LapA) or by placing the protein under the control of an inducible promoter. Chemical
induction with IPTG or tetracyclin products is an obvious choice, but promoters that are triggered
by temperature, stress, or even light are also interesting options. For example, when researchers
placed antigen 43 under the control of a light-sensing promoter, they were able to induce the
formation of biofilms into intricate patterns that mimicked the pattern of blue light shone onto a
plastic surface [500].
5.2.3 Applications of synthetic biofilms
Being able to assemble select bacteria onto a surface has a variety of potential applications, with
the simplest being to keep other bacteria from doing the same. The colonization of commensal
bacteria has already been seen to benefit both plants and animals by excluding pathogens
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[30,180]; such interactions could be engineered into probiotics or biological fertilizers. Likewise,
protein engineers could endeavour to coat metal surfaces with harmless bacteria to exclude
sulfur-reducing bacteria, thereby preventing microbially-influenced corrosion.
Next, instead of loading commensal or space-filling bacteria onto a surface, bacteria with outright
beneficial phenotypes could also be assembled. An example provided by nature is the oildegrading consortia that assemble multiple species with different metabolic capabilities in order
to degrade the varied hydrocarbon components of crude oil [191]. By engineering adhesins to
facilitate binding to pollutants and/or cohesion of multiple cooperative species, man-made
bacterial A-teams could be brought together to clean up oil spills, heavy metal seepage, or less
intense but more omnipresent contaminants like endocrine-disrupting molecules.
There are legitimate concerns regarding the use of genetically-modified bacteria in natural
environments; introducing a foreign, highly-competitive species into an otherwise harmonious
environment could greatly upset the local microbiome. Biofilms can also alleviate these concerns,
as the modified bacteria may be crafted so as to bind specifically to gels, surfaces, or beads. From
this vantage, the biofilms could absorb contaminants or release degradative enzymes, all while
being firmly linked to something that can be removed from the environment once the
bioremediation has been successful (Figure 5.2 B). Since many gels, beads, etc. can be made from
– or modified to contain – glycans, carbohydrate-binding domains like the MhPA14 could be of
immense value here.
Bacteria have been championed not just as degraders, but also as potential micro-factories for the
synthesis of both small molecules and nanomaterials [501,502]. Many synthetic molecules are
synthesized through labour-intensive in vitro chemistry, but biofilms could revolutionize many of
these processes, as they are high-density and capable of self-replenishing damaged or spent
components. Furthermore, multi-step biosynthetic pathways could be spatially organized in
biofilms, using either chemical gradients to induce desired patterns [503], or engineered bacteria
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that A) are able to perform different steps of the pathway, while B) showing affinity for different
types of surfaces (Figure 5.2 C). Flow cells with specific surface patterns (ex. varying types of
glycan/peptide coatings) could be used to space out the bacteria responsible for each step of the
pathway, with a set flow acting as a conveyer belt of soluble material from one step to the next.
The idea of coercing biofilms into distinct patterns has applications in microbial electrochemistry,
as well. The aforementioned study of light-induced production of antigen 43 showed that bacteria
were able to assemble into crisp patterns mimicking the circuits of a microchip [500]. Since select
species have already been seen to form filaments to conduct electrical currents [504], perhaps
these distinct bacterial patterns could form living electrical circuits.
It may also be possible to craft bacteria that can take part in already existing biofilms for the
express purpose of destroying them. These “trojan horse” bacteria would require both an adhesin
that allows them to integrate into a harmful biofilm, as well as some methodology of disrupting
said biofilm once inside (Figure 5.2 D). Examples of naturally-occurring bactericidal weapons
include the type VI secretion system, nutrient-chelating molecules, EPS-degrading enzymes, or
lytic toxins.

5.3 Inhibiting biofilm formation
As a potentially simpler alternative to the trojan horse methodology, small molecules or
antibodies designed to target adhesin ligand-binding domains could be used to inhibit the
formation of biofilms. A major drawback to this technique is dealing with the complexity of older
biofilms. Mature biofilms have multiple EPS components at play, often providing redundancy to
key interactions. Older biofilms also see increases in the transfer of antibiotic-resistant genes
being passed between members, the size of persister cell populations, the density of the biofilm
matrix and its resultant reduction in diffusion of compounds through the biofilm.
Alternatively, blocking the formation of cohesive interactions in young biofilms, or preventing
the initial attachment of bacteria in the first place, are simpler methods with a higher chance of
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succeeding. Metabolically-stable analogs of mannose have been used to block FimH-mediated
adhesion of E. coli [505]. Similarly, antibodies have been able to block both adhesion and
cohesion when used against the ice-binding domain of MpIBP [359], and the whole of LapF,
respectively [244]. By combining these specific inhibitory molecules with general bactericidal
methods, effectively removing young biofilms from human tissues and abiotic surfaces before
they become a problem could become a reality.
Once again, for these methods to become viable more work must be done to characterize existing
ligand-binding domains. In keeping with this need, our lab has also begun to look into peptideanalogs for select ligand-binding domains from a variety of bacterial sources.

5.4 Questions that need answering: DUF3494 IBPs as research tools
Chapter 4 details how SfIBP_1 IBD is among the latest entries into the growing DUF3494 IBP
family. While it is valuable to look at SfIBP as a unique member of the currently-characterized
DUF3494s – in terms of its structural cap, its middle-of-the-road TH activity, and its potential
role as an ice adhesin – the true power of the DUF3494s is the increase in testable samples they
provide the ice-binding community. Most IBPs are related by convergent evolution, meaning that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify new IBPs from protein sequence alone, rendering
genome databases almost useless for this purpose. Identifying IBPs has therefore progressed
through a guess-and-check evaluation of individual organisms [397,506–508]. This labourintensive, time-consuming, hit-or-miss approach has yielded a relatively small number of diverse
IBPs, limiting researchers’ ability to answer some of the most pressing questions in the field of
ice-binding proteins. The vast number of DUF3494 sequences available in the genomes of
microorganisms provides a massive dataset of easy-to-find proteins to tackle these questions.
5.4.1 What are the structural components that determine ice-binding activity?
Despite their conserved function, ice-binding proteins have amassed a variety of different folds,
from simple α helices, to β solenoids, to small globular proteins (Figure 5.3A). With this diversity
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of structures has come a diversity in ice-binding activities, spanning moderately active to
hyperactive examples [444]. That said, the DUF3494 IBPs share the same discontinuous βsolenoid fold, but still have a remarkable range in ice-binding activities (Figure 5.3 B). This
variety of functional intensities, despite the underlying conserved structure, may be a useful tool
for identifying the important aspects of structure that dictate differences in ice-binding activity.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, researchers have already begun to compare the ice-binding surfaces
of certain moderately-active and hyperactive DUF3494 IBPs [464,484]. However, these studies
still limit themselves to 1:1 comparisons; a larger, more comprehensive analysis of all known
structurally- and functionally-characterized DUF3494 IBP will be necessary to see what subtle
aspects of structure can account for these differences.

5.4.2 What is the relationship between TH and IRI?
While every IBP that has TH has been found to have IRI, the proportionality between these two
complementary activities has yet to be deduced. Part of the reason for this continued mystery is a
paucity of reliably comparable data, as different labs maintain different techniques, solutions,
protocols, etc. for measuring both TH and IRI. For example, IRI measured by SPLAT assay vs.
sandwich assay cannot be directly compared [509], while differences in salt concentration, ice
grain size, and cooling rate between labs can yield different TH results for the same protein
[382,510,511]. Many of these methods are also low-throughput, making data collection difficult.
High-throughput methods must be pioneered, if these questions are to be answered [490].
Aside from standardizing procedures, the other component needed to answer this question of TH
vs. IRI is more IBP examples, which yields more TH/IRI readings, thereby providing more data
from which to make conclusions. Once again, DUF3494 IBPs can provide many more IBP
examples with which to measure both TH and IRI. If done under standardized conditions and
mixed with structural knowledge from either solved or predicted structures, the comparisons
drawn could carry far more weight than what has currently been accomplished.
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Figure 5.3 Ice-binding protein diversity in structure and/or function. The majority of the
structurally-characterized IBPs are aligned along a vertical axis of thermal hysteresis activity,
including both A) non-DUF3494 IBPs and B) DUF3494 IBPs. A rough cut off for hyperactivity
is denoted with a dotted line. All structures are coloured with α helices in blue, β strands in red,
and random coil/poly-proline helices in dark blue. The general phylogenetic grouping of the
source organisms is shown by symbols (blue hexagon = insects, blue star = arthropods, red square
= fishes, green triangle = plants, orange circle = bacteria, green circle = fungi, and yellow circle =
diatoms). Modified from Vance et al. 2019 [383].
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Aside from pure research, IBPs have a potential role in biotechnology, namely in frozen food
texturing and organ preservation. Researchers continue to search for new examples of IBPs with
traits (ex. TH, IRI, ice shaping, and ease of production) that will benefit these biotechnological
pursuits. DUF3494 IBPs are a relatively untapped resource in this search.
5.4.3 What roles (past or present) can IBPs serve?
The BIg-containing DUF3494 IBPs like SfIBP_1 have added another biological function for
DUF3494 IBPs, bringing the total up to three: 1) shaping of environmental ice into a
microchannel habitats, 2) freeze tolerance for both itself and symbiotic organisms, and now 3)
adhesion of microorganisms to ice (Figure 5.4). Currently, all characterized DUF3494 domains
have had the capacity to bind to ice. Yet, the widespread nature of the domain amongst so many
different species of microorganisms begs the question: could the domain have had, or still possess
in certain cases, an additional function beyond ice-binding.
Similar questions have been asked for other IBPs, with the possibility of an additional role in
binding to sugars having been postulated in the past. Carbohydrates are polymers ripe with
hydroxyl groups, much like ice, and the type II AFP is derived from a lectin-like protein (though
it is no longer able to bind sugars) [512]. Interesting, if not circumstantial, evidence of potential
sugar-interactions can be found in the DUF3494 IBPs. First, there exists two predicted proteins
that contain DUF3494 domains arranged in a much different architecture than those currently
studied. These proteins have the DUF3494 arranged alongside sugar-binding domains from the
PA14 and concanavalin A lectin families (Figure 5.5 A) [383]. As previously mentioned, tandem
arrangement of sugar-binding domains can be a useful tool for increasing the protein’s ability to
bind glycans; is it possible that this DUF3494 is helping the other structures to bind glycans?
Second, the discontinuous β solenoid is a distinct fold that is rarely found outside of the
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Figure 5.4 Biological roles for DUF3494 IBPs. A) DUF3494 IBPs are secreted to carve out
brine pockets, within which the host microorganisms can survive. In this way, both bacteria and
diatoms maintain a local aqueous environment even within sea ice. B) Microorganisms associated
with multi-cellular organisms (such as moss or plants) can secrete DUF3494 IBPs to provide their
symbiotic companions a level of freeze tolerance. C) DUF3494 IBPs can be incorporated into
larger, multi-domain adhesion proteins, allowing their host microorganisms to cling to the ice
surfaces. Modified from Vance et al. 2019 [383]
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DUF3494 proteins. When searching the PDB database for structural homologs using the Dali
server [513], only one non-DUF3494 protein was found to contain a discontinuous β solenoid:
tāpirin, a cellulose-binding protein from the thermophilic genera of Caldicellulosiruptor [514].
Despite the low sequence similarity, it is hard to imagine that tāpirin is not in some way related to
the DUF3494, considering the structural resemblance (Figure 5.5 B). If they share such a distinct
fold, is it possible they share (or, at least, shared) the ability to bind to sugars?
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Figure 5.5 Circumstantial evidence of DUF3494 sugar-binding. A) DUF3494 domains in
select organisms have been integrated into larger proteins containing multiple, tandem sugarbinding domains. The domain architecture for one such protein from Saccharophagus degradans
is shown. The DUF3494 domain (green cylinder) is N-terminal to a concanavalin A-like lectin
domain (red concave hexagon) and two PA14 domains (red hexagons). B) A structural
comparison of the SfIBP_1 IBD and a cellulose-binding protein called tāpirin. Both structures are
shown as Richardson diagrams, coloured with chainbows (i.e. primary sequence changes from
blue to red as it progresses from N to C terminus).
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5.5 In conclusion
The preceding chapters have demonstrated the current work done on the ligand-binding domains
from several adhesion proteins, namely MpIBP, MhLap, and SfIBP_1, which are derived from
different bacterial sources, cluster into different protein families, and sport different functional
capabilities. Indeed, bacteria employ a multitude of different protein folds to accomplish their
missions of adhesion to surfaces/interfaces, and communal cohesion into biofilms. While the
structural characterization of these domains is not easy, determining what specific substrates they
bind will be a far more daunting task; the relentless machine of bacterial evolution has yielded a
seemingly infinite number of possibilities for such domain-ligand interactions. However, these
interactions must be sought after and characterized if the danger of harmful biofilms is to be
mitigated, and the ambition of crafting their beneficial counterparts is to be realized. In this
pursuit, this thesis will add to the growing knowledge of bacterial adhesion proteins, thereby
placing a few more tools into the ever-expanding toolbox.
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Appendix A
Supplementary information for Chapter 2.
A Guinier analysis was used to obtain the radius of gyration (Rg) and molecular weight
(Mw,SAXS) of the protein construct. For monodisperse globular proteins, the Guinier
approximation (valid for qRg ≤ 1.3) gives an estimation of their size, using

1
2 2

𝐼(𝑞) = 𝐼0 𝑒 2𝑅𝑔𝑞

with the radius of gyration, Rg, and the forward scattering intensity, I0, for I at q = 0. The Rg and
I0 were determined from the slope and y-intercept of the Guinier plot ln(I(q)) versus q2. The
scattering intensity at zero angle can be used to calculate the molecular weight of the protein
using

𝑀𝑤 , 𝑆𝐴𝑋𝑆 = 𝐼0

𝑁𝑎𝑣
𝑐(∆𝜌𝑣)2

with the molecular weight Mw,SAXS in g/mol, the forward scattering intensity I0 in cm-1,
concentration c in g/cm3, Avogadro’s number Nav, the scattering length density difference ρ in
cm-2 (ρprotein − ρH2O, where ρprotein = 1.25×1011 cm-2 and ρH2O = 9.44×1010 cm-2) and the partial
specific volume of the protein in solution v = 0.734 in cm3/g.
A Guinier analysis is an important check of monodispersity and/or aggregation, which can be
observed by non-linearity in the Guinier plot due to an up- or downturn at the lower q-values. The
molecular weight Mw,SAXS determined from the forward scattering intensity I0 is in good
agreement with the theoretical value for the RII tetra-tandemer in the presence of EDTA, while
Mw,SAXS seems slightly overestimated in the presence of calcium (Mw,calc = 42.6 kDa versus
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Mw,SAXS = 52.6 kDa). As there is no evidence for aggregation or non-negligible protein–protein
interactions (all Guinier plots are linear), we tentatively attribute this discrepancy to a deviation
of the specific volume of the tetra-tandemer from v = 0.734 cm3/g.

Figure A 1 Enlarged view of the linker region between Repeats 1 and 2. The colour scheme is
the same as in Figure 2.3.
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Figure A 2 Guinier and Kratky representation of SAXS data. A) Guinier plot of the
experimental SAXS data (open symbols) and fits of the Guinier approximation. B) Kratky
representation of the experimental data (q2 × I(q) vs. q).

Table A 1 Parameters obtained from the Guinier analysis of the experimental data of RII
tetra-tandemer.
c (mg/mL)

Mw, calc (kDA)

I0 (cm-1)

Rg (Å)

Mw, SAXS (kDa)

CaCl2

5

42.6

0.222 +/- 0.001

44.9 +/- 0.5

52.6

EDTA

5

42.6

0.185 +/- 0.003

36.2 +/- 0.1

43.9
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Appendix B
Supplementary information for Chapter 3.
>MhPA14
MASSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHMAPDAQADSFGGVAVQGLFGEYYAYAQGSDGGNLSNVAQVKAFIA
ANEADATFIGRNIDYGSVSGDLGGNGKVQSFLKDDAGSLSTDPENSSDAIVKLTGNLELQAGTYQ
FRVRADDGYRIEVNGQTVAEYNGNQGANTRTGSEFTLTGDGPHSVEIVYWDQGGAAQLRIELREQ
GGAYEIFGSQHASHGSENP
>GFP_MhPA14
MASSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHMVSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTL
KFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKQHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIFFKDDGNYKTR
AEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNVYIMADKQKNGIKVNFKIRHNIEDG
SVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITLGMDELYKG
AGHMAPDAQADSFGGVAVQGLFGEYYAYAQGSDGGNLSNVAQVKAFIAANEADATFIGRNIDYGS
VSGDLGGNGKVQSFLKDDAGSLSTDPENSSDAIVKLTGNLELQAGTYQFRVRADDGYRIEVNGQT
VAEYNGNQGANTRTGSEFTLTGDGPHSVEIVYWDQGGAAQLRIELREQGGAYEIFGSQHASHGSE
NP
>MhPA14_MpIBP(IBD)
MDMAPDAQADSFGGVAVQGLFGEYYAYAQGSDGGNLSNVAQVKAFIAANEADATFIGRNIDYGSV
SGDLGGNGKVQSFLKDDAGSLSTDPENSSDAIVKLTGNLELQAGTYQFRVRADDGYRIEVNGQTV
AEYNGNQGANTRTGSEFTLTGDGPHSVEIVYWDQGGAAQLRIELREQGGAYEIFGSQHASHGHHH
HHHPGGENLYFQGSGSHMNVSQSNSFGFWDGTSTQAEITHSFDHYIGSAFDASNNNVAVTGNVSA
TLNVLAGDDKVSIDGNVEDVLVAANVAVLDMGTGNDQLYVAGDVLGKIDAGTGNDEIYIKGDVSA
AVDAGTGNDEVYIGGNLSGDLDAGTDNDNIQIGGDVNAALNAGTGNDNLIIGHDVSGIVNMGTDN
DTVEVGRTINASGKVLLDTGDDSLLVSGDLFGEVDGGTGNDTIIIAGKVSGNIQGGTGNDIVRVQ
SQVWAEANISLGTGDDVLIVEHELHGTVAGNEGDDSIYLKFYTKEQYNNNSDLRNRVANFEHIRV
SDGVVKGSPADFADY
Figure B 1 Amino-acid sequence of MhPA14, and two MhPA14-tagged fusion proteins.
Sequences for the three constructs are shown as combinations of MhPA14 (yellow), GFP (green),
MpIBP ice-binding domain (blue), and additional vector and linker sequences (grey). The TEV
cut site is underlined.
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Figure B 2 Dextran-affinity assay schematic. A) Overview of the dextran-affinity assay,
showing the process from resin equilibration to repetitive addition of sugars. B) Elution of
GFP_MhPA14 from S200 beads in 1.5-mL tubes using glucose.
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Figure B 3 Two-dimensional representations of the saccharides used in the competition
assay. Glucose moieties are coloured red, while galactose moieties are coloured blue. Trans
equatorial hydroxyls are coloured green.
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Figure B 4 SDS-PAGE showing the nickel-affinity purification of the MhPA14 fusiontagged proteins. Flow-through and elution fractions for both protein constructs are shown
alongside protein ladders (Ld).
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Appendix C
Supplementary information for Chapter 4.
>SfIBP_1
MNHSIKKTYLVFTMLLGFILLAGCNGDNNNDNSNNDNNGVLLTSIAVTPATPSMPLGLKQQFTAM
GTYSDGTSSDITNSATWSSDDSTVATINGSGLAMGVIPGSVAITASLIDSSSNEQSATTTLTITD
ATLTALAITPVNPSLAKGLTKQFMATGTYSDGTSPDVTTSVTWSSANTLVATVNASGLASGVAIG
SSIITASLGSDETTTELNITDAILSSIALTPVEPSIAKGITQQFTAIGTYSDGISVDITASSNWS
SADTLVATMNTSGAAKGVSIGSSIITADFQAQSATSLLTVTDASLTSIMLTPANPHIPKGNTLQL
TATGIYSDGISVDITSSAIWSSADTLIATVNADGVVSGITSGSAIITATSAALSATTTVTVTDTT
LTSIAVTPGNQTIVKGSNKQLTATGTYSDGSLANITASVTWSSADTLVATVNNSGLASGIETGSS
LISASSGALSGSTNLTITGAALNSIVVSPTNLSLVKGMNKQFAATATYSDGSVADISTSVTWSSA
DTLVATIDVNGLANGKAAGSSLITATSGAQSNSTNLTVTDATLNSIDVTPINPSIIKNSSQNFVA
TGHYSDGSTTNITSTVMWSSADTLVATLNPNEQLNSGRATAIEVGSSVIQASLSGVFADTTLNVT
AALPNNPLAPELGEVARFAMLASQAITTTSGSAIVDGDLGILDQARSYYAGFTPGVNAGEFDELT
NGLSYAGDDSTPPYVVPVPYASMVAFINQSRTDLGIAYNFLAADPNPNAATQVCPIELGNLTLTR
GVYKTAADVTLQTGTLTLDGEGDPDSVFIFTIGGNLTSGAPGGDIVLINGAQAKNIYWRTAGKTV
IGTNTNFSGNVFAWSEVNVRTGANVTGRLFAVTDQVTLDANAVTKAN
>SfIBP_1 IBD
MNPLAPELGEVARFAMLASQAITTTSGSAIVDGDLGILDQARSYYAGFTPGVNAGEFDELTNGLS
YAGDDSTPPYVVPVPYASMVAFINQSRTDLGIAYNFLAADPNPNAATQVCPIELGNLTLTRGVYK
TAADVTLQTGTLTLDGEGDPDSVFIFTIGGNLTSGAPGGDIVLINGAQAKNIYWRTAGKTVIGTN
TNFSGNVFAWSEVNVRTGANVTGRLFAVTDQVTLDANAVTKANHHHHHH
Figure C 1 Amino acid sequence of SfIBP_1. The top amino acid sequence is of the full-length
SfIBP_1, while the bottom is of the recombinant SfIBP_1 ice-binding domain. The N-terminal
sequence peptide and subsequent flexible tether is coloured red, with the segment that is removed
via proteolysis highlighted grey. The lipobox site is underlined. The predicted BIg domains are
highlighted blue, with every other repeat bolded. The DUF3494 ice-binding domain is
highlighted green. Sequence predicted to be unstructured (i.e. linkers between domains or
recombinant tags) are not highlighted.
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Appendix D
Unpublished crystal structures.

Tetra-tandemer constructs from MhLap (repeats 2-5) and AhLap (repeats 18-21) were solved
using calcium phasing from home source diffractometer.

Figure D 1 Extender region repeats from RTX adhesins. The structures for four tandemer
constructs from four different RTX adhesins are shown, oriented with their N termini on the left
(as indicated by the chainbows colouring). These structures include the SiiE tri-tandemer (PDB:
2YN5), MpIBP tetra-tandemer (PDB: 4P99), and the unpublished tetra-tandemer structures from
AhLap and MhLap. All structures are shown using Richardson diagrams, with orange spheres
depicting calcium ions.

The von Willebrand Factor A-like domain from AhLap was solved using calcium phasing on a
home source diffractometer.
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Figure D 2 A von Willebrand factor A-like domain from the C terminus of the Aeromonas
hydrophila long adhesion protein. The domain architecture for AhLap is shown at the top; the
colour scheme is the same as Figure 3.1, with the addition of the vWFA as a purple box. The
crystal structure of the AhvWFA is shown below in two different orientations. The domain is
coloured in chainbows, with the Ca2+ ions shown as orange spheres. The Ca2+ that takes part in
the potential metal-ion dependent adhesion site (MIDAS) is highlighted with a box, and insets to
the right zoom in on the site. The MIDAS calcium is coordinated differently between AhvWFA
copies in the crystal structure. The coordinations can be grouped into a “closed” confirmation and
an “open” confirmation. The latter was seen to coordinate the C terminus of a symmetry mate
(white peptide in Open inset). Binding assays of the AhvWFA linked to GFP were undertaken
with immobilized ECM proteins. BSA and GFP only controls were also run.
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Another portion of the AhLap C terminus was solved, once again using calcium phasing.

Figure D 3 The Y-shaped ultrastructure of RTX adhesins’ C termini. A) The unpublished
crystal structure of a two-domain portion of the AhLap C terminus. This section is found
upstream of the vWFA (purple box), with ~ 40 residues between them. B) Two comparable
domains from the MpIBP C terminus (PDB: 5K8G). This region is directly upstream from the
MpIBP PA14 domain (orange box). Both structures are displayed as Richardson diagrams, and
coloured with chainbows. White spheres depict Ca2+.
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Appendix E

Figure E 1 Fluorescent studies of MhPA14_GFP binding to an Antarctic diatom.
Chaetoceros neogracile, an Antarctic diatom cultured in our lab, was mixed with the
MhPA14_GFP fusion protein, and allowed to incubate overnight. Diatoms were viewed under a
100-X oil objective, using both bright-field and green-fluorescent channels. Three of the many
diatoms imaged are shown above. A GFP only control is shown for comparison. Scale bar is
indicative of 10 µm.
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Figure E 2 Glycan array of MhPA14 against extracted polysaccharides from fungal and
bacterial sources. MhPA14_GFP was incubated with an array of polysaccharides, and labelled
with anti-GFP. The two highest glycans are mushroom glycans that are highly branched glucose
polymers.
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